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ABSTRACT

An interactive multimedia application promises to provide an entertaining, engaging, and

media rich environment for a user to interactively explore and learn about information.

To build an application that meets this promise, however, a designer must rapidly explore

and effectively communicate numerous behavioral design ideas early in the design

process. We use the term behavior to refer to the design space dimensions of user

interaction and time-based information display.

In a study of multimedia design practice, we learned that current tools do not adequately

support the needs of a designer early in the design process, and as a result, a designer

struggles to explore and communicate behavioral design ideas. A designer’s struggle

results from an imbalance between the two most widely used early design mechanisms:

storyboards sketched with pencil and paper and prototypes created with an authoring tool.

These mechanisms either are ineffective for helping a designer explore and communicate

behavioral design ideas or require a designer to invest too much time and effort in the

early stages of design.

In this dissertation, we investigate the requirements for, implementation of, and user

evaluation of an interactive sketching tool called DEMAIS that addresses a designer’s

struggle by combining the advantages of sketching with pencil and paper with the

advantages of building a functional prototype using an authoring tool. Using DEMAIS, a

designer can quickly sketch temporal and interactive behavior using an expressive visual

sketching language. Once sketched, a designer can run the design to experience the

behavior and share that experience with clients, colleagues, and end users.
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The main contributions of thesis are (i) lessons learned from a study of multimedia design

practice, (ii) an interactive sketching tool called DEMAIS that enables a designer to

sketch temporal and interactive behavior, (iii) a rule-based language and predictive logic

enabling DEMAIS to operationalize a design, (iv) new usability lessons for gesture

recognition interfaces, and (v) a comparative evaluation showing that DEMAIS is better

than pencil and paper and Authorware for communicating behavioral design ideas early

in the design process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An interactive multimedia application promises to provide an entertaining, engaging, and

media rich environment for a user to interactively explore and learn about information. In

a multimedia application, when a designer properly synchronizes content to reinforce the

application’s message and designs interaction that keeps a user engaged in the

application, the user better learns and longer retains information [44, 61]. To design an

application that meets this promise, however, a designer must rapidly explore and

effectively communicate numerous behavioral design ideas early in the design process. In

this dissertation, we use the term behavior to refer to the design space dimensions of user

interaction and time-based information display. If a designer cannot explore or

communicate a behavioral design idea effectively, then she may choose a less innovative

idea simply because she understands it the best or because she perceives it as having the

least amount of risk in terms of an unsatisfied client or end users.

In a study of multimedia design practice [8], we learned that current tools do not

adequately support the needs of a designer early in the design process, and as a result, a

designer struggles to explore and communicate behavioral design ideas, limiting

opportunities for innovation to occur [81]. A designer’s struggle results from an

imbalance between the two most widely used early design mechanisms: storyboards

sketched with pencil and paper and prototypes created with an authoring tool such as

Macromedia’s Director [55] or Authorware [72]. These mechanisms either are ineffective

for helping a designer explore and communicate behavioral design ideas (paper sketches)
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or require a designer to invest too much time and effort (prototypes), slowing the early

design process just when it needs to be rapid.

Thus, in this dissertation, we investigate the requirements for, implementation of, and

user evaluation of an interactive design tool called DEMAIS that addresses a designer’s

struggle by combining the advantages of sketching with pencil and paper with the

advantages of building a functional prototype using an authoring tool. Using DEMAIS, a

designer can quickly sketch temporal and interactive behavior using an expressive visual

sketching language. A designer edits the sketched behavior using gestures and a set of

visual icons representing behaviors common in multimedia applications. Most important,

a designer can run the design to experience the behavior represented in the design and to

share that experience with clients, colleagues, and end users. By enabling a designer to

quickly sketch low-fidelity, functional prototypes, DEMAIS helps the designer better

explore and communicate behavioral design ideas early in the design process, facilitating

the design of more engaging applications for end users.

1.1 Background

A multimedia application enables a user to interactively explore and learn about

information through a variety of content and behavior. Content refers to the animations,

audio, images, narrations, text and video used in the application while behavior refers to

how the application responds to user interaction and the passage of time. In Figure 1.1,

we show the content and describe the behavior for two screens of an educational

multimedia application. We captured the screens shown in Figure 1.1 from the CD-ROM

What’s the Secret? published by the 3M Learning Software company and loaned to us

during our design study. Although the screens in Figure 1.1 represent the application in

its final form, they most likely began as rough pencil and paper sketches. Only after

several iterations of exploring and communicating alternative design ideas, and refining

selected ideas to finer levels of detail, did the rough sketches solidify into the form shown

in Figure 1.1.
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The process of exploring and communicating ideas for the content and behavior of a

multimedia application is called multimedia design. In the early stages of design, or the

early design process, a designer begins to think about ideas for the content and behavior

of an application. At this stage, a designer’s ideas are still rough and evolving and are

most amenable to change.

In Figure 1.2, we show paper storyboards typifying what a designer often sketches early

in the design process. To explore behavior, a designer typically sketches arrows within

and between the storyboards and scribbles annotations on them. DEMAIS uses these

arrows and annotations as a design vocabulary and operationalizes this vocabulary to

produce a functional prototype.

Figure 1.1. Screens illustrating a variety of content and behavior from two sections of an
educational multimedia application. The screen shown in (a) enables a user to learn about
different animals using a zoo metaphor while the screen shown in (b) enables a user to learn
about an arctic expedition. In (a), the user selects the question text to see videos about the
current animal. To learn about other animals, the user drags the location indicator (the small
ball currently located in front of the elephant) to another animal in the park. In (b), the user
learns about the items an explorer brings on an arctic expedition by dragging and correctly
placing them on the sled. To learn about a specific segment of the expedition, the user selects
one of the small circles on the map. The two screens support many other interactions as well.

(a) (b)
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1.2 Challenges in Multimedia Design

Although multimedia design is related to web site and traditional user interface design, a

multimedia designer faces different design challenges than a web site or user interface

designer. Three of those different design challenges are:

• Integrating static content (text, graphics, images, etc.) and dynamic content (audio,

narrations, video, animations, etc.) into an application. For example, a designer might

explore the use of voice narrations to accompany a set of images.

• Designing the temporal structure of an application and including both static and

dynamic content in that temporal structure. For example, a designer might explore

synchronizing the display of text paragraphs to the playback of a video. Furthermore,

a designer must design how user interaction fits into or affects the temporal structure

Figure 1.2. A set of storyboards typifying what a multimedia designer sketches early in the
design process.
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of an application. For example, a designer might impose a time limit on a multi-choice

question or enable a user to select a button to restart an animation sequence.

• Designing creative interactions that keep a user engaged in an application. While a

user interface designer strives to enhance user productivity and while a web site

designer strives to allow a user to quickly locate desired information, a multimedia

designer strives to keep a user interested in and actively exploring an application’s

content. For example, in Figure 1.1(b), by enabling a user to interactively pack the

expedition sled, the designer attempts to keep the user engaged in the application and

exploring the items a person packs for an arctic expedition. If a designer can keep the

user engaged in the application, she helps the user better learn and longer retain the

presented information [44, 61].

Of course, all of these design challenges are secondary, the key challenge a multimedia

designer faces is satisfying a seemingly insatiable demand for creativity. This demand

comes not only from clients who want something fresh and new, but also from a

designer’s artistic desire to create something unique [8]. In multimedia, creativity means

more than designing attractive content, it means designing innovative behavior that keeps

a user engaged in an application.

1.3 Limitations of Current Tools

A multimedia designer struggles to explore and communicate behavioral design ideas

early in the design process [8]. This struggle results from an imbalance between the two

most widely used early design mechanisms: storyboards sketched with pencil and paper

and prototypes created with an authoring tool such as Macromedia’s Director or

Authorware. These mechanisms either require a designer to invest too much time and

effort in the early stages of design or are ineffective for helping a designer assess

behavioral design ideas. Sketching storyboards using pencil and paper requires low

investment, but because the storyboards are static, assessing the behavior of a design

idea, e.g., deciding whether a voice script should start automatically or in response to a

user interaction, is difficult. On the other hand, building a prototype using an authoring
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tool is a powerful mechanism for assessing behavior, but it requires too large of an initial

investment. If a designer makes a large investment into an early prototype, she confines

the design space to what is doable within that prototype and prematurely commits to that

design even though the ideas represented in it are still rough and evolving.

A design story told to us during an interview conducted as part of our design study

(discussed in Chapter 3) will help illustrate a designer’s struggle to explore and

communicate behavioral design ideas early in the design process. A designer was

challenged with building an innovative navigation concept for a local artist's work. For

this project, the artist was also the client. The designer communicated at length with the

artist, discovering that the artist had two primary themes in his work that might be

leveraged for a creative navigation concept. The designer’s idea was to create two rows

of concept keywords and enable the user to independently slide each row of keywords

across the other. As the keywords aligned, a menu would appear enabling the user to

navigate to the artist’s work depicting the overlap of those two concepts. However, the

designer discussed at length her struggle to communicate that idea to both her colleagues

and the client as they had difficulty visualizing how the behavior of that design would

feel for an end user. Although the designer discussed prototyping the idea with an

authoring tool, she felt that the investment was too large, especially for an idea that might

be scrapped in favor of another. In the end, the designer used translucent paper to

physically demonstrate how a user could drag each set of concept keywords across the

other as well as the menu display that would appear. Although the demonstration was

somewhat effective, the artist stated he would have preferred to directly interact with the

design idea in a working prototype.

1.4 An Interactive Sketching Tool for Early Multimedia Design
To address a designer’s struggle with early behavior exploration, we developed an

interactive sketching tool called DEMAIS (DEsigning Multimedia Applications with

Interactive Storyboards). Using DEMAIS, a designer can quickly sketch temporal and

interactive design ideas early in the design process. The advantage of using DEMAIS

over pencil and paper is that a designer can run the design, resulting in a low-fidelity,
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functional prototype enabling the designer to directly experience the behavior represented

in that design. The advantage of using DEMAIS over an authoring tool is that it requires

a much lower investment, freeing a designer to explore more behavioral ideas more often.

A designer only needs to sketch enough of a behavioral idea to effectively communicate

the idea to herself or another person. Using DEMAIS, a designer can:

• Sketch content and enter annotations on a set of storyboards

• Edit a storyboard using gestures

• Develop voice scripts and import audio, video and image content into a storyboard

• Sketch temporal and interactive behavior using a visual sketching language

• Run the design to experience the sketched behavior

With the ability to quickly sketch low-fidelity, functional prototypes, we believe a

designer can better explore and communicate behavioral design ideas early in the design

process, facilitating the design of more engaging applications for end users.

1.5 Summary of Contributions
This dissertation consists of three main parts: (i) understanding the needs of a multimedia

designer through a study of multimedia design practice, (ii) using the lessons from the

study to develop an interactive sketching tool called DEMAIS, and (iii) evaluating the

tool. In each part of the dissertation, we made contributions to the fields of multimedia

systems and human-computer interaction. In Figure 1.3, we summarize the three parts of

this dissertation, the contributions and area of contribution made in each part, and the

chapters that discuss the contributions. In the first part of this dissertation, we

documented the multimedia design process, the design artifacts produced in that process,

and the tools used to produce those artifacts. The lessons we learned in the design study

are its main contribution. For example, in the design study, we learned that:

• A multimedia designer eschews design formalisms as they are discordant with the

imprecision and vagueness inherent in the early design process.
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Figure 1.3. A summary of the contributions made in this dissertation.
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• A multimedia designer typically explores behavioral design ideas by sketching paper

storyboards using a pencil, sketching arrows and writing annotations on the

storyboards, and using content sketched on translucent paper to demonstrate changes

in content resulting from user interaction or the passage of time.

• A multimedia designer struggles to explore and communicate behavioral design ideas

early in the design process and needs better tools to overcome this struggle.

In addition to these lessons, the documentation of the design process serves as a reference

for research in multimedia design processes, multimedia design tools, and related areas.

In the second part of this dissertation, informed by the lessons from the design study, we

developed an interactive sketching tool called DEMAIS. Using DEMAIS, a designer can

quickly sketch temporal and interactive design ideas and then run the design to

experience those ideas. In this second part, we:

• Developed a visual sketching language enabling a designer to sketch temporal and

interactive behavior both within and between storyboards.

• Used translucent layers to enable a designer to sketch content and behavior

incrementally.

• Developed a set of visual icons representing temporal and interactive behaviors

common in multimedia applications and an interaction technique enabling a designer

to modify previously sketched behavior.

• Developed a mechanism enabling a designer to sketch synchronization involving

dynamic content and other sketched content on a storyboard.

• Developed a rule-based language enabling a designer to specify temporal relationships

involving multiple timelines, user interaction, and combinations of each through

conjunctive and disjunctive operators.

• Developed a predictive logic that maintains the semantics expressed in the rules with

minimal computational effort.
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In the final part of this dissertation, we conducted two user evaluations of DEMAIS: an

evaluation of the tool’s usability and an evaluation comparing the impact of the tool to

the impact of pencil and paper and Authorware on the exploration and communication of

behavior early in the design process. From the usability evaluation, we learned new

usability lessons that helped us improve the usability of our tool and that can help other

designers improve the usability of their recognition-based interfaces. For example, we

learned that a user has difficulty recalling the gestures available in DEMAIS, and as a

result, we made an engineering change to DEMAIS to remind her of the available

gestures. The usability lessons we learned in the evaluation are its main contribution.

After improving the usability of DEMAIS, we evaluated the impact of using DEMAIS in

comparison to the impact of using pencil and paper and Authorware on the exploration

and communication of behavior early in the design process. From the results of the

comparative evaluation, we:

• Showed that DEMAIS was better than pencil and paper and Authorware for

communicating behavioral design ideas early in the design process.

• Validated that a designer finds low-fidelity, functional prototypes valuable in the early

design process.

• Showed that DEMAIS can be used to capture about 90% of a designer’s behavioral

design ideas early in the design process.

• Validated that a chasm exists between pencil and paper and high-fidelity authoring

tools for exploring and communicating behavioral design ideas early in the design

process and that DEMAIS effectively bridges this chasm.

1.6 Example Multimedia Application

To illustrate the challenge of multimedia design, and provide context for many of the

examples and illustrations used in this dissertation, we use an educational example based

on the Lewis and Clark expedition. In this example, a designer must create an interactive

experience regarding the Lewis and Clark expedition across the American West in the
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early 1800s [47]. In the application, a designer must create a unique user experience

enabling a user to interactively explore and learn about the:

• Biographical information of the expedition members

• Goals and historical context of the expedition

• Path traveled through the U.S. states and territories

• Interactions with Native American tribes encountered along the way

• Tools used to overcome natural obstacles

• Original markers that still exist today depicting the expedition’s path

• Unusual sites and sounds the expedition members encountered along the way

Although a designer may include additional information in the application, the

information just listed provides context for many of the examples used in this dissertation

and exemplifies the challenge that a multimedia designer often faces in practice.

1.7 Overview of Thesis
This thesis is composed of three main sections: the study of multimedia design practice

(Chapter 3), the design and implementation of DEMAIS (Chapters 4, 5, and 6), and the

user evaluations of the tool (Chapters 7 and 8). In the next chapter, Chapter 2, we discuss

work related to our study of multimedia design practice, our design tool DEMAIS, and

our user evaluations of DEMAIS. In Chapter 3, we describe our study of multimedia

design practice and its implications for an effective design tool. In Chapter 4, we

introduce DEMAIS and illustrate its use with an example based on the Lewis and Clark

expedition described in Section 1.6. In Chapter 5, we describe the implementation of

DEMAIS’s user interface components and how the tool translates a design into a format

that its runtime engine can execute. In Chapter 6, we describe the implementation of our

rule-based synchronization language and runtime engine that enable a designer to run a

design. In Chapter 7, we discuss our usability evaluation of the tool and the resulting

lessons that we learned for recognition-based interfaces. In Chapter 8, we discuss our

evaluation that compares the impact of using DEMAIS to the impact of using pencil and
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paper and Authorware on the exploration and communication of behavior early in the

design process. In the final chapter, Chapter 9, we discuss issues related to the use and

evaluation of DEMAIS and provide directions for future work.



Chapter 2

Related Work

In this dissertation, we help a multimedia designer better explore and communicate

behavioral design ideas early in the design process. To assess the needs of a designer, we

conducted a study of multimedia design practice. Using the lessons from the study, we

developed an electronic sketching tool called DEMAIS that enables a designer to quickly

sketch low-fidelity, functional prototypes early in the design process. To improve a

designer’s interaction with DEMAIS, we evaluated the usability of the tool and modified

the tool based on the lessons we learned in the evaluation. Afterwards, we evaluated the

impact of a designer using DEMAIS in comparison to a designer using pencil and paper

and Authorware on the exploration and communication of behavior in the early design

process. In this chapter, we discuss studies of design practice used to inform the design of

new tools and analyses of existing systems used to develop new synchronization models

and multimedia description languages. We also discuss models of temporal and

interactive behavior related to DEMAIS’s runtime engine and discuss user evaluations of

sketching tools related to our user evaluations of DEMAIS. In Figure 2.1, we summarize

the work performed in this dissertation and how it relates to other work.
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2.1 Identifying Requirements for New Tools, Models, or Languages

As shown in Figure 2.1, to build a better synchronization model or description language

for a multimedia application, researchers often analyze the limitations of existing systems

to identify the requirements for new models or languages. For example, by analyzing the

limitations of HTML [38] for describing multimedia applications, the W3C developed a

new multimedia description language called SMIL [87] to better support multimedia

applications on the World Wide Web. As another example, Prabhakaran and

Subrahmanian [70] analyzed the limitations of petri nets to better support user input in a

new multimedia synchronization model called Dynamic Timed Petri Nets (DTPN). The

requirements for MODE [15], FLIPS [79], CHIMP [22], RT-LOTOS [24], Clock

Hierarchies [74], DAMSEL [68], and MHEG-5 [26] were identified in a similar manner.

Although by analyzing the limitations of existing systems, a person can develop a better

synchronization model or description language for multimedia applications, the new

system typically supports the needs of the “system” and not the needs of its users. To

develop a tool that meets the needs of a designer, we first conducted a study of

multimedia design practice to better understand a designer’s true needs.

Regardless of the domain, researchers often conduct a study of design practice to identify

the requirements for a new design tool or enabling technology. In a study of video design

practice, MacKay and Pagani [53] observed that a video designer still relies on paper

storyboards as a design tool even with the abundance and availability of high-fidelity

video editing tools. The authors used their observations of video design practice to

develop a new video design tool called Video Mosaic. Video Mosaic provides an

augmented reality environment enabling a video designer to experience the video

resulting from editing decisions made early in the design process.

Landay [46] surveyed user interface designers to better understand how and why a user

interface designer sketches on paper early in the design process. Based on the results of

his survey, Landay created a new electronic sketching tool called SILK that enables a

user interface designer to electronically sketch design ideas early in the design process.
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To identify areas of web site design practice where an informal sketching tool could be

applied, Newman and Landay [64] conducted a series of interviews with professional

web site designers. Using the results of the study, Lin et al. [49] developed a new web

site design tool called DENIM.

To understand how to streamline the newspaper production process, Gustafson et al. [33]

conducted a study of newspaper production. Using the results from the study, the authors

developed new agent software for the production process. Based on a field test with a

production company, the authors reported that the agent software reduced production

time and achieved wide acceptance among the company’s staff.

Although our study is similar to these studies, we needed to conduct a study of

multimedia design practice for several reasons. First, the challenges that a multimedia

designer faces are different from the challenges that a user interface or web site designer

faces. A multimedia designer must integrate dynamic content, design creative temporal

layouts, and design interaction that keeps a user engaged in an application. Thus, we need

to understand how a multimedia designer meets these challenges in practice and how

existing tools fail to meet her needs. Second, our design study focuses on how a designer

explores and communicates the temporal and interactive behavior of a multimedia

application early in the design process, which previous studies have not focused on. Last,

unlike the study in [64], we conducted our study of design practice without a pre-

conceived notion about the type of tool that we might build, e.g., a tool with a sketching

interface or a tool with a more traditional WIMP interface. Otherwise, we felt that we

might unnecessarily bias ourselves towards the application of a particular technology.

2.2 Tools for the Early Design Process

The user interface community has a rich history in building tools that help designers

assess early design ideas. In this section, we discuss design tools in domains related to

multimedia design and discuss tools that enable a designer to electronically sketch early

design ideas. In each case, we identify how our design tool, DEMAIS, differs from them.
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In Figure 2.1, we summarize the design tools discussed in this section and how these

tools relate to DEMAIS.

2.2.1 Tools for Video and Film Design

Video Mosaic [53] enables a designer to experience editing decisions early in the video

production process. The tool provides an augmented reality environment containing both

a paper and electronic version of a storyboard. A designer can manipulate video

references in the paper storyboard and then experience the changes in the electronic

version of that storyboard.

The MAD (Movie Authoring and Design) [5] tool facilitates the design of a linear

presentation such as a film or lecture presentation. The primary means of facilitation is a

run mode enabling a designer to experience the presentation story structure as it exists

hitherto. Based on empirical evidence, the authors reported that the run mode was one of

the most beneficial aspects of the tool. MAD exemplifies how a design tool can help a

designer better explore and communicate early design ideas leading to a more effective

presentation.

Zodiac [88] is a video design tool that uses edit decision lists to support interactive

exploration of the design space. As a designer creates and annotates video edits, Zodiac

saves this information using a branching history. A branching history stores a unique shot

sequence for each alternative design decision that a designer makes and serves as a

complete design record. By playing (experiencing) different paths stored in the branching

history, a designer can compare and communicate alternative designs.

Although these tools have proven useful in their respective domains, they do not support

a designer’s need to explore and communicate the temporal and interactive behavior

required for a multimedia application, which is the focus of DEMAIS.

2.2.2 Tools for Sketching Non-interactive Designs

SketchIt [82] is an electronic sketching tool that transforms a rough sketch of a

mechanical device into a working geometry and generalizes the original sketch to
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produce new alternatives of the design. The tool interprets sketched components of a

mechanical device such as springs, actuators, and joints, and helps a designer determine

the correctness of the device by comparing the sketch to a state transition diagram,

supplied by the designer, that specifies the functional requirements of the device. Based

on the comparison, the tool attempts to provide constructive design advice to the

designer.

SKETCH [92] is an electronic sketching tool that enables a designer to rapidly

conceptualize and edit approximate 3D scenes. A designer uses a vocabulary of 2D line

primitives and other gesture commands to generate and compose 3D primitives such as

cubes, cylinders, and spheres. Using the tool, a designer can also edit camera parameters

such as rotation, pan, and zoom.

Both the SketchIt and SKETCH tools typify how an electronic sketching tool can help a

designer assess early design ideas. SketchIt helps a designer assess early design ideas by

providing constructive feedback while SKETCH helps a designer assess early design

ideas by approximating a 3D scene from a 2D sketch. Although the tools help a designer

assess early design ideas, these tools focus on non-interactive designs while DEMAIS

focuses on interactive designs. DEMAIS enables a designer to sketch low-fidelity,

functional prototypes of temporal and interactive behavior for a multimedia application.

The electronic cocktail napkin [32] is a sketching tool built independent of a specific

design domain. To use the tool in a specific domain, a designer must train a configuration

recognizer that can then build and interpret a semantic representation of a sketch. After a

designer creates a sketch, the tool passes the semantic representation of the sketch to

another tool such as a design critic or simulator. Although the electronic cocktail napkin

offers a promising first step towards a trainable sketching toolkit, the tool cannot support

the range of behavior available in DEMAIS. For example, the electronic cocktail napkin

cannot be trained to support the concept of a behavioral ink stroke available in DEMAIS.
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2.2.3 Tools for Sketching Interactive Designs

SILK [46] is an electronic sketching tool for early user interface design. Using SILK, a

designer sketches a series of storyboards and illustrates transitions among them. When

requested, SILK runs the design enabling the designer to experience the storyboard

transitions beyond that provided by paper mockups alone. SILK also attempts to

recognize the sketched widgets enabling a designer to directly interact with them in run

mode.

DENIM [49] is an electronic sketching tool for early web site design. DENIM provides a

zoomable canvas enabling a designer to quickly move among multiple views of the

design. Similar to SILK, a designer can sketch navigational links from source objects to

destination pages. When requested, DENIM runs the design enabling the designer to

experience navigating the information structure. In more recent work on DENIM, Lin et

al. [48] explored enabling a designer to sketch global navigation bars and state-dependent

transition arrows.

SILK and DENIM show that an electronic sketching tool can be effectively applied in

interactive domains and that user interface and web site designers generally have a

positive reaction to these tools. Although user interface and web site design are closely

related to multimedia design, the design tools used in these domains do not meet the

needs of a multimedia designer. In addition to structuring pages containing text and

images and experiencing content navigation, a multimedia designer must also explore

creative temporal layouts, more engaging interaction, and the use of dynamic media such

as audio, video and animation for an application. Thus, in DEMAIS, we focus on helping

a multimedia designer better explore temporal and interactive behavior for an application.

We assume that a designer has already produced an acceptable information structure and

is ready to explore ideas for content, layout, and behavior for the application.

2.2.4 Tools for Multimedia Design

To offer design advice to a multimedia designer, Faraday [28] built a design tool with an

embedded critic for reporting attentional focus conflicts in a multimedia application.
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Because the tool was designed specifically for attentional focus, a designer cannot use it

to explore other dimensions of the multimedia design space such as spatial layout or

interaction. However, in the future, we believe an attentional focus critic would be a

valuable addition to DEMAIS.

Anecdote [35] and its successor MediaDesc [21] are multimedia design tools providing

some support for the early exploration of behavioral design ideas. These tools enable a

designer to create a set of annotated storyboards and connect them with navigational links

or sequence them in time. When desired, a designer can run the design to experience the

storyboard transitions. Using either tool, a designer can explore a design at different

levels of abstraction through multiple, synchronized views including a scene, link,

timeline, outline, and cast view.

DEMAIS differs from Anecdote and MediaDesc in several ways. First, DEMAIS

provides a sketching interface as opposed to the more traditional WIMP interface that

these tools provide. Based on our study of multimedia design practice [8], sketching more

closely matches what a designer does in practice. Second, when a designer sketches an

arrow or writes an annotation on a storyboard, DEMAIS attempts to interpret the

behavior that the arrow or annotation represents, which neither of these tools does. By

interpreting the arrows and annotations in a design, DEMAIS can produce a low-fidelity,

functional prototype enabling a designer to directly experience the behavior in that

design.

2.2.5 Tools for Multimedia Authoring

An authoring tool facilitates the implementation of a multimedia application by providing

abstractions for visual and temporal layout, media playback, and user interaction.

Examples of authoring tools include GRiNS [19] and Macromedia’s Authorware [72] and

Director [55]. Although an authoring tool offers expressive power and flexibility, it is

often inappropriate for the early stages of multimedia design. An authoring tool is often

difficult to learn and use, is overly focused on building a final form application, and

requires too large of an initial investment in terms of time and effort. We verified these
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observations in our design study and these observations are consistent with observations

made in related domains [45, 64]. Although DEMAIS helps a designer create functional

prototypes, it requires a much lower investment than an authoring tool by more closely

matching what a designer does in practice.

2.2.6 Synchronization Models as Design Tools

A synchronization model is a formal technique for specifying the temporal relationships

among content in a multimedia application as well as the effects of user interaction on

those relationships. Examples of synchronization models include MAEstro [25],

Dynamic Timed Petri Nets [70], FLiPS [79], Clock Hierarchies [74], and RT-LOTOS

[24]. Although a synchronization model is appropriate for the specification of a

multimedia application, it is inappropriate for the design of a multimedia application. The

main reason is that a synchronization model typically provides inadequate support for

modeling user interaction [10], which a multimedia application requires. Also, in order

for a specification to be executable, it must be both precise and complete. In the early

design process, however, a designer needs to be ambiguous, imprecise, and vague [32].

From our earlier research in multimedia synchronization [10, 11], we learned that solving

the problem of synchronization specification differs from solving the problem of more

effective application design. For example, if a designer explores a design for an

application using our temporal rule language (described in Chapter 6) versus using our

sketching interface in DEMAIS (described in Chapter 4), we believe the designer would

prefer the sketching interface as it better matches how she would typically explore the

design in practice.

2.3 Modeling Temporal and Interactive Behavior

Using DEMAIS, a designer can sketch temporal and interactive behavior in a design and

then run the design to experience that behavior. To enable a designer to run a design,

DEMAIS must model the temporal and interactive behavior that a designer sketches in

the design. To model behavior in DEMAIS, we use a temporal rule language that we

adapted from our earlier work on the Nsync toolkit [10]. In Chapter 6, we discuss the
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toolkit in greater detail. In this section, we discuss synchronization models and

description languages that model temporal and interactive behavior in a multimedia

application and discuss why these models and languages did not meet the needs of

DEMAIS. In Figure 2.1, we summarize the multimedia synchronization models and

description languages discussed in this section and show how they relate to DEMAIS.

2.3.1 Synchronization Models

As discussed in Section 2.2.6, a synchronization model is a formal technique for

specifying the temporal relationships among content in a multimedia application as well

as specifying the effects of user interaction on those relationships. However, because no

existing synchronization model supports the range of interaction that a designer can

sketch in DEMAIS, we could not use an existing model as a basis for DEMAIS’s runtime

engine. For example, no synchronization model listed in Figure 2.1 supports the drag and

drop or rollover interactions that can a designer can sketch in DEMAIS. In addition, no

synchronization model supports both the fine- and coarse-grained synchronization that a

designer can sketch in DEMAIS. Thus, to model temporal and interactive behavior in

DEMAIS, we adapted the temporal rule language from our earlier work on the Nsync

toolkit (see Chapter 6).

2.3.2 Description Languages

In addition to exploring the use of an existing synchronization model, we also explored

the use of a multimedia description language including HTML [38], SMIL [87], and

MHEG-5 [26] for our runtime engine. Although a designer can use HTML to structure

text and images, he cannot use HTML to incorporate dynamic content, define temporal

layout, or define interaction beyond link navigation, all of which a designer can sketch in

DEMAIS.

To overcome the limitations of HTML, the W3C developed the Synchronized

Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [87] enabling a designer to develop multimedia

applications for the World Wide Web. Although SMIL supports many of the temporal

and interactive behaviors that a designer can sketch in DEMAIS, a SMIL runtime engine
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either did not support the full SMIL specification or was not freely available to the public

at the time we implemented DEMAIS.

Similar to SMIL, MHEG-5 [26] is an encoding format for multimedia applications.

Although MHEG-5 supports many of the temporal and interactive behaviors that a

designer can sketch in DEMAIS, an MHEG-5 runtime engine either did not support the

full MHEG-5 specification or was not freely available to the public at the time we

implemented DEMAIS.

As the SMIL and MHEG-5 specifications mature and robust runtime engines become

freely available to the public, we may replace the runtime engine in DEMAIS with one of

these engines.

2.4 Evaluations of Sketching Tools

Ostensibly, a designer would use an electronic sketching tool in the early design process

because it helps her assess design ideas better than tools she already uses. Thus, to

determine the efficacy of an electronic sketching tool such as DEMAIS, we need to

evaluate the impact of a designer using the tool in comparison to the impact of a designer

using existing tools. However, as shown in Figure 2.1, researchers who have developed

electronic sketching tools have only evaluated the usability of the tools and have not

evaluated the impact of the tools in comparison to tools that a designer already uses. For

example, in an evaluation of SILK, Landay [45] evaluated whether a designer could use

the tool to design a simple user interface and then communicate the design to another

person. Landay did not compare SILK against other user interface design tools such as

pencil and paper or Visual Basic. Similarly, in an evaluation of DENIM, Lin et al. [49]

evaluated whether a designer could use the tool to design a simple web site. However, the

authors did not compare the tool against other web site design tools such as pencil and

paper or Microsoft FrontPage.

Although evaluating the usability of a new design tool is important, we believe that

evaluating the impact of the tool in comparison to tools that a designer already uses is

more important. If a new design tool does not provide a measurable benefit beyond
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currently used tools, then assessing the usability of the tool is moot. Why would a

designer want to use the new tool? Thus, we not only evaluated the usability of DEMAIS

(see Chapter 7), but we also evaluated the impact of a designer using DEMAIS in

comparison to the impact of a designer using pencil and paper and Authorware (see

Chapter 8).



Chapter 3

Multimedia Design Study

A multimedia designer faces different design challenges than a user interface or web site

designer. Three of those different design challenges are integrating dynamic content such

as audio, video, and animation into an application, structuring content in the temporal

dimension, and designing interactions that keep a user engaged in the application.

Although we understand what the different design challenges are, we need to better

understand how a multimedia designer actually meets these challenges in practice. The

motivation for gaining a better understanding of multimedia design practice is that the

multimedia design community has essentially ignored design formalisms such as formal

design models [15, 70, 79] and methodologies [39, 80] produced from research. At the

same time, the multimedia design community still embraces ineffective design methods

such as using static screen mockups to simulate complex behavioral design ideas or using

an authoring tool as a rapid prototyping tool. We believe the reason for this discordance

is that research has drifted from understanding the true needs of a multimedia designer.

To gain a better understanding of the true needs of a multimedia designer, and to develop

an effective design tool, we conducted a study of professional multimedia design

practice. Although similar studies have been conducted in user interface and web site

design, multimedia design is different and we need to better understand it in order to

develop an effective design tool for the early multimedia design process.
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3.1 Approach

Our study of multimedia design practice consisted of both interviews with and surveys of

professional multimedia designers. We conducted the interviews first to gain a better

understanding of the multimedia design process, the design artifacts produced in that

process, and the tools used to produce those artifacts. Then, using our experience gained

in the interviews, we created a design survey. The survey enabled us to gain feedback

from a broader range of multimedia designers, focus on the interesting issues discovered

in the interviews, and gather data in a quantifiable format.

3.1.1 Interviews

We interviewed twelve professional multimedia designers from eight companies located

in the Minneapolis area. We conducted the interviews to gain a better understanding of

multimedia design practice including the steps followed, roles fulfilled, artifacts

produced, and tools used in the design process.

During an interview, we asked the designer to step us through a recently completed or

ongoing project. As the designer walked us through the project, we asked to see design

artifacts such as scripts, storyboards, prototypes, sketched notes, and more. At each step,

we asked about the information being communicated, the effectiveness of the artifact(s)

at communicating that information, and the effectiveness of the tools used to produce

those artifacts.

A common thread among the designers was a pious desire to create innovative behavior

in their multimedia applications. The designers expressed that although designing a web

site can be challenging, it is often boring from a design perspective because of the World

Wide Web’s limited support for dynamic content and user interaction (although this is

changing). A multimedia designer considers the freedom to create innovative behavior to

be what makes multimedia, “multimedia,” and a multimedia design company considers

the creativity of its designers to be a competitive advantage.
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3.1.2 Surveys

After we completed the interviews, we created a design survey focusing on how a

multimedia designer explores and communicates behavior early in the design process.

We posted the survey to several multimedia design newsgroups and e-mailed it to

additional designers nominated in the interviews. Thirteen designers responded to the

survey and none of these designers had been previously interviewed in the study. In the

survey, we asked a designer to:

• Describe his/her educational background

• Select his/her domain(s) and years of professional experience

• Select and order the design artifacts produced early in the multimedia design process

• Rate the vitality of each artifact to the successful design of a multimedia application

• Identify the tools used to produce each design artifact

• Rate an artifact’s ability to help him/her explore and communicate behavior early in

the design process

• Send us examples of design artifacts with the agreement that we would only use the

artifacts for academic purposes.

Appendix A contains the survey we created for the design study.

3.2 Study Results

In this section, we report the results of our multimedia design study. We discuss the

professional background and experience of the designers, identify the design artifacts

produced in the design process, discuss the tools used to produce those artifacts, delineate

the process of multimedia design, and describe how a designer chooses a mechanism for

exploring and communicating behavior in the design process. We report on our study in a

collective manner, noting differences between the interviews and surveys only when

meaningful. To provide context, we begin this section with a brief clarification of our use

of the term “designer.”
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3.2.1 Clarifying a “Designer”

A “designer” is not a single person but a team of talented people typically consisting of a

project manager (producer) and a mix of writers, graphic artists, interaction designers,

and audio/video production staff. A person may fulfill more than one role on a design

team such as being both the graphic designer and interaction designer. A person may also

be involved in multiple ongoing projects and their corresponding design teams.

A design team is formed on a per project basis, matching the requirements and scope of

the project to the skills and availability of the people. In Figure 3.2, we distinguish among

the different roles fulfilled in a design team, however, we use only the term designer in

the text for brevity and consistency.

3.2.2 Background and Experience of Designers

Most of the designers involved in the study had at least five years of experience

developing interactive CD-ROMs, web sites, or instructional training applications,

producing television commercials, or managing interactive media projects.

In the study, we learned that few designers have any formal education or professional

experience in the area of programming languages, although a few designers were

compelled to gain a working knowledge of a relevant language such as Lingo [55] or

HTML [38]. Most of the designers had a background in one or more of art, graphic

design, project management (producer), or film and video production. In Table 3.1, we

summarize the background and experience of the designers in the study. Because several

designers in the study had experience in more than one area, the Background section of

the table sums to more than 25.

Table 3.1: Background and Experience of Designers

Background Yrs Experience

Art Development Graphic
Design

Project
Management

Film and
Video 0-2 3-4 5-7 > 7

4 6 11 10 5 4 1 8 12
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3.2.3 The Artifacts of Multimedia Design

A designer produces artifacts in the multimedia design process to help him explore and

refine a design idea, compare two or more design ideas, or communicate a design idea to

a client or team member. In Appendix B, we show examples of the design artifacts that

we collected in the study. In the multimedia design process, a designer may produce the

following design artifacts:

• Mind map. Used to initially explore the hierarchical structure of and semantic

relationships among the message content that a client wants to convey through a

multimedia application.

• Information hierarchy. A more formal and refined version of the mind map defining

the hierarchical structure of and semantic relationships among the message content.

• Content map. A graphical representation of an application’s content structure derived

from the information hierarchy. A designer uses a content map to organize the

information hierarchy into individual screens of content. In the content map, a

designer uses a small rectangle to represent a screen of content and sketches the layout

and writes a description of the content to be placed on that screen. The content map is

related, and sometimes identical, to the site map produced in web site design [64].

• Navigation chart. Depicts how a user can globally navigate among the main content

screens in an application. A designer often integrates the navigation chart with the

content map.

• Flowchart. Informally defines interaction scenarios for a specific content screen or

interaction scenarios that span multiple content screens. A designer may annotate a

flowchart to communicate programming instructions to the development team or to

identify repetitive aspects of the flowchart that are relevant to other content screens.

• Prototype. A working demonstration of a design that enables a designer to directly

experience the behavior in that design. A designer builds a prototype to help him

explore behavioral design ideas and to help him effectively communicate those ideas

to other team members or the client.
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• Storyboard. Provides a visual representation of content and the spatial layout and

behavior of that content. To illustrate behavior on a low-fidelity storyboard such as a

pencil and paper sketch, a designer often sketches arrows among the content and

scribbles annotations on the storyboard. As the fidelity of a storyboard increases, a

designer may move the behavior illustrated on that storyboard to another design

artifact such as the script. The low-fidelity storyboards shown in Appendix B as well

as in Chapter 8 typify the low-fidelity storyboards we observed in our design study.

• Storybook. A collection of storyboards created for the design of an application.

• Script. Provides the location of content (file names), a textual description of behavior,

the textual content of accompanying voice narrations, and any special programming

instructions for each storyboard in the storybook. The script ties together several

design artifacts and designers generally consider it to be the final design document.

For a given project, a multimedia designer may produce only a subset of these artifacts.

The decision of which artifacts to produce and the level of detail to which a designer

refines each artifact depends on the scope of the project, the experience of the designer,

and the design culture cultivated by the company.

In Figure 3.1, we summarize the order that a designer produces a subset of the artifacts

just described early in the design process. In our design survey, we used a subset of the

design artifacts because we wanted to focus on the artifacts a designer produces early in

the design process and how a designer uses those artifacts to explore and communicate

behavioral design ideas.

As shown in Figure 3.1, designers produce different artifacts in different orders early in

the design process, which is consistent with our observations in the interviews. Thus, the

multimedia design process is very ad hoc and informal. However, qualitatively, the early

design process begins with the exploration of content structure and then moves to the

near parallel exploration of visual layout and behavior.

Designers rated storyboards as the most vital design artifact for the successful design of a

multimedia application, and almost all designers created storyboards early in the design
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process. Designers rated a prototype as being relatively vital to the successful design of

an application, yet in the interviews, we observed that only about half of the designers

built a computer-based prototype in the design process, and only a few designers built a

computer-based prototype early in the design process. Designers stated that the main

advantage of building a prototype is experiencing how a design will feel for an end user

before production on that design begins. However, designers also stated that the main

disadvantage of building a prototype is that it requires a large investment in terms of time

and effort. If a designer invests a large amount of time and effort into an early prototype,

she confines the design space to what is doable within that prototype, even though the

ideas represented in it are still rough and evolving. These observations are reminiscent of

the low vs. high-fidelity prototyping debate in user interface design [77].

3.2.4 The Tools of Multimedia Design

A multimedia designer uses a variety of tools in the design process. In the early stages of

design, a designer uses more low-fidelity tools such as pencil and paper for sketching,

sticky notes for structuring content, colored string for identifying semantic relationships

Figure 3.1. Results of the multimedia design survey showing the order in which a designer
typically produces the listed design artifacts in the design process (‘+’), and how vital a
designer considers those artifacts for the successful design of an application (‘*’).
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among the content, and translucent paper for building walkthroughs. As the design

process iterates and a particular design idea begins to solidify, a designer transitions from

using low-fidelity tools to using higher-fidelity tools such as Adobe Photoshop, Adobe

Illustrator, Visio, or Authorware. For example, early in the design process, a designer

often sketches paper storyboards, but then transitions to using Adobe Photoshop or

Adobe Illustrator as the design captured on that storyboard solidifies or when he needs to

present the design to the client.

If a multimedia designer builds a prototype, she typically uses Authorware as designers

view it as a more rapid prototyping tool than Director and a more powerful prototyping

tool than HyperCard. However, only a few designers actually build prototypes early in

the design process, a point that we discuss further in Section 3.2.6.

3.2.5 The Process of Multimedia Design

The process of multimedia design can be abstracted into the four design phases observed

for the process of web site design; discovery, design exploration, design refinement, and

production [64]. In Figure 3.2, we delineate the multimedia design process.

In the discovery phase, a multimedia designer collaborates with the client to determine

the needs of the client, determine the scope of the project, define the intended audience,

define the message for the audience, and discuss the creation of content as well as the re-

purposing of existing content. As part of the discovery phase, a designer produces several

design artifacts such as a mind map, information hierarchy, and content map.

In the design exploration phase, a designer explores one or more creative design ideas

satisfying the project description, each differing along one or more dimensions of the

design space as well as the projected timeframe and cost of implementing that design. To

explore a design idea, a designer uses design artifacts (representations) such as

flowcharts, navigation charts, and storyboards. A designer produces and uses design

artifacts to help her determine whether a particular design idea “works” in terms of

content, the structure and spatial layout of that content, and behavior, and to

communicate and present the design to other team members or the client.
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Figure 3.2. The multimedia design process. The design process iterates rapidly in the
beginning when design ideas are still rough and evolving and slows as a particular design idea
solidifies. The sequence of steps realized and the artifacts produced in the design process
depend on the scope of the current project, the experience of the design team, and the design
culture of the company.
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Early in the design process, the client must select one of the presented design ideas for

further refinement. Thus, the communication of design ideas is extremely important, as

the client must have a clear understanding of each design in order to make an informed

selection.

Together, static (non-functional) design artifacts such as flowcharts, content maps, and

storyboards provide an effective mechanism for communicating the non-behavioral

dimensions of a design such as the structure and spatial layout of content. However, using

static design artifacts, a designer struggles to explore and communicate the behavior of a

design. The struggle results from the discordance of using static artifacts to convey the

dynamics (behavior) of how an application responds to user interaction or the passage of

time. Thus, when using static design artifacts to explore the behavior of a design, a

designer must rely on intuition and experience to sense how that behavior will feel for an

end user. Because a designer and the other person(s) may not share the same intuition or

experience, using static design artifacts to communicate the behavior of a design may

cause a gulf of understanding.

We believe a designer can better explore and communicate behavioral design ideas early

in the design process by directly experiencing the behavioral ideas. For example, if a

designer can interact with a computer-based prototype of an innovative navigation

concept, then she can directly experience how that navigation concept will feel for an end

user, thus providing a sound reference for feedback and discussion. In Section 3.2.6, we

discuss how a designer chooses an effective mechanism for exploring and

communicating behavioral design ideas.

In the design refinement phase, a designer refines each of the artifacts created in the

discovery and exploration phases to a finer level of detail. For example, a designer may

move from a storyboard sketch made with pencil and paper to a high-fidelity graphic

illustration made with Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator. The level of detail to which

a designer refines an artifact depends primarily on the complexity of the application

being created, but also depends on the experience of the designer and the design culture

of the company.
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In the production phase, a designer transfers the design artifacts to the development team

for implementation. A designer typically transfers the content map, storybook, and script,

but may transfer any of the design artifacts identified in Section 3.2.3.

The most salient feature of the multimedia design process is copious iteration, indicative

of a spiral design model [83]. The multimedia design process iterates rapidly in the early

stages of design, when the creative ideas are still rough and evolving [32], and slows as a

particular design idea solidifies [83].

3.2.6 Choosing a Mechanism for Exploring and Communicating Design Ideas

A designer must choose an effective mechanism for exploring and communicating design

ideas in the design process. A designer chooses a mechanism based on the design

dimensions he needs to explore or communicate, the complexity of the design

dimensions, and the position in the design process. For example, if a designer needs to

explore and communicate complex content structure early in the design process, then she

may group and attach sticky notes to a wall and connect those groups with colored string,

each color representing a different semantic relationship among the content [12].

Although providing mechanisms to help a designer better explore and communicate the

non-behavioral dimensions of the design space is a current topic of research, e.g., see

[49], our focus is on providing a mechanism to help a designer better explore and

communicate the behavioral dimensions of the design space. In the prescriptive

taxonomy shown in Figure 3.3, we summarize our observations regarding mechanisms

for exploring and communicating behavioral design ideas in the design process.

If a designer needs to explore or communicate simple behavior, either early or late in the

design process, then he should annotate the storyboards, create a sequence of storyboards,

or write descriptive statements in the script to specify that behavior. However, choosing

an effective mechanism for exploring and communicating complex behavior is a more

challenging task.

To explore or communicate complex behavior in a design, a designer must produce an

experience simulating how that behavior will feel for an end user. For example, to
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communicate the feel of a particular navigation concept, a designer may simulate an

experience of that concept by conducting a walkthrough using a sequence of storyboards

or by scanning and then inserting the storyboards into a software tool such as Director or

PowerPoint. These mechanisms are often referred to as low-fidelity prototypes [77].

Although quick and easy to produce, a low-fidelity prototype does not enable a designer

to directly experience the behavior of a design and forces her to use imagination and

intuition to sense how that behavior will feel for an end user.

A more effective mechanism for exploring and communicating complex behavior is

directly experiencing that behavior using a computer-based prototype, created with an

authoring tool such as Director or Authorware. Directly experiencing the behavior of a

design unambiguously communicates the feel of that design and provides a sound

reference for making design decisions and gaining quality feedback from clients and team

members. A paraphrased (for clarity only) statement from a returned survey and two

quotes from interviews regarding the benefits of using a functional prototype illustrates

this point:

Figure 3.3. A prescriptive taxonomy for choosing an effective mechanism to explore and
communicate behavioral design ideas in the design process.
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A working prototype makes a design easier to demonstrate to clients (the uninitiated in
development) by “showing” them what they will be getting. It puts into perspective what
content they need to review or provide and allows for better conversations about the
functionality and the objectives of the program [paraphrased from a survey].

“We want them [clients] to experience what their users will experience as close as
possible. We want them to know what they are getting and ultimately what they are
paying for as soon as possible” [interview quote].

“Its very difficult to get the feel of an application from a paper-based diagram. Thus, it is
very important for the client to sit down and play with a prototype” [interview quote].

Although building a prototype using an authoring tool may be a reasonable mechanism

for exploring and communicating complex behavior late in the design process, it is not a

reasonable mechanism for exploring and communicating complex behavior early in the

design process. Building a prototype early in the design process costs too much in terms

of time, money, and effort, and slows the early design process just when it needs to be

rapid. We illustrate this point using a quote from each of four designers interviewed in

our study:

“I love to show working prototypes, but currently, flowcharts and information architecture
are the primary things that I show clients up front. We are always limited by time and
money and working prototypes are not feasible.”

“Our methods of communication are often too little, the design typically stays on paper in
the form of screen shots of important screens. And sometimes our methods [rapid
prototyping] are too much in terms of time, effort, and money. Prototyping takes a great
effort for constant changes.”

“We have very little time for prototyping. As a result, we rely on thorough design
documentation as a substitute.”

“Prototyping right from the beginning increases the total amount of time [money] we need
to charge. A great deal of work goes into something that will be thrown away. The code
becomes a jumbled mess and gets to the point that the prototypes are buggy, hard to
change, and need to be rewritten once the actual implementation starts.”

As the behavior that a designer wants to explore and communicate becomes more

complex, the use of static design artifacts and simulated experiences become less

effective, resulting in a greater need to directly experience that behavior. If a designer

cannot effectively explore or communicate a behavioral design idea, then she may choose

a less innovative idea simply because she understands it the best or because she perceives

it as having the least amount of risk in terms of an unsatisfied client or end users.
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In sum, a multimedia designer needs a mechanism that enables her to quickly create

direct experiences of behavioral design ideas early in the design process, facilitating the

exploration and communication of those behavioral ideas.

3.3 Lessons Learned

In our multimedia design study, we learned that:

• The quality of a multimedia application hinges on a designer’s ability to extract the

intended message for an audience from a client in the discovery phase. Many

designers expressed the desire for an automated tool that would help them ask the

“right” questions in the discovery phase.

• Designers do not use design formalisms such as formal design models and

methodologies in the multimedia design process. Formalisms are not used because

they (a) have a steep learning curve given a designer’s background; (b) are discordant

with the informal nature of the design process; or (c) produce results that have little

perceived benefit to a designer. A multimedia designer often has a non-technical

background causing the language of a formalism to be difficult to comprehend and

use. Designers are not convinced that using a formalism produces value greater than

the cost of learning and coding a design using that formalism. Second, the nature of

the multimedia design process is informal and ad hoc, which is discordant with the

rigor, precision, and completeness required by a formalism. Finally, the value of using

a formalism is that it typically produces a model which can be tested against some

criterion such as whether the model is temporally consistent [24]. Designers are not

convinced that integrating the results of model testing will significantly improve the

design of a multimedia application.

• Annotations scribbled on a storyboard provide a rich source of behavior definition. A

multimedia designer often scribbles annotations describing the use of non-visual

content such as audio and how an application behaves in response to user interaction

or the passage of time. For example, a designer may annotate a storyboard with a

statement such as “start the audio two seconds after this screen is displayed.”
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• A designer wants to focus on creating innovative behavior during the design process,

not on programming or learning a new software tool. “The tool cannot get in the way of

what a designer wants to do. Designers are not programmers or software experts” [interview

quote].

• A multimedia designer has a deep desire to create innovative behavior for an

application. A designer considers the freedom to create innovative behavior to be what

makes multimedia, “multimedia,” and a multimedia design company considers the

creativity of its designers to be a competitive advantage.

• Authoring and prototyping tools are not effective mechanisms for exploring and

communicating innovative behavior early in the design process. To build a prototype

early in the design process, a designer must invest too much time and effort, slowing

the early design process just when it needs to be rapid.

• A multimedia designer struggles to explore and communicate behavioral design ideas

early in the design process. As an attempt to overcome this struggle, a designer may

use a low-fidelity mechanism such as a storyboard walkthrough or physical

demonstration to simulate an experience of her behavioral design ideas. If a designer

uses a simulated experience, however, she must imagine how that behavior will

actually feel for an end user, and thus, may not effectively communicate that behavior

to herself or another person.

The lessons from the design study indicate that a multimedia designer needs a better

mechanism for exploring and communicating behavioral design ideas early in the design

process.

3.4 Implications for an Effective Design Tool

A multimedia designer needs a better mechanism for exploring and communicating

behavioral design ideas early in the design process. To provide a better mechanism, we

want to develop an interactive design tool. Based on the lessons from the design study,

we believe an effective design tool would:
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• Enable a designer to sketch design ideas. We observed that a multimedia designer

typically sketches early design ideas on paper. Thus, an effective design tool should

provide a sketch-based interface to a designer and allow the designer to sketch design

ideas similar to how she sketches design ideas using pencil and paper.

• Be based on a storyboard model. We observed that a multimedia designer structures

her early design ideas using storyboards. Thus, an effective design tool should enable

a designer to create one or more storyboards in a design.

• Enable a designer to define behavior by sketching associations between content and

scribbling annotations on a storyboard. By inspecting storyboards collected in the

design study, we observed that a designer illustrates behavior by sketching arrows

between content on the same storyboard or between content on different storyboards

and annotating those arrows with the behavior they represent. We also observed that a

designer scribbles annotations on a storyboard to define the behavior of non-visual

content such as audio or to define how an application behaves in response to user

interaction or the passage of time.

• Enable a designer to run a design and directly experience the behavior in it. By

running a design, a tool produces a functional prototype of the design enabling a

designer to directly experience the behavior in it. To run a design, a tool could

interpret the arrows and annotations that a designer sketches on a set of storyboards.

Based on the implications from the design study, we developed a new interactive

sketching tool called DEMAIS. In the next chapter, we discuss the components of the

tool and how a designer uses those components to create a design.
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DEMAIS – Tool Components and Usage

DEMAIS is an interactive sketching tool enabling a designer to rapidly sketch temporal

and interactive design ideas early in the design process. The advantage of using DEMAIS

over pencil and paper is that a designer can run the design, resulting in a low-fidelity,

functional prototype enabling the designer to experience the behavior represented in that

design. The advantage of using DEMAIS over an authoring tool is that it requires a much

lower investment, freeing a designer to explore more behavioral ideas more often. A

designer only needs to sketch enough of a behavioral idea to effectively communicate

that idea to herself or another person. Using DEMAIS, a designer can:

• Sketch and annotate a set of storyboards

• Edit a storyboard using gestures

• Develop voice scripts and import audio, video and image content into a storyboard

• Sketch temporal and interactive behavior using a visual sketching language

• Run a design to experience the behavior in it

With the ability to rapidly sketch low-fidelity, functional prototypes, we believe a

designer can better explore and communicate behavioral design ideas early in the design

process, facilitating the design of more innovative behavior in a multimedia application.

In the next sections, we describe the components of DEMAIS, how a designer uses the

components to create a design, and how DEMAIS interprets and runs that design.
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4.1 Creating a Design

To create a design, DEMAIS offers four tool components: storyboard, voice script and

multi-view editors and a content manager. In the next sections, we describe these

components in greater detail and illustrate how a designer uses them to create an early

design for part of the Lewis and Clark application described in Section 1.6. The part of

the application we design here enables a user to interactively explore and learn about the

Lewis and Clark expedition’s interactions with Native American tribes. In the design, the

user embarks on a journey up the Missouri River and interacts with the different tribes

along the way. We adapted this design from a design created in the comparative

evaluation (see Chapter 8).

4.1.1 Storyboard Editor

The storyboard editor enables a designer to sketch electronic storyboards using a stylus

similar to how she sketches paper storyboards using a pencil. The storyboard editor

provides a multi-layered canvas on which a designer can sketch ink strokes, enter text

and import audio, video and image content. A designer creates an ink stroke by sketching

directly on the digitizing display with the stylus. An ink stroke is defined from the point

at which a designer presses the stylus to the canvas to the point at which the designer lifts

the stylus from the canvas. Ink strokes typically make up the majority of a design.

A designer enters text by pressing and holding the stylus to the canvas for about ½ of a

second. Afterwards, the system displays an insertion cursor and the designer can enter the

desired text using the keyboard. DEMAIS displays the text using a handwriting font to

maintain a sketchy look to the storyboard content. Although a designer could scribble the

same text using ink, the system does not recognize that ink as text, and thus, cannot

process it further. When a designer wants to sketch behavior involving text, the system

must recognize it as text in order for the designer to define the behavior. To edit text

previously entered on a storyboard, a designer presses and holds the stylus to the text for

about ½ of a second. Afterwards, the system displays an insertion cursor and the designer

can edit the text.
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A designer imports audio, video and image content into a storyboard by sketching a

rectangular stroke, tapping once within it and then selecting the appropriate media file

from the file browser that appears. The system scales and positions the imported content

to the bounds of the rectangular stroke. In Figure 4.1, we show an introductory screen for

the expedition’s interactions with Native American tribes created with the storyboard

editor. The rectangular symbol in the upper left corner of the storyboard represents the

storyboard’s start symbol, which is a “handle” from which a designer can sketch absolute

timer events. At playback, each time the system displays the storyboard, the system resets

the storyboard’s local time to 0 and then it begins increasing at wall clock speed.

Figure 4.1. The storyboard editor showing a storyboard for an introductory screen for the
Lewis and Clark expedition’s interactions with Native American tribes. In the design, a user
embarks on a journey up the Missouri River and interacts with the different tribes along the
way. The map in the lower left corner of the storyboard enables a user to navigate to a specific
tribe by dragging the keel boat and dropping it on one of the tribe names. The layer control
panel is shown in the left center of the screen.
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A designer uses layers to incrementally add content and behavior to a storyboard. Layers

in DEMAIS are similar to layers in Adobe Photoshop. However, support for layers was

not inspired by graphic design tools; rather, it was inspired by our design study in which

we observed designers using translucent paper to demonstrate changes in content due to

user interaction or the passage of time.

Using the layer panel shown in the left center of Figure 4.1, a designer can create and

delete layers, switch among layers, re-order layers, and toggle the visibility of layers. In

Figure 4.1, a designer placed the video and continue journey text in separate layers.

When a designer creates a new layer, the system displays a dialog box enabling the

designer to enter a name for the layer. In Figure 4.2(a), we show the new layer dialog

box. In the dialog, a designer can also select a check box identifying the new layer as an

annotation layer. When a designer runs the design, the system removes the content in

each annotation layer and re-displays that content when the designer returns to edit mode.

Although a designer can place any type of content in an annotation layer, she would

Figure 4.2. When a designer creates a new layer, the system displays a new layer properties
dialog box (a). In this dialog, the designer enters the name of the new layer and can select the
Annotation check box indicating that this new layer is an annotation layer. In the layer control
panel, to identify a layer as an annotation layer, the system places a small “A” to the right of
each annotation layer’s name (b). When a designer runs the design, the system removes the
content in each annotation layer and re-displays that content when the designer returns to edit
mode. In (b), the layer drawn in dark blue (gray) represents the currently selected layer.

(b)(a)
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typically place design notes, comments, or behavioral annotations (see Section 4.2.4) in

an annotation layer. In the layer control panel, to identify a layer as an annotation layer,

the system places a small “A” to the right of each annotation layer’s name. In Figure

4.2(b), we show the layer control panel after the designer created the annotation layer

named “Comments” in Figure 4.2(a).

To edit storyboard content, a designer can use the cut, copy, paste and selection gestures,

which are similar to the gestures provided in SATIN [37]. In Figure 4.3, we show the

gestures available in DEMAIS. In Section 4.2, we discuss the gestures enabling a

designer to change the interpretation of a stroke (Figures 4.3f-g). A designer can only edit

content that exists in the currently selected layer. The system draws the content in the

selected layer in black while it draws the content in the non-selected layers in a dim gray

(for audio, video and images, the system draws the borders in the different colors). As

shown in the layer control panel in Figure 4.2(b), the system draws the currently selected

layer in dark blue (gray).

4.1.2 Voice Script Editor

A multimedia designer considers the development of voice scripts to be an integral part

of the early multimedia design process [8]. Thus, we developed a voice script editor for

DEMAIS that enables a designer to develop one or more voice scripts to accompany a

storyboard. To gain a feel for how the script sounds or its approximate spoken length, a

designer can have DEMAIS read the script aloud using a text-to-speech synthesizer or

record his own voice as he reads the script aloud himself.

Figure 4.3. The gestures available in DEMAIS. A designer can edit content using the selection
(a), cut (b), copy (c), paste (d), and undo (e) gestures. After a designer selects a stroke, she
can cycle through interpretations of that stroke using the cycle up (f) and down (g) gestures.

(a) select (b) cut (c) copy (d) paste (e) undo (f) cycle up (g) cycle down
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Using the editor, a designer can insert any number of synchronization markers into a

voice script. A synchronization marker enables a designer to attach an action, such as a

highlight, to a specific point in the script. For example, whenever a voice script

references a geographic region on a map, a designer may want the system to highlight

that geographic region. By exploring actions attached to synchronization markers early in

the design process, a designer can:

• Achieve a desirable visual pace. Visual transitions synchronized to a voice script

should not occur too quickly, nor should they occur too slowly. Achieving the desired

pace may also help a designer determine the length of the voice script as well as the

amount of visual content she needs to develop.

• Properly synchronize content. By properly synchronizing content to reinforce the

information presented in an application, a designer helps a user better learn and longer

retain that information [6, 29, 30, 59].

In Figure 4.4, a designer uses the voice script editor to develop a voice script that

explains to a user how to use the drag and drop navigation interface shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.4. The voice script editor showing a voice script that explains to a user how to use
the interactive map shown in the lower left corner of Figure 4.1. The filled circles in the script
represent synchronization markers.
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4.1.3 Multi-view Editor

The multi-view editor enables a designer to view up to six storyboards and narrations at

the same time and a designer can create as many multi-views as needed. Using the multi-

view editor, a designer can sketch behavior between two storyboards or between a voice

script and another storyboard (see Section 4.2.2). To place a storyboard or voice script

into a multi-view, a designer opens the content manager and drags the appropriate

thumbnail from the content manager to the desired cell in the multi-view. In Figure 4.5,

we show a multi-view containing the storyboard from Figure 4.1, the voice script from

Figure 4.4, and two other storyboards showing different tribes.

A designer cannot the edit the content of a storyboard using the multi-view editor. To edit

storyboard content, a designer must switch to the storyboard editor (see Section 4.1.1).

When a designer places a storyboard or voice script into a multi-view, the multi-view

maintains a reference to that object. Thus, if a designer edits a storyboard or voice script,

and then switches to a multi-view referencing that object, the multi-view will show the

most recent version of that object.

Figure 4.5. The multi-view editor showing a multi-view containing the storyboard from Figure
4.1, the voice script from Figure 4.4, and two other storyboards showing different tribes.
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4.1.4 Content Manager

A designer creates as many storyboards, voice scripts, and multi-views as needed and

manages that content using the content manager shown in Figure 4.6. The content

manager enables a designer to cut, copy, and paste a storyboard, voice script, or multi-

view, and enables a designer to quickly switch among that content for editing. To edit a

content object shown in the content manager, a designer taps on the appropriate

thumbnail, and in response, the system loads the content object into the corresponding

editor. For example, if a designer taps on a thumbnail of a voice script, the system opens

the voice script editor and loads the selected voice script into it. The content manager

looks and functions similar to the cast window in Director.

To place a storyboard or voice script in a multi-view, a designer drags the appropriate

thumbnail from the content manager into the multi-view editor. When a designer

modifies the content of a storyboard, voice script, or multi-view, the system updates the

thumbnail view in the content manager.

Figure 4.6. The content manager showing the content objects for the current design, which
includes three storyboards, one voice script, and one multi-view. To select a content object for
editing, a designer taps on the appropriate thumbnail. To place a storyboard or voice script in
a multi-view, a designer drags the appropriate thumbnail from the content manager to the
multi-view.
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4.2 Interpreting a Design

DEMAIS supports three types of ink strokes: uninterpreted, rectangular, and behavioral

ink strokes. When a designer sketches an ink stroke on a storyboard, DEMAIS attempts

to interpret that stroke as a rectangular or behavioral stroke, but if unsuccessful, leaves it

as an uninterpreted ink stroke. In the next two sections, we describe how DEMAIS

performs these interpretations. In the third section, we describe how a designer uses the

visual sketching language to sketch behavior without having to create multiple copies of

similar storyboards.

4.2.1 Rectangular Strokes

When a designer sketches an ink stroke on a storyboard, DEMAIS attempts to interpret

that stroke as a rectangular stroke. A designer uses a rectangular stroke to import media

content or group a set of existing strokes. To interpret a stroke as rectangular, the system

measures the distance from that stroke to a set of pre-defined rectangle classes created

with Quill [52]. The system compares a stroke using features defined by Rubine [76] and

which are available as Java classes in the SATIN toolkit [37]. If the distance from the

stroke to one of the rectangle classes is less than a user-definable threshold, then the

system marks that stroke as rectangular. If the system incorrectly interprets a stroke as

rectangular, a designer can select the stroke and remove the interpretation through a menu

command or gesture command ( ). Similarly, if the system does not interpret a

rectangular stroke as rectangular, a designer can select the stroke and set the

interpretation through a menu command or gesture command ( ).

4.2.2 Behavioral Strokes

When a designer sketches an ink stroke that connects two recognized objects in a

storyboard or multi-view, DEMAIS interprets that stroke as a behavioral stroke. A

behavioral stroke represents an event/action relationship between the connected objects.

A recognized object is text entered via the keyboard or a rectangular stroke which may

contain imported media content. To locate recognized objects connected by an ink stroke,

if any, DEMAIS searches in the current and then lower layers for a recognized object that
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contains the initial point of the stroke and another recognized object that contains the end

point of the stroke. Thus, a designer can sketch behavior between content that exists in

different layers.

When DEMAIS interprets an ink stroke as behavioral, the system assigns a default source

event and destination action to the stroke, signified by the appearance of visual language

icons near the ends of the stroke. In Figure 4.7, we summarize the event and action

operators available in DEMAIS. To define the set of event and action operators, we

inspected several multimedia applications and determined the most common operators

used in those applications. We designed the visual appearance of the icons to maintain a

low-fidelity look to the sketch. Although the set of available icons is currently fixed, we

want to enable a designer to extend this set in the future.

The system determines the default source event and destination action for a behavioral

stroke through a lookup table indexed by the types, and if appropriate, the media values,

of the connected objects. In Figure 4.8, we show the default lookup table used in

Figure 4.7. The visual language icons supported in DEMAIS. Above, a shaded icon is color-
filled in the application. When a designer places an icon with a ‘t’ in it on a behavioral stroke,
the system replaces the ‘t’ with an integer value. For ‘Elapsed time’, the system prompts the
designer to enter the value, while for ‘Sync marker’ and ‘Set media time’ the systems sets the
value equal to the current media time of the connected media object. Although the set of icons
is currently fixed, we want to enable a designer to extend this set in the future.
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DEMAIS. A behavioral stroke specifies that when a designer runs the sketch, and the

specified event occurs on the source object, then the corresponding action will be applied

to the destination object or invoked in the global scope.

In the lower left of Figure 4.1, a designer sketched an ink stroke from the boat-shaped

stroke (boat) grouped by a rectangle to the Mandan tribe name. Because the ink stroke

connected two recognized objects (a rectangle and text), the system interpreted the stroke

as a behavioral stroke. By indexing the lookup table using ‘rectangle’ and ‘text’ as the

object types, the system initially assigned a rollover source event and a display action to

the behavioral stroke. Because this was not the desired behavior, the designer had to

modify the icons on the behavioral stroke.

To modify an icon on a behavioral stroke, a designer taps on the desired icon from the

icon panel shown along the bottom of Figure 4.1 and then taps on the icon to replace. For

some icons, the system prompts the designer for additional information, e.g., when a

designer assigns a transition action, the system prompts the designer to select the

destination storyboard as well as the type and speed of the transition. In Figure 4.1, a

designer set the source event to be a drag and drop event and set the action to be a

Figure 4.8. The default source event and destination action table for a behavioral ink stroke.
DEMAIS uses the connected object types, and in the case of audio or video (A/V), its media
time (t), to index the table and determine the default source event and destination action for a
behavioral stroke. In the table, we represent each source event and action with its appropriate
visual language icon.
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transition. When a designer runs the design, the system removes the behavioral stroke

and attached icons and the designer can interactively drag the boat on the screen. If the

designer drags the boat and drops it on the Mandan text, the system will navigate to the

previously selected storyboard. Otherwise, the boat snaps back to its original position.

As another example of sketching behavior on a storyboard, suppose a designer has

created a new storyboard, imported a video into the storyboard, and entered a text caption

below the video. The designer now wants to synchronize the display of the text caption to

a specific media time of the video. To do this, a designer drags the video’s controller bar

to the media time that she wants the text caption to appear. Then, the designer sketches an

Figure 4.9. A designer has imported a video onto the storyboard and entered a text caption
below it. To start the video automatically at playback, the designer sketches an ink stroke from
the storyboard start symbol to the video while its controller bar is at media time 0. By default,
the system assigns a timer source event and a begin action to the stroke, which are the
desired operators. To synchronize the display of the text caption to the video, the designer
drags the video’s controller bar to the desired media time (76), and then sketches an ink
stroke from the video to the caption. By default, the system assigns a synchronization marker
source event with the current media time of the video and a display action to the stroke, which
are the desired actions. When the designer runs the design, the system removes the caption,
starts the video, and displays the caption when the video reaches media time 76. We enlarged
the synchronization marker (76) for legibility.
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ink stroke from the video, now with media time (t), to the text caption. Because the ink

stroke connects two recognized objects, the system recognizes the stroke as a behavioral

stroke and assigns a:

• Begins source event, if t = 0

• Synchronization marker source event at t, if 0 < t < end

• Ends source event, if t = end time of the video

and a display action to the stroke (see the default lookup table in Figure 4.8). In Figure

4.9, we show the video, text caption, and two behavioral strokes. One behavioral stroke

synchronizes the display of the text caption to the video and the other behavioral stroke

causes the video to begin playing automatically when a designer runs the design. The

reader should note that the storyboard in Figure 4.9 is not part of the design being created

in this chapter.

When a designer sketches an ink stroke in a multi-view, the system always interprets that

stroke as a behavioral stroke. In Figure 4.10, we show the multi-view from Figure 4.5

with several behavioral ink strokes sketched among the content. In Figure 4.10, the

designer has sketched a behavioral stroke from the introductory storyboard’s start symbol

to the voice script, which causes the synthesizer to begin reading the script aloud each

time the system displays the storyboard during playback. In the left column of Figure

4.10, the designer has sketched several behavioral strokes from the synchronization

markers in the voice script to the map content in the first storyboard. The behavioral

strokes specify that the system should highlight and unhighlight the corresponding map

content as the synthesizer reaches the synchronization markers in the voice script during

playback. Near the top of Figure 4.10, the designer sketched two behavioral strokes

enabling a user to navigate to the next tribe (storyboard) by selecting the continue journey

text in each one.

On a behavioral stroke in a multi-view, a designer can only assign a restricted set of event

and action operators. For example, in a multi-view, a designer cannot assign a drag and

drop source event to a behavioral stroke. Because DEMAIS displays a single storyboard
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at a time during playback, allowing a user to drag a content object from one storyboard to

another is not a valid interaction. When a designer attempts to assign an invalid event or

action operator to a behavioral stroke, the system plays a short beep and does not assign

the operator. In the future, we intend to use affordances in the icon panel

(enabling/disabling the icons) to inform the user which operators are available.

4.2.3 Sketching Behavior Without Multiple Copies of Similar Storyboards

Using the visual sketching language, a designer can sketch many behaviors without

having to create multiple copies of similar storyboards, as required in both SILK and

DENIM. For example, in Figure 4.1, suppose a designer wants the system to display and

begin playing the video only after the user selects the begin journey text. Also, suppose

Figure 4.10. The multi-view editor showing a multi-view containing three storyboards and one
voice script. In the left column, the behavioral stroke from the storyboard start symbol to the
voice script causes the synthesizer to begin reading the script aloud each time the system
displays the storyboard at playback. Also, the six behavioral strokes from the synchronization
markers in the voice script to the map content in the storyboard specify that the system should
highlight and unhighlight the content as the synthesizer reaches the markers in the script. To
enable a user to navigate from the introductory storyboard to the first tribe (Mandan), the
designer sketches a behavioral stroke from the continue journey text in the introductory
storyboard to the Mandan storyboard. Similarly, to enable a user to navigate from the Mandan
storyboard to the Teton Sioux storyboard, the designer sketches a behavioral stroke from the
continue journey text in the Mandan storyboard to the Teton Sioux storyboard. The dashed
arrows represent navigation actions that a designer defined within a storyboard.
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that just before the video ends, the designer wants the system to remove the begin journey

text, and once the video ends, she wants the system to display the continue journey text.

To capture this behavior in SILK or DENIM, a designer must sketch three separate

storyboards, each representing a successive step in the behavioral sequence. In SILK and

DENIM, to show a change in storyboard content due to a user interaction or temporal

event, a designer must create a new storyboard showing that change in content.

Although this approach works, it has at least two limitations. One limitation is that the

storyboards are not synchronized, meaning that when a designer modifies one storyboard,

the system does not update the other storyboards. Another limitation is that as a designer

integrates more behavior into the sequence, e.g., a designer wants to show textual

descriptions when the user rolls the mouse over specific objects (called rollovers), a

designer faces an explosion of storyboards and links [48].

The visual sketching language in DEMAIS addresses these limitations by enabling a

designer to sketch behavior that affects content within a storyboard. For example, in

Figure 4.11, we show how a designer can capture the same behavioral sequence in

DEMAIS using a single storyboard and our visual sketching language. To cause the

system to display and begin playing the video only after the user selects the begin journey

text, the designer sketches two behavioral strokes from the text to the video. The designer

assigns a single click source event to both behavioral strokes, a display action to one

behavioral stroke, and a begin media action to the other behavioral stroke. To cause the

system to remove the begin journey text just before the video ends, the designer drags the

video’s controller bar to a time just before the end of the video and sketches a behavioral

stroke from the video to the text and assigns an undisplay action to that stroke. By

default, the system assigns a sync marker source event with the media time represented

by the video’s controller bar (25) to the stroke. To cause the system to display the

continue journey text when the video ends, the designer sketches a behavioral stroke from

the video to the text and assigns an end media source event and a display action to the

stroke.
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When a designer runs a design, the system removes each object having a display

dependency; e.g., the video and continue journey text in Figure 4.11, and does not display

each object until the specified event occurs. Thus, DEMAIS enables a designer to capture

and run this behavioral sequence without creating multiple copies of similar storyboards.

Other actions such as the highlight and unhighlight actions can also affect the appearance

of storyboard content.

As noted above, when a designer runs a design, the system removes each content object

with a display action attached to it. When a designer runs a design, the display action is

the only action for which the system applies its inverse to the corresponding content

Figure 4.11. To cause the video to display and begin playing only after the user selects the
begin journey text, the designer sketches two behavioral strokes from the begin journey text to
the video. The designer assigns a single click source event to both behavioral strokes, a
display action to one behavioral stroke, and a begin media action to the other behavioral
stroke. To remove the begin journey text just before the video ends, the designer drags the
video’s controller bar to the desired media time and then sketches an ink stroke from the video
to the begin journey text. The system defaults to a sync marker source event set to the media
time of the video, which is the desired source event. However, the designer must change the
default action to an undisplay action. To display the continue journey text when the video
ends, the designer drags the video controller to the end point of the video and sketches an ink
stroke from the video to the continue journey text. In this case, the system defaults to an end
media event and a display action, both of which are the desired operators. To experience the
design, the designer selects the play button located in the lower left corner of the screen.
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object. For example, at playback, the system does not highlight a content object having

an unhighlight action attached to it. Because a designer often wants a content object to

display in response to a user interaction, we decided to apply this shortcut for the display

action. Otherwise, a designer would have to sketch a behavioral stroke from the

storyboard start symbol to each content object that she wants the system to initially

remove at playback and assign a timer event of 0 and an undisplay action to that stroke.

To save this effort, at playback, DEMAIS removes each content object with a display

action attached to it.

4.2.4 Behavioral Annotations

In our design study, we observed that a designer often writes textual statements on a

storyboard when referring to the behavior of a non-visual component such as time or

audio. For example, one designer wrote the statement, “this image changes over time” on

her storyboard to indicate that the application should perform a series of time-based

image transitions. Thus, in DEMAIS, when a designer enters text on a storyboard, the

system attempts to interpret the behavior specified in that text. We refer to text entered on

a storyboard that describes the behavior of an application as a behavioral annotation.

In DEMAIS, when a designer enters text on a storyboard, the system attempts to interpret

that text as a behavioral annotation. For example, on the storyboard in Figure 4.12, a

designer has entered the text “After 2 seconds, play Instructions” which the system

interprets as a behavioral annotation. When a designer runs the design, the behavioral

annotation causes the system to begin reading the voice script entitled Instructions

(shown in Figure 4.4) aloud. By entering the behavioral annotation, the designer has

duplicated the behavior specified by the behavioral stroke, shown in the multi-view in

Figure 4.10, that connects the storyboard start symbol and the voice script. Thus, the

designer can remove the behavioral stroke from the multi-view without affecting the

behavior of the design. Whether a designer uses a behavioral annotation or a behavioral

ink stroke to define a behavior is just a matter of style.
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To interpret text as a behavioral annotation, DEMAIS contains a parser based on an

LL(1) grammar supporting a wide range of English-like statements such as:

• “After 2 seconds, start the video”

• “When the audio ends, navigate to storyboard S2”

When a designer uses an indirect media reference such as “the video” or “the audio” the

system applies heuristics to match the indirect reference to an imported media object.

To define a behavioral annotation, a designer enters text in any layer of a storyboard.

Although a designer would typically enter the text in an annotation layer, the system does

not require this. After the designer enters the text, the system parses it. If the system can

parse the text without error, it marks the text as a behavioral annotation, and when a

designer runs the design, the system passes each annotation to the runtime engine. If the

system cannot parse the text without error, the system considers the text to be a plain text

object and does not attach an interpretation to it. However, a designer can still sketch

Figure 4.12. The designer has entered the text After 2 seconds, play Instructions which the
system interprets as a behavioral annotation. The behavioral annotation specifies that two
seconds after the system displays this storyboard at playback, the synthesizer should begin
reading the voice script entitled Instructions aloud. When a designer runs the design, the
system passes each behavioral annotation to the runtime engine.
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behavior involving that text object using a behavioral ink stroke. A designer enters as

many behavioral annotations on a storyboard as needed.

Although a designer must learn the rule syntax to enter a behavioral annotation, we

believe the learning investment required is far less than the learning investment required

for an authoring language such as Lingo [55]. We believe our annotation language is

closer to what a designer already writes on a storyboard than an authoring language is.

4.3 Running a Design

To run a design, a designer selects the play button shown in the lower left of Figure 4.1.

In response, the system removes the behavioral strokes and their related icons, the

behavioral annotations, the content in each annotation layer, and recognized objects with

a display action attached to them. For example, when a designer runs the design shown in

Figure 4.11, the system removes the six behavioral strokes and their related icons, the

Figure 4.13. After sketching behavior in a design, a designer can run the design to experience
the behavior. In the figure, the designer has selected the begin journey text causing the
system to display and begin playing the video. While the video plays, the designer is exploring
the drag and drop navigation interface. Just before the video ends, the system will remove the
begin journey text, and when the video ends, the system will display the continue journey text,
enabling the designer to navigate to the next storyboard (first tribe). To return to edit mode,
the designer selects the stop button located in the lower left corner of the screen.
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video, and the continue journey text from the storyboard. The synthesizer begins reading

the voice script aloud and the system highlights and unhighlights the boat and tribe names

as the synthesizer reaches the corresponding synchronization markers in the voice script,

as specified in Figure 4.10. As shown in Figure 4.13, after the designer selects the begin

journey text, the video appears and begins playing. Just before the video ends, the system

removes the begin journey text, and when the video ends, the system displays the

continue journey text in the upper left corner. At any time, the designer can drag the boat

to one of the tribe names in the map to navigate to that section of content. When the

designer re-enters edit mode, the system re-displays the content and behavioral strokes

and resets each object to its original position and state.

To operationalize a design, the system translates each behavioral ink stroke into an Nsync

rule and passes those rules along with the behavioral annotations to the runtime engine.

Through these rules and annotations, the runtime engine transforms the design into a

functional prototype. In next chapter, Chapter 5, we discuss the implementation of the

tool components and how the system translates a behavioral stroke into an Nsync rule. In

Chapter 6, we discuss the implementation of the runtime engine.



Chapter 5

Interface Implementation

The implementation of the user interface in DEMAIS integrates a pen-based display and

a number of software technologies. In this chapter we discuss the use of the pen-based

display and describe the implementation of the tool components, the stroke classifier, and

a middle layer, called MEAL, that coordinates events between content created with the

tool components and the runtime engine. We also provide a brief overview of the runtime

engine and describe in detail how DEMAIS translates the design from the previous

chapter into a format that the runtime engine can execute.

5.1 Pen-based Display

DEMAIS uses a WACOM PL400 pen tablet system [89], which has a 13.5 inch viewable

display surface and comes with a stylus that has a single modifier button on its barrel. We

chose this system because it enables a designer to sketch directly on the display surface

rather than on a separate digitizing pad, which is generally similar to a mouse pad. Thus,

using the WACOM tablet, a designer sketches on the display surface using a stylus

similar to how he would sketch on paper using a pencil. For a designer who does not have

access to a comparable display, DEMAIS is compatible with a standard CRT and mouse

device. However, because a mouse device is a pointing tool rather than a drawing tool, a

designer may have difficulty using it to sketch content and draw gestures.
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5.2 Implementation of Tool Components

We implemented DEMAIS using the Java language [41] and developed the interfaces of

the tool components using Java’s Swing toolkit. We used the Java Media Framework

(JMF) for audio and video support and the Java Speech API coupled with IBM’s

ViaVoice product for text-to-speech synthesis.

The implementation of DEMAIS consists of about 45,000 lines of code spanning 180

classes. Table 5.1 lists the lines of Java code for the base interface (menus, dialogs, icons,

etc.), the four tool components, the coordination layer (MEAL), and the runtime engine.

Table 5.1: Lines of Java Code

Tool Component Lines of Java code

Base Interface 6,000

Storyboard Editor 17,150

Stroke and media support 7,200

Ink and gesture classifier 4,500

Layer support 2,750

Interface support 2,200

Annotation support 500

Narration Editor 1,600

Multi-view Editor 2,100

Content Manager 1,500

Visual Language 5,700

Coordination Layer (MEAL) 6,300

Runtime Engine 6,100

Compiler 3,700

Evaluator 1,400

Change Monitor 500

Scheduler 500

Total 46,450
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In the next sections, we describe the implementation of the stroke classifier and the

middle layer that coordinates events between content created with the tool components

and the runtime engine. Understanding the design of the event coordination layer is

important to understanding how DEMAIS runs a design.

5.2.1 Stroke Classifier

DEMAIS uses a distance classifier to recognize an ink stroke as a rectangular stroke and

to classify a gesture stroke as one of the available gestures (cut, copy, paste, select, undo,

cycle up, and cycle down). DEMAIS uses the same classifier for both types of strokes.

After a designer draws a stroke, the classifier measures the distance from that stroke to a

set of pre-defined stroke classes that we created using Quill [52].

Using Quill, we created 20 rectangle classes and 22 gesture classes, about four classes per

gesture shape. As discussed in [52], to recognize a stroke drawn in different sizes,

directions, or rotations, a gesture designer must create a distinct class for each variation

of the stroke. Thus, to recognize a variety of rectangular strokes, we designed 20 classes

of rectangles, and to recognize a variety of gesture strokes, we designed about four

classes for each gesture shape. As recommended in [52], we created about twenty

training examples for each class. Because we pre-defined the classes in DEMAIS, the

classifier does not adapt to how different users draw rectangles or gestures. Thus, each

user must learn how to draw a rectangular or gesture stroke for the classifier to recognize

it. To adapt the classifier to different users, we could have a user define the training

examples the first time she uses the application or we could use a supervised learning

mechanism to add training examples as the user interacts with the application. However,

a mechanism for adapting the classifier to different users is beyond the scope of this

dissertation.

When a designer draws an ink stroke, the system measures the distance from that stroke

to each of the rectangle classes. Similarly, when a designer draws a gesture stroke, the

system measures the distance from that stroke to each of the gesture classes. The

classifier measures the distance using several features of the stroke, which include the:
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• Cosine of the initial angle of the stroke

• Sine of the initial angle of the stroke

• Size of the stroke’s bounding box

• Angle of the bounding box’s diagonal with the bottom of the bounding box

• Distance between the first and last points of the stroke

• Cosine of the angle between the first and last points of the stroke

• Sine of the angle between the first and last points of the stroke

• Length of the stroke

• Sum of the angles at each interior point of the stroke

• Sum of the absolute values of the angles at each interior point of the stroke

• Sum of the square of the angles at each interior point of the stroke

• Density of the stroke

• Sum of the interior point angles that are between two thresholds

• Amount of turning per unit of distance of the stroke

For more information on these features see [52, 76]. The classifier measures the distance

from the stroke to each pre-defined class using a Mahalonobis distance [57] rather than a

Euclidean distance. A Mahalanobis distance compensates for correlations among the

features of a stroke; i.e., it does not assume that the feature axes are orthogonal, which a

Euclidean distance does assume. The classifier computes the Mahalanobis distance D

from the stroke to each stroke class i as:

Di = (F – Mi) Ci
-1 (F-Mi)

where F is the feature vector of the stroke, Mi is the mean feature vector of the class i,

and Ci
-1 is the inverse of the N x N (N = number of features) covariance matrix for the

features of class i. The classifier then computes the minimum value of the Dis, which is

the distance to the closest matching class. If the minimum distance is less than a user-
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definable threshold, then the classifier considers the stroke to match the strokes in that

class. For example, if the minimum distance from an ink stroke to one of the rectangle

classes is less than the threshold, then the classifier considers that stroke to be a

rectangular stroke. Similarly, if the distance from a gesture stroke to the closest matching

gesture class (call it G) is less than the threshold, then the system will invoke the gesture

command associated with G. However, if the minimum distance is greater than the

threshold, the classifier does not recognize that stroke as belonging to any of the classes.

Thus, for an ink stroke, the classifier does not mark the stroke as rectangular, and for a

gesture stroke, the classifier does not invoke a gesture command. Because the classifier

ensures that a gesture stroke is not too far from one of the pre-defined gesture classes, a

user can cancel a gesture in mid stroke by drawing an extra loop or two before lifting the

stylus from the canvas. In Chapter 7, we provide more information on this gesture

interaction.

5.2.2 Media Element Abstraction Layer

We created the Media Element Abstraction Layer (MEAL) to coordinate events between

content objects and the runtime engine. When a designer sketches a rectangular ink

stroke, enters text, or creates a voice script (content object), the system creates a MEAL

object and associates that object with the content object just created by the designer. A

content object handles the interaction with a designer and delegates the responsibility for

coordinating events with the runtime engine to the associated MEAL object. Although

delegating the coordination of events between a content object and the runtime engine to

MEAL is not mandatory, the separation creates a cleaner code base and makes the code

easier to debug and modify. Also, MEAL provides consistent interface wrappers around

the necessary JMF, Java Speech, and Java Swing components. The consistent interface

wrappers also make the code easier to debug and modify.
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Figure 5.1. An architectural overview of DEMAIS. The dotted lines indicate that a designer
can fill a rectangle with an image, audio clip, or video clip after she sketches a rectangle. The
dashed lines represent an asynchronous event or action. The diagram does not show events
between content objects and MEAL objects.
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When a designer sketches a rectangular ink stroke, enters text, or creates a voice script,

the system creates a MEAL object, associates the MEAL object with the content object,

and registers the MEAL object with the Symbol Table in the runtime engine (see Figure

5.1). When a designer runs a design, the system translates each behavioral ink stroke into

an Nsync rule that references the MEAL objects associated with the connected content

objects. At playback, as a designer interacts with the design, the runtime engine receives

events from and invokes actions on the MEAL objects, which in turn receive events from

the JMF, Java Speech, and Swing components and invoke actions on the associated

content objects. In Figure 5.1, we depict the interactions among the content objects,

MEAL, and the runtime engine.

5.3 Overview of Runtime Engine

Before describing how DEMAIS operationalizes a design, we briefly describe the

runtime engine in DEMAIS for context. Due to the range of behavior that a designer can

sketch in DEMAIS, we could not use HTML or SMIL [87] as the underlying modeling

language. For example, in DEMAIS, a designer can sketch drag and drop interactions

which neither HTML nor SMIL supports. Thus, we developed a rule-based language to

model a design and a corresponding runtime engine to run a design. We adapted the rule

language and runtime engine from our earlier work on the Nsync toolkit [10], which we

describe in Chapter 6. The runtime engine is composed of four components:

• Compiler. The compiler compiles a rule and passes the equivalent stack-based

representation to the Change Monitor and Evaluator.

• Change Monitor. The Change Monitor monitors each attribute of a MEAL object for

changes, and when it detects a change, it determines the rules dependent on the

changed attribute. Afterwards, the Change Monitor requests that the Scheduler cancel

scheduled actions for the dependent rules and then requests that the Evaluator

compute new predictions for the dependent rules. At playback, when a user interacts

with a content object, or the JMF or Java Speech components generate an event due to
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media playback, the system modifies the appropriate attributes of the associated

MEAL object and the Change Monitor detects the change.

• Evaluator. The Evaluator evaluates the current logic value of a rule expression using a

predictive logic. The predictive logic returns the current logic value of a rule

expression, and in some cases, it also returns a prediction of when the logic value of

the expression will change. If the predictive logic returns a prediction for a rule, the

Evaluator passes the prediction along with the rule’s action to the Scheduler.

• Scheduler. The Scheduler schedules the rule actions based on the predictions passed

by the Evaluator. As the predicted times arrive, the Scheduler invokes the appropriate

rule actions.

In Chapter 6, we describe the rule language and runtime engine in greater detail.

5.4 Running a Design

When a designer runs a design, the system translates each behavioral stroke into an

Nsync rule. For example, at playback, the system translates the two behavioral strokes

sketched in the lower left of Figure 5.2(a) into rules similar to:

When the user drags Boat to Mandan, transition [wipe, fast] to storyboard Mandan

When the user drags Boat to Teton_sioux, transition [wipe,fast] to storyboard Teton_sioux

In both rules, Boat refers to the boat-shaped stroke and its containing rectangle in Figure

5.2(a). In these and subsequent rules, an object name beginning with a capital letter such

as Boat is a MEAL object that coordinates events between the corresponding content

object and the runtime engine. In contrast to the two previous rules, in the rules that the

system actually generates at playback, the system uses an identifying system string rather

than a mnemonic name to represent a MEAL object. For example, in the two previous

rules, the system would refer to the boat-shaped stroke and its containing rectangle using

the string Rectangle_1 rather than Boat.
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Figure 5.2. A storyboard (a) and the multi-view (b) from the design in Chapter 4. When a
designer runs the design, the system translates each behavioral stroke into an Nsync rule and
passes those rules along with any behavioral annotations to the runtime engine.

(a) A storyboard from the design in Chapter 4.

(b) The multi-view from the design in Chapter 4.
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In Figure 5.2(a), the system translates the two behavioral strokes between the begin

journey text and video into rules similar to:

When the user selects Begin_journey, begin Video

When the user selects Begin_journey, display Video

In Figure 5.2(a), the system translates the remaining two behavioral strokes between the

video and the begin journey and continue journey text into rules similar to:

When (Video == 25), undisplay Begin_journey

When Video ends, display Continue_journey

In the multi-view shown in Figure 5.2(b), the system translates the behavioral stroke from

the storyboard start symbol to the voice script into the rule:

After 0 seconds, begin Instructions

In Figure 5.2(b), the system translates the six behavioral strokes between the

synchronization markers in the voice script and the map content on the first storyboard

into rules similar to:

When (S0 == TRUE), highlight Boat

When (S1 == TRUE), unhighlight Boat

When (S1 == TRUE), highlight Mandan

When (S1 == TRUE), highlight Teton_sioux

When (S2 == TRUE), unhighlight Mandan

When (S2 == TRUE), unhighlight Teton_sioux

The variables S0, S1, and S2 in the rules represent the occurrence of the corresponding

synchronization markers in the voice script. When a designer runs the design, the system

initializes each variable to FALSE. To generate the synchronization events in a voice

script, the system marks up the text using the Java Speech Markup Language (JSML)

before it passes the text to the synthesizer. In Figure 5.3, we show the voice script

containing the three synchronization markers and the resulting JSML text that the system

passes to the synthesizer. As the synthesizer reads the script aloud, it generates an event

as it reaches each marker in the script. The MEAL object associated with the voice script
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catches the generated event and then sets the corresponding variable to TRUE. For

example, when the synthesizer reaches the first synchronization marker, it generates an

event, the MEAL object captures the event, and then the MEAL object sets the variable

S0 to TRUE. Because the value of the variable has changed, the Change Monitor detects

the change ands requests that the Evaluator re-evaluate any rules containing that variable.

If a rule condition transitions from FALSE to TRUE, then the Evaluator invokes the

action associated with that rule. Thus, as specified by the behavioral strokes in Figure

5.2(b), the system highlights and unhighlights the map content as the synthesizer reaches

the synchronization markers in the script.

When a designer runs a design, the system passes the translated rules along with any

behavioral annotations (which do not require any translation) to the runtime engine where

the Compiler compiles the rules and loads them into the Change Monitor and Evaluator.

As the designer interacts with the design, the runtime engine monitors the interaction

through the MEAL objects and continues evaluating the rules and invoking the actions as

necessary. This process is summarized in Figure 5.1.

The feedback loop between the content objects and the runtime engine remains active

until the designer returns to edit mode. When the designer returns to edit mode, the

Figure 5.3. The synchronization markers in a voice script (a) are generated by marking up the
text using the Java Speech Markup Language and then passing that marked up text (b) to the
synthesizer. At playback, when the synthesizer reaches a marker in the script, it generates the
associated event. The MEAL object associated with the voice script listens for the events, and
when an event occurs, it sets the value of the variable in the associated rule to TRUE.

(a) (b)

<JSML>

Welcome to the Lewis and Clark Expedition.
To navigate the expedition, drag <Marker
mark=”S0”> the keel boat to one of the
<Marker mark=”S1”> locations along the
Missouri and prepare yourself for the
unknown. <Marker mark=”S2”> You may
begin your journey!

</JSML>
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system clears the runtime engine and any subsequent run of the design results in another

translation and load process. In the next chapter, we describe the rule language and

runtime engine in greater detail.



Chapter 6

Runtime Implementation

We adapted the runtime engine in DEMAIS from our earlier work on the Nsync toolkit

[10], which we developed to ease the challenge of authoring an interactive multimedia

application. As part of the toolkit, we developed an expressive rule-based language

enabling an author to specify the temporal and interactive behavior of a multimedia

application. Although an author could use the toolkit to model a wide range of behavior,

its rule-based language was not an appropriate interface for a designer, especially in the

early design process. A designer does not explore a design by specifying synchronization

rules; rather, a designer explores a design by sketching storyboards and drawing arrows

and scribbling annotations on them. Thus, we developed DEMAIS to provide a better

interface for a designer to explore and communicate the behavior of a design and used

our toolkit to model and run the design.

Although we ported the toolkit to Java for use in DEMAIS, we wrote this chapter from

the perspective of the toolkit’s Tcl implementation. We discuss differences between the

Tcl and Java implementations of the toolkit only when those differences represent more

than a simple language translation. Because we developed Nsync to be an authoring

toolkit, we refer to the user of the toolkit as author.

The Nsync (pronounced 'in-sync') toolkit addresses the complex issues inherent in

designing flexible, interactive multimedia applications. The toolkit consists of two main

components: the rule-based synchronization definition language and the runtime engine.

Using the synchronization definition language, an author specifies synchronous
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interactions, asynchronous interactions, fine-grained relationships, and combinations of

each using conjunctive and disjunctive operators. Because pre-computing a playback

schedule is too inflexible to support user interaction, the runtime engine predicts the

playback of an application using a novel predictive logic. As the user interacts with the

application, the runtime engine adjusts its predictions to maintain consistency with the

user’s selections and the integrity of the application’s message.

6.1 Needed Properties of a Synchronization Model

To build an interactive multimedia application, an author must rely on a flexible

synchronization model to specify:

• The temporal layout, or synchronization, of the different media objects in the

application. This includes fine-grained relationships, which are within and between

media objects, and coarse-grained relationships, which are typically between media

objects; i.e., between their start and end events.

• How an application behaves in response to user interaction. User interaction typically

consists of navigation, participation, and control. Navigation refers to the user

selecting different sections of content to view, participation refers to the user

responding to choices presented by an application, and control refers to the user

exercising control over the playback of a media object in an application.

Using a synchronization model, an author must specify the interactive behavior of an

application to ensure that user interaction does not blur the integrity of the application’s

message. For example, consider a slide show (virtual tour) of a home where each slide in

the tour contains an image of a room and a voice narration describing the salient features

of that room. After a specified period of time, each slide in the tour automatically

transitions to the next slide unless the user selects a toggle button to prevent the

transition. Now, suppose the user is viewing the slide showing the smallest bedroom in

the home and selects the toggle button to prevent the transition to the next slide showing

the master bedroom. At the specified transition time for the current slide, if the
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application inadvertently begins playing the next slide’s narration describing the master

bedroom, the user might be misled or confused.

A synchronization model typically determines the types of relationships that an author

can express among different media objects, and to some extent, the set of allowable

media objects themselves. For example, some synchronization models do not support

media objects of unknown durations [1, 17, 25, 36, 70, 74]. Exactly how an author uses a

synchronization model to define an application depends on the temporal and interactive

requirements of the application being defined, the synchronization model being used, and

the author's ability to understand and express the desired relationships using that model.

Because many synchronization models do not support user interaction [1, 22, 25, 36, 50,

74] or only support user interaction at specific points in an application [15, 24, 70], an

author struggles to define an interactive multimedia application using a synchronization

model. Although Courtiat and Oliveira [24] outline desirable properties of a flexible

synchronization model, here we identify the properties of a synchronization model useful

for building an interactive application:

• The ability to specify synchronous interactions. A synchronous interaction is an

interaction where the application requests user input at a specific point in time and

then pauses playback until the user responds.

• The ability to specify asynchronous interactions. An asynchronous interaction is an

interaction that may occur at any point within a specified temporal interval, where that

interval may range from only a few seconds to the entire duration of the application.

• The ability to specify a wide variety of fine- and coarse-grained relationships among

different media objects. We use the term temporal constraint to refer to these

relationships in general.

• The ability to specify combinations of synchronous interactions, asynchronous

interactions, and temporal constraints.

We designed our toolkit to support these properties.
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6.2 Toolkit Model

In this section we describe the model of the Nsync toolkit and briefly describe how the

model relates to other work. We developed the toolkit by starting with an existing media

toolkit [75] and building a synchronization layer on top of it [10, 11]. This

synchronization layer, called Nsync, enables an author to specify:

• Synchronous interactions. For example, an author can specify that an application

should present the user with a multi-choice question and pause until the user responds.

• Asynchronous interactions. For example, consider an application that narrates a

question to the user and allows the user to select an answer to the question from a

multi-choice dialog box. Using our toolkit, an author can specify that when the

narration begins, the application should present the dialog box and allow the user to

select an answer at any time during the narration (asynchronous interaction), rather

than forcing the user to wait until the end of the narration before selecting an answer

(synchronous interaction). Using our toolkit, an author can also specify global

navigation, which is an asynchronous interaction spanning the duration of an

application.

• Fine-grained temporal relationships. For example, an author can specify tightly or

loosely coupled skew relationships between media objects and can specify events at

specific time points within a media object.

• Conjunctions and disjunctions involving each of the above items. For example, an

author can specify that an application should enforce a loosely coupled skew

relationship, but only if the user requests it.

Thus, our toolkit supports fine-grained relationships in conjunction with user interaction.
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Figure 6.1c. Rules specifying that whenever the audio (Audio) plays at a rate other than the
normal playback rate (1), the volume should be turned down.

When { Audio.speed == 1 } { Volume = 1.0 }

When { Audio.speed != 1 } { Volume = 0.2 }

Figure 6.1b. A rule specifying a loosely coupled skew relationship of 3 seconds between a
narration (N) and background music (B), but only if the user requests it. The user could
request the skew relationship through a toggle button where the selection status of the button
is held in the variable skewRequested.

When { (N.value > B.value + 1.5s || N.value < B.value – 1.5s) && skewRequested }
{

Skew_Policy(N, B)
}

Background
music (B)

1.5s1.5s

B.value

N.value

3 second skew

Narration (N)

Figure 6.1a. A rule specifying that a narration (N2) should start after another narration (N1)
ends. The variable End stores the media time at which the first narration ends. However, an
author could change the value of this variable to cause the second narration to start before or
after the actual end time of the first narration (N1).

N2’s media time

N1’s media time

Start of N2

The end of N1 triggers the
start of N2

When { N1.value >= End } { N2.speed = 1 }

Start of N1 End of N1
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6.2.1 Fine-grained Synchronization

In general, an author cannot express fine-grained relationships using a coarse-grained

synchronization model; however, an author can express coarse-grained relationships

using a fine-grained model as long as the fine-grained model supports multiple timelines

[11]. To support rich synchronization semantics, temporal constraints in Nsync are

expressed as fine-grained relationships involving multiple clock objects (discussed in

Section 6.2.3). Using multiple clock objects, an author can express temporal constraints

both within and between media objects. For example, using our toolkit, an author can

specify the following rules:

• A rule specifying that a narration N2 should start after another narration N1 ends. See

Figure 6.1(a).

• A rule specifying that an application should maintain a loosely coupled skew

relationship of 3 seconds between a narration N and background music B, but only if

the user requests it. The user could request the skew relationship through a toggle

button where a variable holds the selection status of the button and the rule includes

that variable. See Figure 6.1(b).

• Rules specifying that whenever the audio object Audio plays at a rate other than the

normal playback rate (1), the volume should be turned down. See Figure 6.1(c).

6.2.2 Media Objects

In Nsync, media objects may be either static (time-independent) or continuous (time-

dependent) media. Examples of static media are text, images, and graphics, while

examples of continuous media are audio, video, and animation. Because our work

focuses on supporting the synchronization and user interaction of a multimedia

application, we support media content using existing toolkits. To support continuous

media, we use the Continuous Media Toolkit (CMT) [75]. In CMT, an author plays a

continuous media object by attaching a clock object to it and controls the media object by

controlling its attached clock. To synchronize two clocks, and the playback of their
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attached media objects, an author sets the speed and value of one clock equal to the speed

and value of the other clock. However, the CMT does not support loosely coupled skew

relationships, user interaction, or any other type of synchronization. To support time-

independent media, we use the functionality of Tcl/Tk [67]. In the Java implementation

of the toolkit used in DEMAIS, we support media content using Java, Swing, and the

Java Media Framework [41].

6.2.3 Clock Objects

Each media object in our toolkit has a distinct clock object associated with it. A clock

provides a linear mapping from system time to media-time. Media-time has no start or

end and represents an infinite timeline in both directions. For a continuous media object,

media-time provides the time source for synchronized playback. For a time-independent

media object, media-time can be used as a "stopwatch" to time its length of display.

A clock maintains three attributes: value, speed, and offset. Value represents the current

media-time of the clock. Speed represents the ratio of media-time to real-time. For

example, a speed of 2.0 means that media-time progresses twice as fast as real-time and a

speed of -1.0 means that media-time decreases as fast as real-time increases. Offset is a

scalar used to complete the mapping between media-time and real-time:

(Media-time) Value = Speed * Real-Time + Offset

To control playback of a media object, an author changes either the value or speed of its

attached clock. Although an author can control a media object by changing the offset of

its clock, she can generally achieve the same effect by changing the value of the clock

instead. Although we identify many useful properties of a clock in [11], the useful

properties of a clock relevant to this discussion are:

• Different clocks can be perfectly synchronized by setting their speed and offset

attributes to the same value. Since media-time is computed from real-time, two clocks

with the same speed and offset will always have the same media-time.

• Speed and offset do not change until the user or system intervenes.
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• Clocks progress in a piecewise linear fashion. See Figure 6.2. As a result, given a

clock’s current value and speed, the toolkit can predict the amount of time it will take

the clock to reach a future time instant.

6.2.4 Multiple Timelines

Using a single timeline in a synchronization model [15, 25, 36, 75] provides a natural and

intuitive method for synchronizing events within a media object. For example, using a

timeline, an author can specify that a narration starts two seconds after an application

begins. However, when using a timeline, because an author must tie each event to a

specific point on the timeline, she cannot use it to express the interactive behavior of an

application. For example, an author cannot use a timeline to specify that an application

should display an image B after a user selects another image A. On the other hand, an

author can use a coarse-grained synchronization model to specify relationships between

the start and end events of different media objects [1, 50, 79]. Thus, an author can use a

coarse-grained model to specify synchronization between media objects, but not within a

media object.

In our toolkit, an author can include one or more clocks in a synchronization rule to

specify the synchronization within a media object as well as between media objects. For

Figure 6.2. A graph demonstrating the media time mapping as well as the piecewise linearity
of a clock. At real time 7, an author performs a skip behind by setting the clock's value
attribute back to media time 2 and sets the speed (S) to 2.5.
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example, consider the behavior described in Figure 6.1(a). Because each narration is

attached to its own clock, each narration maintains its own media-time mapping, or

timeline. By writing rules coordinating the two clocks, an author can specify the

synchronization between the two narrations. In Section 6.3, we discuss the

synchronization definition language.

6.2.5 User Interaction

User interaction generally refers to an asynchronous collaboration between the author

and end user. When developing an interactive media application, an author typically

creates an "application roadmap" and enables a user to select the particular path to

traverse in the application. However, supporting user interaction in a synchronization

model is a difficult task. To support user interaction, a synchronization model must:

• Establish a bi-directional communication path between a user and the runtime engine.

Input from the user and responses from the runtime engine must follow along this

path. For example, an application may present a user with a multi-choice question and

request a response. After the user makes her selection, the system must communicate

the user’s response back to the runtime engine which must then determine the

appropriate action to take. Thus, an application should not pre-compute a static

playback schedule, rather, it should manage the playback schedule at runtime to allow

user interaction to influence the playback of the application.

• Provide a mechanism for detecting and then handling asynchronous events, such as

when a user decides to skip ahead or behind in an application.

• Interface with a user interface toolkit, which enables an author to display user

interface controls such as a multi-choice dialog box.

In our toolkit, we address the first two requirements by allowing an author to include both

variables and clock attributes {value, speed, and offset} in a rule expression and by

detecting changes to a variable or clock attribute at runtime [40, 78]. Although this

approach addresses the first two requirements, supporting combinations of non-temporal

elements (variables and the speed and offset attributes of a clock) and temporal elements
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(the value attribute of a clock) in the same rule expression is non-trivial. In our toolkit, an

author combines non-temporal and temporal elements in a rule expression using

conjunctive and disjunctive operators, e.g., see Figure 6.1(b). To maintain the semantics

expressed in the rules while minimizing the computation overhead, we evaluate the rule

expressions according to a newly developed predictive logic. The predictive logic enables

the toolkit to predict logic transitions in the rule expressions and schedule the associated

actions in advance, eliminating the need for intermittent polling of the expressions. In

Section 6.4, we discuss how the toolkit evaluates a rule expression in greater detail.

We addressed the third requirement by implementing our toolkit in Tcl [67], which

includes the Tk widget set, and by using the OAT-Tcl extension [78]. With the OAT-Tcl

extension, an author can include an attribute of a Tk widget in a rule expression in the

same manner that she includes a variable. In the Java implementation of the toolkit used

in DEMAIS, the Media Element Abstraction Layer (MEAL) provides functionality

similar to the OAT-Tcl extension.

6.3 Synchronization Definition Language

In Nsync, an author uses a rule-based synchronization definition language to express

synchronization relationships. The language is formally described by an LL(1) BNF

grammar. Using the language, an author can specify:

• A non-temporal constraint. A non-temporal constraint is an expression consisting of

constants, scalar variables, arithmetic operators, equality or inequality relationships,

boolean connectives, negations, and references to a clock’s speed or offset attribute.

The rules in Figure 6.1(c) exemplify a non-temporal constraint.

• A temporal constraint. A temporal constraint is an expression consisting of constants,

scalar variables, arithmetic operators, equality or inequality relationships, boolean

connectives, negations, and at least one reference to a clock’s value attribute. The

rules in Figures 6.1a-b exemplify a temporal constraint.
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• A combination of a non-temporal and temporal constraint. Using a disjunctive ( | | ) or

conjunctive (&&) operator, an author can combine non-temporal and temporal

constraints in a rule expression. The rule in Figure 6.1(b) shows how an author uses a

disjunctive operator to combine temporal expressions and how an author uses a

conjunctive operator to combine a non-temporal and temporal expression.

An author writes a synchronization rule using the following syntax (the syntax used for

the When expression and all examples demonstrating its use are based on the Tcl

language):

When {expression} {action}

Where When represents the main procedure name, expression represents the

synchronization relationship, and action represents the command to invoke when

expression become true. When an author defines a rule, the compiler in the runtime

engine compiles the rule into an equivalent stack representation for efficient evaluation

[11]. Semantically, the rule syntax states:

Whenever expression becomes true (transitions from false to true) invoke the

corresponding action

For example, the first rule in Figure 6.1(a) states whenever the value of narration N1

becomes greater than End, start narration N2. The narration N1 may reach the value

specified in the variable End through normal playback or due to a skip operation.

Through a user interface control, the user could also manipulate the value in the variable

End to start narration N2 before or after the actual end of N1.

The When command differs from the traditional if control structure found in most

programming languages in that it is persistent, meaning that the runtime engine

continuously monitors each rule expression at playback. An if command, however, would

only check the logic status of a rule expression at a particular moment in time. One may

also think of the rule expression as describing a particular system state, such that

whenever the toolkit reaches that state, the toolkit invokes the rule’s action. As a user
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interacts with an application at runtime, the logic value of each rule expression may

transition multiple times and the runtime engine must detect these transitions.

Because we implemented Nsync in the script language Tcl, the action associated with a

synchronization rule can be any Tcl command, which has proven to be extremely

flexible. In the Java implementation of the toolkit used in DEMAIS, we separated the

action from the expression using a comma in the rule string and modified the language

parser accordingly. Because Java is not an interpreted language, we defined a fixed set of

actions for a rule that match the actions available in the visual language icon panel in

DEMAIS, e.g., actions for navigation and displaying and highlighting content.

6.3.1 Usage Examples

In this section, we illustrate how an author uses the rule language to specify media

playback and user interaction for two applications. In the first application, we

demonstrate how an author specifies asynchronous interaction and how that interaction

can affect a later synchronization decision, called deferred synchronization. In the second

application, we demonstrate how an author specifies an asynchronous interaction; i.e., a

multi-choice question, and after a few seconds, that the user must have responded to the

question before the application can continue.

6.3.1.1 A Virtual Home Tour

This application leads a user on a narrated tour of a home. To begin, the tour displays an

image of the kitchen and plays an accompanying narration. The display of the kitchen

contains a hold toggle button which enables the user to express an interest in the current

location, thus inhibiting the next scheduled transition. However, this is different from a

pause operation because when the user selects the toggle, the application does not

immediately freeze; rather, the selection of the toggle affects a future synchronization

decision. Note that this is similar to, but not the same as restricted blocking [85]. Based

on the specifications and the initial state of the system; i.e., the hold toggle is not

selected, the runtime engine schedules the transition into the dining room. However, if

the user selects the hold toggle during the kitchen presentation, the runtime engine
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catches the change, re-evaluates the rules, and as a result, schedules the additional

information regarding the kitchen. For simplicity, we assume that the application

provides these details by continuing on with the current narration, although an author

could have used an alternative narration track. During or after the detailed kitchen

description, the user must unselect the hold toggle before the application will transition to

the dining room. In Figure 6.3, we show the application and the rules that an author must

specify to capture these semantics.

6.3.1.2 A Virtual Murder Mystery

This application enables a user to select a character role in a virtual murder mystery.

After the application plays preliminary instructions to the user, it displays a multi-choice

dialog box enabling the user to select a character role in the mystery (asynchronous

interaction). The application continues playing the instructions until a time is reached

where the user must have selected a character role before the application can continue.

Otherwise, the application pauses until the user selects a role (synchronous interaction).

After the user selects a role, the instructions resume, and when finished, the application

continues based on the selected character role. At any point within the instruction

segment, the user can skip ahead or behind to select a different role or to skip instructions

she has already heard. However, the user cannot skip past the selection of a character

role, as it would violate the theme of the application. In Figure 6.4, we show the

application and the rules that an author must specify to capture these semantics.
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Figure 6.3. In the virtual home tour, a user begins in the kitchen, which the author has
specified to last for K seconds. If the user does not select the kitchen hold toggle, the runtime
engine schedules the transition to the dining room. However, if the user selects the kitchen
hold toggle, the runtime engine catches the change, re-evaluates the rules, and as a result,
schedules the additional kitchen information. During or after the detailed kitchen description,
the user must unselect the kitchen hold toggle before the tour will transition to the dining room.
To capture these semantics, an author must specify the rules shown in (a) and (b) above. The
variable Kheld represents the selection status of the kitchen hold toggle.

When { Kaudio.value >= K && !Kheld } {

Kaudio.speed = 0; UnDisplay $Kimage
Display $Dimage; Daudio.speed = 1;

}
(a)

When { Kaudio.value >= (K + K2) && Kheld } {

Kaudio.speed = 0

}
(b)

Start

Kitchen narration
(Kaudio)

K seconds

Kheld ?

Dining narration
(Daudio)

...

No

Yes

D seconds

Continue with
Kitchen narration

K2 seconds

Stop kitchen
narration

If the user releases the hold toggle on the kitchen
slide, (b) tranistions to False and (a) transitions to
True, moving the user to the dining room

Kitchen image
(Kimage)

Hold

Dining image
(Dimage)

Hold
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Figure 6.4. To start the virtual murder mystery, the application plays the instructions (I) to the
user. After some preliminary instructions (I = 25), the application displays a character role
dialog box enabling the user to select a character role in the application. The instructions
continue until a time (Mark seconds) at which the user must have selected a character role
from the dialog box before the application can continue. Otherwise, the application pauses
until the user selects a role. After the user selects a role, the instructions resume, and when
finished, the application continues based on the selected character role. At any point within
the instruction segment, the user can skip ahead or behind to select a different role or to skip
instructions she has already heard. To capture these semantics, an author must specify the
rules shown above.

When { I.value < 25 }
{ undisplay_choose_role_dialog }

When { I.value >= 25 && I.value < Mark && !role_chosen }
{ display_choose_role_dialog }

When { I.value >= 25 && I.value < Mark && role_chosen }
{ undisplay_choose_role_dialog }

When { I.value >= Mark && I.value < End && role_chosen }
{ I.speed = 1; undisplay_choose_role_dialog }

When { I.value >= Mark && I.value < End && !role_chosen }
{ I.value = Mark; I.speed = 0; display_choose_role_dialog|}

When { I.value >= I.end && !role_chosen }
{ I.value = 25 }

When { I.value >= I.end && role_chosen }
{ $role_chosen.speed = 1 }

Maid

Cook

Butler

Which do you
want to be?

A user must select a role
before further instructions
can be given

Mark25

Instruction track (I)

The application continues
based on the selected
character role

End
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6.4 Runtime Engine

Because user interaction can affect the playout of an application, the toolkit cannot

compute a static playback schedule before runtime. Rather, the toolkit predicts an initial

playback schedule and then adjusts the schedule as the user interacts with the application

during playback. In Figure 6.5, we show the architecture of the runtime engine, which

contains four main components:

• Compiler. The Compiler compiles a rule and passes the equivalent stack-based

representation to the Change Monitor and Evaluator.

• Evaluator. The Evaluator evaluates the current logic value of a rule expression using

the predictive logic presented in Section 6.4.2. The predictive logic returns the current

logic value of the expression, and in some cases, returns a prediction of when the

logic value of the expression will change. If the Evaluator predicts a future logic

transition, it passes the predicted time along with the rule’s action to the Scheduler.

• Scheduler. The Scheduler schedules each rule action based on the prediction passed

by the Evaluator. As the predicted times arrive, the Scheduler invokes the appropriate

rule actions.

Figure 6.5. The architecture of the runtime components.
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2. Opcode
stack

3. Predictions

6. Cancel actions

7. Request
re-predictions

Evaluator

Compiler
Change
Monitor

5. Detect change1. Define
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Variables and clock attributesAuthor

4. Monitor state

Invoke actions at
scheduled time

a1 aN...
Scheduler

system time
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• Change Monitor. The Change Monitor monitors the clock attributes and variables

used in at least one rule expression. If the Change Monitor detects a change to a clock

attribute or variable, it identifies the rules that depend on the changed attribute or

variable and notifies the Scheduler and then the Evaluator of the dependent rules. The

Scheduler removes the predictions for the dependent rules and the Evaluator re-

evaluates the dependent rules, passing any new predictions back to the Scheduler.

In Figure 6.5, we summarize the interaction among the runtime components.

6.4.1 Compiler

The Compiler compiles each rule expression into an equivalent postfix expression stack

and passes the stack representation to the Evaluator and Change Monitor. The compiler

parses a rule according to an LL(1) parse table, and as it parses the rule, it builds the

postfix expression stack. In Figure 6.6, we show the postfix expression stack for the rule

expression in Figure 6.1(b).

Figure 6.6. The postfix expression stack for the rule expression in Figure 6.1(b).

&&

N.value

<

1.5s

B.value

>

||

1.5s

B.value

-

skewRequested

+

N.value

Stack Representation

((N.value > B.value + 1.5s || N.value < B.value –
1.5s) && skewRequested)

Rule expression in Figure 6.1(b)
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6.4.2 Evaluator

The Evaluator evaluates the logic value of a rule expression. Because a rule is persistent,

the Evaluator may evaluate a rule expression more than once during application

playback. During playback, the Evaluator must re-evaluate a rule expression when:

• A variable used in the rule expression changes due to user interaction, another rule’s

action, or a system function.

• An attribute of a clock used in the rule expression changes due to user interaction,

another rule’s action, or a system function.

To invoke a rule action at the appropriate time, the Evaluator must detect when the rule’s

expression transitions from False to True. To detect a logic transition, the Evaluator could

poll each rule expression at a regular interval; however, this wastes cpu cycles and causes

the toolkit to compete with the application for the cpu. To maintain the semantics that an

author specifies in a set of rules and to minimize the computation overhead, we

developed a predictive logic for the Evaluator. The predictive logic has four possible

values:

• FALSE. The rule expression is currently FALSE, and will remain FALSE until a

clock's attribute or variable used in the rule expression changes.

• TRUE. The rule expression is currently TRUE, and will remain TRUE until a clock's

attribute or variable used in the rule expression changes.

• WBT(x). The rule expression is currently FALSE, but will become true in x time units

given the current system state.

• WBF(x). The rule expression is currently TRUE, but will become false in x time units

given the current system state.

The prediction x represents a real-time offset from the current system time, not media-

time. The reader may recognize that the logic value TRUE = WBF( ∞ ) and that the logic

value FALSE = WBT( ∞ ); however, we prefer to use the four logic values when we

explain the predictive logic.
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To evaluate an expression stack, the Evaluator pops the first (top) element from the stack

and evaluates each of its operands recursively. In Figure 6.6, we show an example of an

expression stack. The Evaluator evaluates each operand according to the following rules:

• Promote constants to a temporary clock object with a speed and offset equal to zero

and a value equal to the value of the constant.

• Retrieve the value of a variable and promote it to a temporary clock object. The

temporary clock object has a speed and offset equal to zero and a value equal to the

value of the variable.

• Evaluate arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) by applying the operator to each respective

attribute of the clock operands. Because the Evaluator promotes constants and

variables to clocks, the operands of an arithmetic operator are guaranteed to be clock

objects. For example, when evaluating the arithmetic expression (+ N.value 1.5s),

which is part of the postfix expression shown in Figure 6.6, the Evaluator promotes

1.5s to a temporary clock object with [value, speed, offset] equal to [1.5, 0, 0]. The

Evaluator then applies the addition operator to each attribute of the clock operands to

produce a new clock object with attributes [N.value + 1.5, N.speed + 0, N.offset + 0].

The Evaluator uses this new clock object as the operand for the next operator.

• Evaluate the inequality and equality operators (>, >=, <, <=, ==) by first determining

if either clock’s speed is non-zero (operands are guaranteed to be clock objects due to

previous promotions). If the speed of each clock is zero, then the Evaluator compares

the value of each clock using the given operator and returns TRUE or FALSE.

However, if one of the clock's speed attributes is non-zero, then the Evaluator applies

a prediction algorithm which may return TRUE, FALSE, WBT(x), or WBF(x) where x

is the predicted transition time of the rule expression. In Figure 6.7, we show a

decision tree for the < operator. The prediction algorithms for the other operators are

similar.
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• Evaluate the conjunctive (&&) and disjunctive ( | | ) operators according to Tables 6.1

and 6.2, respectively. In each truth table, the rows represent the left operand and the

columns represent the right operand. Applying Table 6.1, for example, the expression

WBT(5) && WBT(10) evaluates to WBT(10), which means that the expression is false

now, but will become true in 10 seconds.

Each time the Evaluator evaluates a rule expression, it applies the above rules to

determine the expression’s logic value.

Table 6.1: Truth Table for Predictive AND

AND TRUE FALSE WBTx2 WBFy2

TRUE TRUE FALSE WBTx2 WBFy2

FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

WBTx1 WBTx1 FALSE
WBT

max(x1,x2)
*

WBFy1 WBFy1 FALSE † WBF
min(y1,y2)

* if (x1 < y2) then {WBTx1, WBFy2 } else FALSE
† if (x2 < y1) then {WBTx2, WBFy1} else FALSE

Figure 6.7. The decision tree representing the prediction algorithm for the < operator where
the two operands, A and B, are clock objects. The decision trees for <=, >, >=, == are similar.

A < B ?

Ay < By

As <= Bs

Ay >= By

As > Bs As >= Bs As < Bs

TRUE FALSE
Bv – Av

As – Bs
)(WBF

Av – Bv

Bs – As
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Table 6.2: Truth Table for Predictive OR

OR TRUE FALSE WBTx2 WBFy2

TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE

FALSE TRUE FALSE WBTx2 WBFy2

WBTx1 TRUE WBTx1
WBT

min(x1,x2)
*

WBFy1 TRUE WBFy1
† WBF

min(y1,y2)
* if (x1 > y2) then {WBFy2, WBTx1} else TRUE
† if (x2 > y1) then {WBFy1, WBTx2} else TRUE

The Evaluator maintains an internal table mapping each rule expression to its current

logic value. After the Evaluator evaluates a rule expression, it compares the rule’s stored

logic value with the new (just computed) logic value and acts according to Table 6.3. For

example, if the stored logic value of a rule expression is FALSE and the new logic value

of the expression is TRUE, then the Evaluator passes the rule’s action to the Scheduler

with a prediction time of 0, causing the Scheduler to invoke the action immediately. As

another example, if the stored logic value of a rule expression is TRUE and the new logic

value of the expression is WBF(5), then no logic transition has occurred at the moment

(the expression has remained true), but the rule expression will transition to FALSE in 5

seconds. As indicated in Table 6.3, the Evaluator passes a system function to the

Scheduler with a prediction time of 5 seconds. After 5 seconds, the Scheduler invokes a

system function that sets the logic value of the corresponding rule in the Evaluator table

to FALSE. Thus, the Evaluator table always reflects the current logic value of each rule

expression. After acting according to Table 6.3, the Evaluator stores the new logic value

in the table, which as just shown, may be modified later by a system function passed to

the Scheduler.
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Table 6.3: Action Table for Evaluator

New
Stored FALSE TRUE WBT(y) WBF(y)

FALSE None
Pass A(0) to
Scheduler

Pass A(y), T(y)
to Scheduler

Pass A(0), F(y)
to Scheduler

TRUE None None
Pass A(y), T(y)
to Scheduler

Pass F(y) to
Scheduler

WBT(x) None
Pass A(0) to
Scheduler

Pass A(y), T(y)
to Scheduler

Pass A(0), F(y)
to Scheduler

WBF(x) None None
Pass A(y), T(y)
to Scheduler

Pass F(y) to
Scheduler

A(t) is the rule action passed to the Scheduler that should be invoked in t seconds; if t=0, the
Scheduler invokes the action immediately.

F(t) is the system function passed to the Scheduler that marks the rule expression as FALSE
in the Evaluator table in t seconds.

T(t) is the system function passed to the Scheduler that marks the rule expression as TRUE
in the Evaluator table in t seconds.

The toolkit invokes a rule’s action only when its corresponding expression transitions

from False to True and not from True to False. For example, if a rule expression

transitioned from WBT(5) to WBF(5), which represents a logic transition from False to

True, the toolkit would immediately invoke the associated action (see Table 6.3).

However, if a rule expression transitions from WBF(5) to WBT(5), which represents a

logic transition from True to False, the toolkit would not immediately invoke the

associated action, although it would schedule the action to be invoked in 5 seconds. We

made this decision for two reasons:

• To keep the semantic meaning of the When command unambiguous. If the toolkit

invoked different actions depending on the direction of the logic transition, the author

may be confused as to the correct specification technique.

• When an author wants the toolkit to invoke a rule’s action when its corresponding

expression transitions from True to False, she can negate the rule expression and use

the current When semantics.
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6.4.3 Scheduler

The Scheduler invokes each action at the time predicted by the Evaluator. In the

Scheduler, an action is either a rule action defined by an author or an internal system

function that updates the Evaluator table. The Scheduler maintains a timed action queue

and orders each action by its prediction time. Because a prediction is an offset from the

current system time, maintaining an ordered queue of actions is trivial. As each scheduled

time arrives, which represents a change in the logic value of the corresponding rule

expression, the Scheduler invokes the corresponding action.

In the Tcl implementation, the Scheduler maintains an ordered action queue using Tcl’s

after command. The parameters of the after command are the Tcl script to invoke and the

number of milliseconds to wait before invoking the script. Thus, the Scheduler in the Tcl

implementation of the toolkit is just a wrapper around Tcl’s after command.

In the Java implementation, the Scheduler maintains a linked list of actions and orders

each action by its absolute invocation time. Just before the Scheduler inserts an action

into the queue, it retrieves the current system time, adds the action’s prediction time,

which is a relative offset, to the current system time and then inserts the action into the

queue based on this time. Once inserted, the Scheduler sets a timer for the time of the

action at the head of the queue minus the current system time. When the timer pops, the

Scheduler removes the head of the queue, invokes the action, and if the queue is not

empty, resets the timer to the time of the new action at the head of the queue minus the

current system time.

6.4.4 Change Monitor

The Change Monitor monitors and detects changes in the clock attributes and variables

used in the rule expressions. If the Change Monitor detects a change, it identifies the

rules that depend on the changed clock attribute or variable and notifies the Scheduler of

the dependent rules. The Scheduler removes from its queue any actions associated with

the dependent rules. Next, the Change Monitor notifies the Evaluator of the dependent
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rules. The Evaluator re-evaluates the dependent rules and passes any new predictions

back to the Scheduler.

In the Tcl implementation of the toolkit, we detect changes to a variable or clock attribute

using the trace feature provided in the OAT-Tcl extension. In the Java implementation,

we detect changes to a continuous media object by registering event listeners with the

Java Media Framework. For variables, we developed our own variable object which

notifies event listeners when the value of the variable changes.

6.5 Implementation Notes and Lessons

We implemented the Nsync toolkit in the Tcl scripting language in about 3,500 lines of

code. We implemented the Java version of the toolkit in about 6,100 lines of code. In

Table 6.4, we list the lines of code per toolkit component and implementation language.

Table 6.4: Lines of Code for Tcl and Java Implementations

Component Lines of Tcl code Lines of Java code

Compiler 1,000 3,700

Evaluator 1,500 1,400

Scheduler 200 500

Change Monitor 750 500

Total 3,450 6,100

For an expression representing skew control, we measured the overhead of the toolkit

(Tcl implementation) to be about 200 milliseconds. We performed the measurement on

an SGI IP22 with an R5000 processor, 32MB RAM, and the Irix 6.2 operating system.

This measurement represents the time from which the Change Monitor detected an

attribute change for a rule expression that was currently FALSE to the time at which the

Evaluator determined that the expression transitioned to TRUE. The Java implementation

should have a similar overhead. For coarse-grained relationships, this latency is tolerable

as studies have shown that a user will accept up to a 500 millisecond transition period
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[85]. However, for fine-grained relationships; e.g., skew control, the latency typically

needs to be less than 80 milliseconds. Thus, although the toolkit can model fine-grained

skew relationships, it cannot currently enforce them.

We learned several lessons from using the toolkit to model different applications. First,

because the runtime engine manages the rules in a global scope, specifying different

actions based on the context in which an interaction occurs can be cumbersome. Context

might refer to past interaction, the passage of time, or the current status of other content.

In our rule language, an author must include in each rule expression the clocks and

variables representing the relevant context of an application. For example, if an author

wants to specify that selecting a toggle button toggles a video between pause and resume

modes, she must specify two rules, along with supporting code, similar to:

button_selected = false

When { button_selected && (Video.started && Video.paused) } {

Video.resume

}

When { button_selected && (Video.started && !Video.paused) } {

Video.pause

}

This example, and the example shown in Figure 6.4, illustrate how an author must

include current context into a rule expression. As the complexity of an application

increases, an author may find including the appropriate contexts in each rule expression

cumbersome and error prone. To address this issue, the runtime engine could track the

context of an application and only monitor rules applicable in the current context, similar

to the approach taken in Interval Scripts [69]. In this approach, an author associates a set

of rules with an interval (context) defined between absolute time points or sets of events.

The author then specifies a partial or total temporal ordering on the intervals defining

when those intervals are active. When an interactive or temporal event occurs, the system

only checks the rules in an active interval. The system begins in the first (start) interval

and then activates and deactivates the intervals as the user interacts with the application.
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Second, an author may benefit from the toolkit performing verification checks on the

rules, which it currently does not do. For example, an author may benefit from knowing

whether there is a sequence of events that leads to the invocation of each rule’s action or

results in competing actions; e.g., actions that attempt to start and end a video at the same

time. To build a system that verifies the rules, we may need to restrict the set of actions

that an author can use as opposed to allowing an author to use any arbitrary Tcl script.

Otherwise, a verification system may not be able to determine the effect that an action

has on the application or other rules.

Third, when a state change occurs, the toolkit should evaluate the dependent rules in a

breadth first order as opposed to a depth first order. In the initial version of our toolkit,

we performed evaluations in a depth first order. Using a depth first order, when an event

occurs, the toolkit propagates a state change resulting from a rule’s action before it

evaluates all the rules dependent on that event. As a result, a rule expression dependent

on the original event may change logic value before the toolkit evaluates it. Thus, an

author may find debugging and visualizing the triggering order of a set of rules difficult.

To ease the specification challenge, we modified the toolkit to evaluate the rules in a

breadth first order. Now when an event occurs, the toolkit evaluates the rules dependent

on that event before it propagates any state changes resulting from the rule actions. For an

author, we believe this made specifying and debugging the rules much easier. To provide

more control over the evaluation order of the rules, we could extend the toolkit to allow

an author to specify a priority with each rule. With this extension, when a variable or

clock attribute changes, the toolkit would evaluate a dependent rule with a higher priority

before it evaluates a dependent rule with a lower priority, similar to the notion of a

constraint hierarchy [16].

Last, based on our experience using the toolkit, we recognized that manually specifying

rules for a complex multimedia application may be overly difficult for an author. The

difficulty lies in specifying the correct context for rule expressions and visualizing the

order that the toolkit invokes the actions in response to user interaction, the passage of

time, or media playback. Thus, we developed a different tool, DEMAIS, that better
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matches how a designer thinks about and explores the behavior of a design in the early

design process and used our synchronization toolkit as the underlying model that enables

a designer to run the design.



Chapter 7

Usability Evaluation

We evaluated the usability of DEMAIS to assess and improve the usability of the tool. In

the evaluation, we wanted to:

• Identify user interaction issues and programming errors and address or correct them

through engineering changes to the tool. We wanted to address interaction issues and

correct programming errors to better prepare the tool for an upcoming evaluation in

which compare DEMAIS against pencil and paper and Authorware (see Chapter 8).

• Gain user feedback about the tool’s performance, stroke recognition, visual language

icons, and layer support and about how using DEMAIS would compare to using an

authoring tool or pencil and paper for similar design tasks.

The usability lessons we learned in the evaluation and how we addressed the underlying

usability issues through engineering changes to the tool are the primary research

contribution of this chapter. Addressing the usability lessons learned in the evaluation

should not only help us improve the usability of our tool but should also help other user

interface designers improve the usability of their electronic sketching tools and

recognition-based interfaces.

In this chapter, we describe the experimental setup of the evaluation and then discuss user

feedback gained from the questionnaires, the interaction issues and programming errors

observed in the evaluation, and the engineering changes we made to the tool that address

these interaction issues and programming errors.
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7.1 Users

Nine users (two female) participated in the evaluation and were not compensated for their

participation. Five of the nine users had professional multimedia design experience while

the remaining four users did not. Users ranged from 24 to 40 years in age.

7.2 Design Tasks

To assess the different components of DEMAIS, we developed two design tasks. The two

design tasks were:

• Sketching with video. The user sketched the content and behavior for a prepared

design idea involving two storyboards containing video. On the first storyboard, the

user imported and viewed a short video and then created two short summaries (2-3

sentences) summarizing the content of the first and second half of that video.

Afterward, the user sketched behavior synchronizing the display of those summaries

to the playback of the video; i.e., the first summary would be displayed during the first

half of the video and the second summary would be displayed during the second half

of the video. On the second storyboard, the user imported and viewed another short

video and was asked to think of and enter two tantalizing questions corresponding to

the first and second half of the video. Afterward, the user sketched behavior enabling

an end user to select one of the two questions and receive the playback of the

corresponding video segment as the response. In Figure 7.1, we show a set of

completed storyboards and multi-views for this design task.
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Figure 7.1. A set of completed storyboards (a, b), and a multi-view (c) for the working with
video design task.

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 7.2. A set of completed storyboards (a, b), and multi-views (c, d) for the creating a
drag and drop navigation interface design task. The storyboard representing the second
hardship is not shown, but is similar to (b).

(c) (d)

(a) (b)
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• Sketching a drag and drop navigation interface. The user sketched the content and

behavior for a prepared design idea involving a drag and drop navigation interface for

the Lewis and Clark expedition. The idea was that an end user could drag a theme

keyword such as confrontations or hardships and drop it on a geographic location

along the expedition route such as St. Louis or Lower Missouri. In response, the

application would jump to the section of content corresponding to the intersection of

that theme keyword and route location. The user also developed a voice script that

would be narrated to an end user in order to clarify the use of the navigation interface.

In Figure 7.2, we show a set of completed storyboards and multi-views for this task.

For each design task, we informed the user she was a designer exploring an initial design

for an interactive application. We also informed the user that her goal was to use

DEMAIS to sketch the initial content and behavior for the design in order to

communicate the design to a team member or client. We designed each task to last about

45 minutes.

7.3 Hardware

In the evaluation, we ran DEMAIS on a 1 GHz desktop computer with 128MB RAM and

running Windows 2000. We attached a WACOM PL400 pen tablet system (with stylus)

[89] to the computer’s processing unit through a DVI port.

7.4 Procedure

When a user arrived at the lab, we welcomed the user and gave the user a ten minute

overview of DEMAIS. To gain experience with the tool, the user performed a set of

practice tasks that included sketching and editing ink strokes, entering text, sketching

rectangles and importing media, creating layers and sketching behavior. As the user

performed the practice tasks, she was asked to think aloud while the experimenter

observed the interaction and jotted down usability issues. The practice session lasted

about 30 minutes.
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After the practice session, the user was asked to perform one of the two design tasks,

chosen in an alternating order. Before starting the assigned task, the user was presented

with the experimenter’s version of the final design and informed that her final design

should look similar. At the onset of the task, the experimenter left the immediate testing

area, but was readily available for questions. After completing the task, the user filled out

a questionnaire. The entire session lasted about 90 minutes.

7.5 Metrics

To assess the usability of DEMAIS, we observed users interacting with the tool during

the practice sessions, documented questions asked during the design task, and asked users

to complete a questionnaire after the design task. Appendix C shows the questionnaire we

created for the evaluation. In the questionnaire, we asked about the user’s relevant

background and the perceived interaction quality and usefulness of the tool. In the next

sections, we describe the questionnaire in greater detail.

7.5.1 User Background

If a user had experience in multimedia or web site design, we asked the user to describe

the design area and list years of experience in that area. If a user had experience with

commonly used design tools or languages such as Director, Authorware, or HTML, we

asked the user to list those tools along with years of experience using them. We also

asked the user to rate her level of experience using a stylus input device on a five point

scale ranging from No experience (1) to Expert user (5).

7.5.2 Interaction Quality

To measure interaction quality, we asked the user to rate the:

• Performance of the tool

• Percentage of rectangular ink strokes recognized correctly as rectangles

• Percentage of non-rectangular ink strokes recognized incorrectly as rectangles

• Understandability of the visual language icons
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• Understandability of using layers for sketching

We structured the rating response for each question using a five point scale ranging from

a highly negative rating (1) to a highly positive rating (5). For example, the five choices

for rating the understandability of using layers for sketching were: Very difficult to

understand (1), Somewhat difficult to understand (2), Understandable, but not easy (3),

Somewhat easy to understand (4), and Very easy to understand (5). We also asked the

user to list any aspects of the tool that were particularly easy or difficult to learn or use.

7.5.3 Usefulness

We asked the user to rate the usefulness of DEMAIS in comparison to the usefulness of

an authoring tool such as Director, Authorware, or HyperCard for performing the same

design task. Similarly, we asked the user to rate the usefulness of DEMAIS in

comparison to the usefulness of pencil and paper for performing the same design task.

We structured the response for both questions using a five point scale ranging from

Significantly worse (1) to Significantly better (5). A sixth response of No experience was

also available. Finally, we asked the user to identify what she believed would be the

strengths and weaknesses of a fully supported tool similar to DEMAIS.

7.6 Results

In this section, we discuss the users’ background and user ratings gained from the

questionnaire as well as the usability issues and programming errors we identified in the

evaluation. Because the design task performed did not a have a significant effect on user

ratings, we will not distinguish between the tasks in the remainder of this chapter.

7.6.1 User Background

Five users were experienced in web site or multimedia design, development, or project

management and had between 4 and 18 years of experience. Five users (four of whom

also had design experience) had experience with professional authoring tools or

languages such as Visual Basic, Lingo, HTML, Java, or Authorware. Those users had

between 1 and 10 years of professional experience.
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Only one user rated himself as an experienced or expert user of a stylus input device.

Four users rated themselves as a novice or average user and the remaining four users

stated they had no experience with a stylus input device.

7.6.2 Interaction Quality and Usefulness of the Tool

In Figure 7.3, we graph the user ratings for the performance of DEMAIS. Users rated

DEMAIS as having adequate to good performance and no users rated DEMAIS as

having poor or awful performance. The most salient performance problems occurred

when a user drew a gesture or copied a storyboard and then had to wait momentarily for

DEMAIS to respond. We are exploring programming changes to address these

performance issues.

In Figures 7.4a-b, we graph the user ratings for the accuracy of rectangle recognition.

Figure 7.4(a) represents the user’s estimate of the percentage of rectangular strokes not

recognized as rectangles (false negatives) while Figure 7.4(b) represents the user’s

estimate of the percentage of non-rectangular strokes recognized as rectangles (false

positives). The ratings indicate that DEMAIS rarely recognized a non-rectangular stroke

Figure 7.3. User ratings for the performance of DEMAIS.
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as a rectangle, i.e., the tool made few false positives, but failed to recognize many

rectangular strokes as rectangles, i.e., the tool made many false negatives.

Users found the meanings of the visual language icons to be moderately easy to

understand. In Figure 7.5, we graph the user ratings for the understandability of the visual

language icons. Seven users rated the icons to be somewhat easy or in-between easy and

difficult to understand, while two users rated the icons to be somewhat or very difficult to

understand. However, because this was the first time the users had seen or used

DEMAIS, we did not expect the meanings of the icons to be immediately apparent.

Although some of the tooltips were not appearing properly when the user positioned the

stylus over an icon, we believe a user just needs more experience with the tool to better

understand the icons. Another reason a user may not have understood the icons is that the

user may not have understood the broader concept of the visual sketching language. In

DEMAIS, the visual sketching language requires a user to sketch an ink stroke between

two recognized objects and then, if needed, change the default behavior by modifying the

assigned icons. Based on discussions with users after the evaluation, users who had

experience in programming seemed to grasp the sketching language much faster than

Figure 7.4. User ratings for the accuracy of rectangle recognition. The ratings in (a) indicate
that DEMAIS failed to recognize many rectangular strokes as rectangles, while the ratings in
(b) indicate that DEMAIS rarely recognized a non-rectangular stroke as a rectangle.

(a) (b)
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users who had no experience in programming. We need to continue exploring techniques

to help a user better understand the visual sketching language in DEMAIS.

In Figure 7.6, we graph the user ratings for the understandability of sketching with layers.

Users found the concept of sketching with layers to be reasonably understandable. Three

of the five users that had design experience rated the concept of sketching with layers to

be somewhat or very easy to understand, while the other two users that had design

experience rated the concept of sketching with layers to be understandable, but not easy.

Users that had no design experience rated the concept of sketching with layers to be

somewhat or very easy to understand. Although this latter result surprised us somewhat,

given that several common tools such as Adobe Photoshop and Microsoft Visio support a

similar notion of layers, it seems reasonable that even users without design experience

would understand the concept of layers in DEMAIS as well.

In Figure 7.7, we graph the user ratings of how using DEMAIS compares to using an

authoring tool or pencil and paper for performing the same design task. Users with

experience in authoring tools rated DEMAIS as either somewhat or significantly better

than using an authoring tool for the same design task. None of the users rated DEMAIS

as about the same or worse than using an authoring tool for the same design task, which

Figure 7.5. User ratings for understanding the visual language icons.
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we viewed as an extremely positive result. One user stated that using DEMAIS to create a

behavioral mock-up is “much faster than other authoring tools.” Another user felt that

DEMAIS was very easy to learn and use and that with a “simple set of instructions,

anyone would be able to quickly create an animated storyboard.”

Similarly, users with experience in using pencil and paper as a design tool rated DEMAIS

as either somewhat or significantly better than using pencil and paper for the same design

task. Only one user rated DEMAIS as about the same and no user rated DEMAIS as

worse than using pencil and paper. One user stated that DEMAIS is “closer to reality and

able to show navigation and interaction that paper can’t.” A second user stated that

“DEMAIS’s ability to demonstrate an idea makes it easier to communicate the dynamic

aspects of an application.” And a third user liked the idea of “having everything on the

computer screen and not having to shuffle through a lot of papers.” Overall, users seemed

to feel that rapidly sketching temporal and interactive design ideas would be beneficial in

the early design process.

Figure 7.6. User ratings for understanding the concept of sketching with layers. Users found
the concept of sketching with layers relatively easy to understand.
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7.6.3 Observed Interaction Issues

While observing a user interact with the tool, we documented interactions that a user had

difficulty performing, that a user stated were awkward to perform, or that a user stated

produced unexpected results. In the next sections, we discuss the interaction issues.

7.6.3.1 A user often draws a gesture dissimilar to the standard gestures

We observed that users are unwittingly keen at drawing gestures dissimilar to how we

trained the gesture classifier. We refer to the set of gesture strokes (classes) used to train

the gesture classifier as the standard gestures. For example, as shown in Figure 7.8, users

drew a cut gesture using more strokes, a different initial direction, and a different

orientation than the standard cut gesture, resulting in incorrect classification. DEMAIS

uses a feature-based distance classifier for stroke recognition [76].

Figure 7.7. User ratings for how DEMAIS compares to using an authoring tool and pencil
paper for performing the same design task.
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To correctly classify variations on a standard gesture, each variation must have its own

gesture class. However, this places the burden on the gesture designer as she must

anticipate the variations that a user might draw and then train a new gesture class for each

of those variations, a process that is cumbersome at best. In the future, we want to

develop better classification algorithms that are less sensitive to size, speed, rotation, and

direction variations inherent in end user sketching.

7.6.3.2 A user does not immediately recognize drawing mode errors

We observed that users were often in the wrong mode for the type of stroke they intended

to draw. Users often incorrectly pressed (gesture mode) or released (ink mode) the

modifier button on the stylus before drawing a stroke. Although the system draws an ink

and gesture stroke using different stroke widths, a user did not seem to immediately

recognize this difference, and thus, did not immediately recognize a mode error, if made.

We believe users would benefit from recognizing mode errors at the beginning of a stroke

rather than after completing the stroke. If a user recognizes a mode error immediately, the

user would spend less time and experience less frustration to correct the error.

7.6.3.3 A user cannot cancel a gesture in mid stroke

On several occasions, a user realized that she was drawing the wrong gesture shape to

achieve the desired action. For example, a user began drawing a cut gesture when she

wanted a paste action. Once the user realized the error, she lifted the stylus from the

canvas and began drawing the new gesture. However, lifting the stylus from the canvas

caused DEMAIS to process that stroke, even though the user’s intent was to cancel it.

Figure 7.8. Three variations of the standard cut gesture drawn by users. Users drew the cut
gesture in multiple strokes (a), a different initial direction (b), and a different orientation (c)
than the standard cut gesture (d).

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Because DEMAIS always invoked the command associated with the closest gesture class,

the user would cause the system to perform an action she did not intend, which was very

frustrating to the user. A user needs a mechanism to cancel a gesture in mid stroke.

7.6.3.4 A user cannot recall the available gestures and their associated actions

Users expressed difficulty recalling the gesture shapes and their corresponding actions

available in the tool. For example, a user could not recall if a paste action was achieved

by drawing the “v” (paste) or “^” (undo) shape. One user cleverly referred to a gesture as

a “guessture” as she could not recall which shape corresponded to which action. Users

need a mechanism to remind them of the gesture shapes and their corresponding actions

available in the tool.

7.6.3.5 The spatial location of the copy and paste gestures are not being utilized

We observed users drawing the copy gesture over the strokes they wanted to copy and the

paste gesture at the location they wanted the previously copied objects to appear. Several

users stated these were the expected behaviors. In DEMAIS, however, we programmed

the actions of the copy and paste gestures to function similar to the actions of the copy

and paste menu commands found in most drawing tools such as Microsoft Word or Visio.

That is, the copy gesture copied the currently selected object and the paste gesture

positioned the previously copied object a few pixels below and to the right of the copied

object. However, by mimicking the action of copy and paste menu commands, we

excluded the spatial information afforded by the gestures. For a cut gesture, the system

already utilizes the spatial location at which a user draws the gesture by deleting the

strokes intersecting that gesture’s bounding box.

7.6.3.6 A user cannot recall which ink strokes have been interpreted as rectangles

Users could not recall whether DEMAIS had classified an ink stroke as rectangular or

not. When DEMAIS classified a stroke as rectangular, it would blink the stroke twice.

However, because the system did not provide persistent visual feedback indicating that it

recognized the stroke, the user could easily forget if the system interpreted the stroke as
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rectangular. Because a user can only import media into or sketch behavior involving a

stroke classified as rectangular, the system must convey this information.

7.6.3.7 A user cannot determine the order of action invocation

When a user sketches two or more behavioral strokes from the same source object and

assigns the same source event, DEMAIS invokes the corresponding actions in the order

that the user sketched the strokes, but the system does not convey this order in the sketch.

For example, as shown in Figure 7.1(b), the system does not convey which of the actions

attached to the video will be invoked first. Although the order of action invocation is

often inconsequential, one user felt that communicating this information was important

nonetheless. A few users were also confused about whether the system would invoke

both or just one of the actions in response to the source event.

7.7 Engineering Changes

In this section, we discuss the engineering changes made to DEMAIS to address user

feedback from the questionnaire and to address the interaction issues discussed in the

previous section.

7.7.1 Improve Performance

Although the performance ratings of DEMAIS were positive overall, after the evaluation,

we added 256MB of RAM to the machine on which DEMAIS runs. Although we did not

formally compare the performance of the tool before and after we added the memory, the

performance of the tool did seem to improve.

7.7.2 Improve Rectangle Recognition

As shown in Figures 7.4a-b, DEMAIS rarely recognized a non-rectangular stroke as a

rectangle (false positives), but failed to recognize many rectangular strokes as rectangles

(false negatives). To decrease the number of false negatives, we lowered the threshold for

recognizing an ink stroke as a rectangle. In general, a decrease in the number of false

negatives results in a commensurate increase in the number of false positives; however,
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the user ratings suggest that this tradeoff is tolerable since the current balance is tipped

towards a fewer number of false positives.

7.7.3 Improve Gesture Classification

Users often drew gestures dissimilar to the standard gestures available in DEMAIS,

causing inaccurate classification. To improve classification for variations on a standard

gesture, each variation must have its own gesture class [52]. However, this places the

burden on the gesture designer as she must anticipate the different variations of a gesture

that a user might draw and then create a distinct gesture class for each of those variations.

And in some cases, such as when a user draws a gesture in multiple strokes, a gesture

class cannot be created since the underlying classification algorithms only support

gestures drawn in a single stroke.

Based on variations of gestures we observed during the evaluation, we added six gesture

classes to the gesture classifier in DEMAIS. Although adding these variations should

improve the accuracy of the classifier and allow a user more freedom in how she draws a

gesture, we need to develop better classification algorithms and will discuss this issue

further in the future work section of Chapter 9.

7.7.4 Enable a User to Immediately Recognize the Difference Between a Non-gesture

and Gesture Stroke

We want a user to recognize a drawing mode error after drawing just a few pixels of a

new stroke. If a user can recognize a drawing mode error immediately, it would save her

Figure 7.9. A user should immediately recognize the difference between an ink stroke (a) and
a gesture stroke (b). Previously, the system drew a gesture stroke using a wider stroke width
but in the same color (black) as an ink stroke. Now, the system draws a gesture stroke in red
(depicted with a dashed line) in addition to using a wider stroke width (c).

(a) Ink stroke (b) Gesture stroke
(before)

(c) Gesture stroke
(now)
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time and frustration to correct it. To help a user recognize the current drawing mode, we

increased the visual disparity between an ink stroke and gesture stroke by drawing the

gesture stroke in red as opposed to black, in addition to using the wider stroke width. In

Figure 7.9, we show an example of an ink stroke and a gesture stroke before and after we

made the engineering change to DEMAIS. Later evaluation indicated that the increased

visual disparity through color was effective in helping a user immediately recognize a

drawing mode error. And in cases where the user did not immediately recognize the

mode error, the color of the stroke seemed to help lessen the user’s confusion about why

DEMAIS did not perform the expected action.

7.7.5 Enable a User to Cancel a Gesture in Mid Stroke

To enable a user to cancel a gesture in mid stroke, we modified our classifier to use a

minimum distance threshold such that the distance of the closest gesture class must be

less than that threshold. If not, the gesture is considered a no-op. The value for the

threshold was determined through empirical analysis. With this modification, a user can

cancel a gesture by drawing a loop (or any other disambiguating shape) before lifting the

stylus. The loop ensures that the distance from the gesture stroke to the nearest gesture

class is greater than the minimum distance threshold causing DEMAIS to disregard that

gesture. In Figure 7.10, we show an example of canceling a gesture.

Figure 7.10. To cancel a gesture in mid stroke (a), a user draws one or two loops before lifting
the stylus from the canvas (b). Because the distance from the resulting stroke to the nearest
gesture class will be greater than the minimum distance threshold, DEMAIS will consider it to
be a “no-op,” canceling that stroke.

(a) Gesture stroke (b) Drawing an extra loop to cancel it
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7.7.6 Remind a User of the Available Gestures and their Associated Actions

To remind a user of the gestures available in DEMAIS, we simply recognized that most,

if not all gestures are shortcuts to menu commands. Thus, to help a user recall the

gestures available in the tool, we placed an image of each gesture shape beside its

corresponding menu command. In Figure 7.11, we show a before and after image of the

tool’s Edit menu. Although DEMAIS uses gestures mainly for editing, we believe this

approach would be effective for any set of gestures.

7.7.7 Utilize the Spatial Location of the Copy and Paste Gestures

We modified the action of the paste gesture to position a previously copied object to the

location that the user drew the gesture. In Figure 7.12, we show the modified action of

the paste gesture. Although we intend to do so, we have not yet modified the action of the

copy gesture.

Figure 7.11. To help a user recall the gestures available in DEMAIS, we placed an icon of
each gesture shape next to its corresponding menu command.

(b) After(a) Before
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Figure 7.12. A select (a), copy (b), and paste (c) sequence using gestures. Previously, when
a user drew a paste gesture, DEMAIS would position the pasted object a few pixels below and
to the right of the copied object. Now, when a user draws a paste gesture, the system
positions the pasted object at the location of the gesture (d).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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7.7.8 Remind a User of which Strokes DEMAIS Interprets as Rectangular

A user needs a persistent reminder of which ink strokes have been recognized as

rectangular and which have not. We considered several approaches to this issue including

using a different color for the rectangular stroke, embellishing the rectangular stroke with

an icon, and redrawing the rectangular stroke as a “perfect” rectangle. We chose the latter

approach as we felt it provided the needed visual feedback with minimal disruption to the

aesthetics of the sketch. In Figure 7.13, we show an example of how the system redraws

an ink stroke recognized as rectangular as a “perfect” rectangle.

7.7.9 Provide Visual Feedback Indicating the Order of Action Invocation

When a user sketches two or more behavioral ink strokes from the same source object

and assigns the same source event, the system does not convey the order that it will

invoke the corresponding actions. We are assessing different approaches to this issue

including placing sequence numbers on the strokes, allowing multiple actions to be

placed on a single stroke, and having a junction point near the end of a stroke from which

a designer could sketch multiple action strokes. In Figure 7.14, we show an example of

how the system might add sequence numbers to a set of behavioral ink strokes.

Figure 7.13. When DEMAIS classifies an ink stroke (a) as rectangular, it redraws the stroke
as a “perfect” rectangle (b). This approach provides the user with persistent visual feedback
while minimally disrupting the aesthetics of the sketch.

(a) Initial stroke (b) Recognized stroke
with feedback
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7.7.10 Other Enhancements and Program Errors

Observing users interact with the tool generated several ideas for program enhancements

and highlighted several program errors. We prioritized adding enhancements and

correcting program errors based on user need and implementation complexity. To

enhance the tool, we made the beginning circle and ending arrow on a behavioral ink

stroke larger, enabled a user to edit existing text, enabled a user to assign the same icon to

multiple behavioral strokes with successive taps of the stylus, enabled a user to press the

delete key to delete the currently selected objects, and enabled a user to press the page up

and page down keys to navigate among the storyboards. Potential enhancements that we

did not make to the tool included enabling a user to interactively resize an imported

image or video, displaying a rollover description when a user rolls the mouse over an

icon on a behavioral ink stroke, and improving a behavioral stroke’s layout algorithm to

prevent the assigned icons from overlapping when the stroke is short. Although we did

not provide these latter enhancements, a fully supported version of DEMAIS would need

to address them.

Figure 7.14. When a user sketches two or more behavioral ink strokes from the same source
object and assigns the same source event (a), the system does not convey the order that it
will invoke the corresponding actions. To inform the user of the invocation order, we are
considering adding sequence numbers to the behavioral ink strokes (b).

(a) Without sequence numbering (b) With sequence numbering



Chapter 8

Comparative Evaluation

We evaluated the impact of a designer using DEMAIS relative to the impact of a designer

using pencil and paper and Authorware on the exploration and communication of

behavior early in the design process. We designed the evaluation to answer several key

questions:

• Does the design tool that a designer uses affect the exploration of behavioral design

ideas early in the design process?

• Does the design tool that a designer uses affect the communication of behavioral

design ideas early in the design process?

• Does the design tool that a designer uses affect the innovation of behavioral design

ideas early in the design process?

• Can DEMAIS be used to capture a majority of a designer’s behavioral design ideas?

We designed the evaluation to simulate a realistic, early design scenario as best as

possible. We recruited professional designers from industry and developed challenging

design tasks representative of what a designer might actually face in practice. In the

evaluation, a designer created an initial design for each of three design tasks using a

different tool and then communicated that design to another person playing the role of a

client. We video taped both the design and communication sessions for later analysis.

Through designer and client questionnaires, inspection of the design artifacts, and

analysis of the video tapes, we were able to measure the impact of the design tools on the

exploration, communication, and innovation of behavioral design ideas. We also gained
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feedback from the participants on the strengths and weaknesses of each design tool for

exploring and communicating behavioral design ideas early in the design process.

Although others have evaluated the usability of electronic sketching tools [43, 45, 48,

49], we are the first to empirically compare the use of an electronic sketching tool to the

use of pencil and paper and a high-fidelity prototyping tool (Authorware) in the early

design process. Although there is anecdotal evidence suggesting that a designer would

find an electronic sketching tool such as DEMAIS useful, we want to empirically

measure the impact of DEMAIS relative to the impact of other design tools on the

exploration and communication of behavior in the early design process.

In the next sections, we describe the experimental design of the evaluation and then

present the evaluation results. In the final section, we answer the key questions outlined

earlier and summarize the lessons we learned in the evaluation.

8.1 Participants

Six participants (two female) participated in the evaluation and were reimbursed for

parking expenses. No other compensation was provided. Participants were between 24

and 45 years in age. We recruited the participants to fill one of two roles in the

evaluation: a designer or a client.

8.1.1 Designer Role

Three participants (one female) filled the role of a designer in the evaluation. For this

role, we recruited people who had (i) at least three years experience in professional

multimedia design and (ii) at least three years experience in Authorware programming.

The three participants filling the role of a designer met these requirements, although

recruiting them was a difficult challenge. The challenge was finding people who had the

artistic skills for multimedia design and the technical skills for Authorware programming

and who were willing to volunteer three hours of their time.

Although we asked the designers to spend an additional 2-3 hours learning DEMAIS

before the evaluation, they were unable to volunteer this extra time. As a result, when a
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designer was to use DEMAIS in a design session, the experimenter operated the tool

while the designer verbally described her design ideas. In Section 8.2, we discuss this

issue further.

8.1.2 Client Role

Three additional participants (one female) filled the role of a client in the evaluation.

Although this role did not require a specific artistic or computer skill, we recruited people

who were familiar with multimedia design. Two of the participants filling the role of a

client had between 2 and 5 years of professional multimedia design experience while the

third participant filling the role of a client had some experience designing small, non-

commercial web sites. We use the term “client” to describe this role because it is

consistent with design practice and was familiar to the participants.

8.2 Design Stations and Tools

We evaluated three design tools; pencil and paper, DEMAIS, and Authorware (version

5.2). We included pencil and paper in the evaluation, because in practice, a designer

almost always uses it as an early design tool [8]. Although a designer cannot use pencil

and paper to create a functional prototype per se, a designer can use it to sketch

sequences of storyboards that simulate behavioral design ideas or that serve as a visual

aid when the designer verbally describes those ideas.

We included Authorware in the evaluation because many designers involved in our

design study indicated that it was the best and most often used tool for prototyping

multimedia applications. Although we could have included other high-fidelity tools such

as Director, HyperCard, PowerPoint, Visual Basic, or Flash in the evaluation, we felt

Authorware was the best choice because designers often use it in practice and because it

typifies most high-fidelity authoring tools.

Each design station was located in a cubicle in our lab. The pencil and paper design

station consisted of a desk, a desktop computer for viewing content, sketch paper,

translucent paper, tape, and non-colored and colored pencils. The Authorware design
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station consisted of a desk and desktop computer running Authorware 5.2. The DEMAIS

design station consisted of a desk and WACOM PL400 pen tablet system attached to a

desktop computer. We set up a video camera at each design station to record the design

and communication sessions.

When a designer was to use DEMAIS in a design session, the experimenter operated the

tool for him. The designer expressed his design ideas aloud while the experimenter

captured those ideas using the tool. The experimenter did not offer advice or critiques

during the design session. Although we wanted the designers to learn and use the tool

themselves, they stated that volunteering an additional 2-3 hours to learn the tool (in

addition to the three hours they were already volunteering) was not possible. However,

because the focus of the evaluation was on the impact of the representations created with

the tool, and not on the tool’s learnability, we did not believe this would be a serious

drawback. Because the designers were already experienced with the other design tools,

we did not provide assistance for those tools.

8.3 Design Tasks

For the evaluation, we created three design tasks, each corresponding to a section of an

interactive application regarding the Lewis and Clark expedition. We chose the Lewis

and Clark domain due to the high availability of media content and the rich context it

affords for designing creative interactions. We provided a designer with an audience

description, the communicative goals, and an initial information structure and content for

each design task. We provided this information because it typifies the information

provided to a designer in practice [8]. The three design tasks were:
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• Learning about the expedition members. Each designer was asked to design a section

of content enabling a user to interactively explore and learn about the core members of

the expedition. We provided the designers with the information structure and content

for four members of the expedition to help guide the design, however, they were not

required to use all of the content provided. The designers could assume they had

similar content for the other expedition members as well as any other content desired.

In Figure 8.1, we show the information structure and content that we provided to each

designer for this design task.

• Exploring interactions with Native American tribes. Each designer was asked to

design a section of content enabling a user to interactively explore and learn about the

Corps of
Discovery

Captains

Sacagawea

Sacagawea.gif

Sacagawea-expert.txt

Sacagawea-expert.jpg

.txt - Key descriptions spoken by the expert in the .wav file

.gif or .jpg - Image of that person

.wav - Expert describing that person

Expert

York

York.jpg

York-expert.txt

York-expert.jpg

Expert

Sacagawea-expert.wav York-expert.wav

Jefferson

Jefferson.gif

William
Clark

Clark.jpg

Clark-expert.txt

Clark-expert.jpg

Expert

Clark-expert.wav

Meriwether
Lewis

Lewis.jpg

Lewis-expert.txt

Lewis-expert.jpg

Expert

Lewis-expert.wav

Legend

Figure 8.1. The information and content structure that we provided to each designer for the
first design task (learning about the expedition members).
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expedition’s interactions with Native American tribes. We provided the designers with

the initial information structure and content for two of those tribes to help guide the

design, however, they were not required to use all of the content provided. The

designers could assume they had similar content for the other tribes as well as any

other content desired. In Figure 8.2, we show the information structure and content

that we provided to each designer for this design task.

• Creating an interactive game testing the user’s knowledge of the expedition members.

Each designer was asked to design a section of content that tests a user’s knowledge

of the four expedition members from the first design task. The game was to be

designed such that a user attempts to match a “fact” to the expedition member that it

describes. If a user makes a correct match, then the application would present the user

with a short paragraph describing the circumstances surrounding that fact in greater

Figure 8.2. The information and content structure that we provided to each designer for the
second design task (exploring interactions with Native American tribes).
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detail. For example, if a user matched the fact “committed suicide after the expedition

was over” to Meriwether Lewis, then the application would present the user with a

short paragraph providing further details of Lewis’s suicide. Although we provided

the gist of the game, the designers were free to design the interaction style and any

timing restrictions related to the user matching a fact to an expedition member. To

help guide the design, we provided the designers with two facts for each expedition

member, however, they were not required to use all of the content provided and could

assume they had any other content desired. In Figure 8.3, we show the facts for the

expedition members that we provided to each designer for this design task.

The intended audience for each design task was a middle school student. The description

of each design task followed a similar outline and fit on a single side of paper. We asked

the designers to be as creative as possible in designing the temporal and interactive

behavior for a design and to not worry about future cost or implementation hurdles

related to the design.

Meriwether Lewis (Lewis.jpg)
- Committed suicide after the expedition was over
- Was the personal secretary of Thomas Jefferson

William Clark (Clark.jpg)
- Served as Superintendent of Indian Affairs
- Served as the cartographer of the expedition

Sacagawea (Sacagawea.gif)
- Directed expedition party at key topographic moments
- Symbolized that the expedition party was not a war party

York (York.jpg)
- Curiosity to the native American tribes
- William Clark’s companion and slave

Figure 8.3. The two facts for each expedition member that we provided to each designer for
the third design task (creating an interactive game testing the user’s knowledge).
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8.4 Experimental Design

The evaluation was a 3 (task) x 3 (tool) full-factorial, within-subjects design. At the end

of each design task, the designer communicated her design to a client. We assigned the

designer and client pairings to the task and tool combinations using a Latin Square

ordering, subject to the constraints that no client would meet with the same designer or

see the same tool twice. In Table 8.1, we show the assignment of designers and clients to

each task and tool combination.

Although we wanted to assign multiple pairs of designers and clients to each task and

tool combination, recruiting more than three participants to fill the role of a designer was

difficult due to the role’s requirements (see Section 8.1). Notwithstanding the recruiting

challenge, we did consider having multiple designers (forming a design team) work on

each design task as opposed to an individual designer. However, the research literature on

brainstorming techniques [73] indicates that an initial exploration of ideas is best

performed by an individual, not a group.

Table 8.1: Assignment of Designers and Clients to Each Task/Tool Combination

DEMAIS Pencil and Paper Authorware

Task 1
Designer A

Client A
Designer B

Client B
Designer C

Client C

Task 2
Designer B

Client C
Designer C

Client A
Designer A

Client B

Task 3
Designer C

Client B
Designer A

Client C
Designer B

Client A

8.5 Procedure

When the participants arrived at the lab’s conference room (which we refer to as the

staging room), we welcomed them and gave each of them a consent form to read and

sign. We gave the participants a five minute overview of the evaluation procedure and a
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fifteen minute slide presentation about DEMAIS. Afterward, we gave each participant

playing the role of a designer a packet that identified her as designer A, B, or C and that

contained descriptions of the three design tasks, the questionnaires, and her design station

orderings. Appendix D contains a packet exemplifying what we gave to each designer.

Also, we gave each participant playing the role of a client a packet that identified them as

client A, B, or C and that contained the critique sheets, questionnaires, and her design

station orderings. Appendix E contains a packet exemplifying what we gave to each

client. The designers were allowed to read the description of the first design task and the

experimenter answered questions from the participants about that task or related

procedures. We asked the designers to be as creative as possible in terms of designing

temporal and interactive behavior for a design and to not worry about future cost or

implementation hurdles related to the design. Once questions were answered, we gave the

participants a brief tour of the design stations. Afterward, the clients went back to the

staging room and the designers went to their assigned design station and began working

on the first design task (see the first row of Table 8.1).

Designers were given thirty minutes to explore design ideas for the design task using the

tool available at the design station. After the thirty minute design session, a designer met

with a client for three minutes to communicate the design using the design artifact(s)

created with the tool as a communication aid. After the three minute communication

session, each designer went to the staging room and began filling out a session

questionnaire (see Section 8.6.1). Each client remained at the design station and was

given three minutes to review the design artifacts and critique the design. Although we

did not include the critiques in the evaluation metrics, we believe having a client critique

a design was necessary to help the client assess how well she understood the design.

After the three minute critique session, each client returned to the staging room and filled

out a session questionnaire (see Section 8.6.2).

After the questionnaires were completed, and after a short break, the designers went to

the next design station and began working on the second design task. The procedure for

the second and third design tasks followed the same procedure as the first design task.
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After the third design task, the designers and clients returned to the staging room and

completed their respective post experiment questionnaires (see Sections 8.6.3 and 8.6.4).

The evaluation lasted about 3 hours.

8.6 Metrics

To measure the impact of the design tools on the exploration and communication of

behavior, we had designers and clients fill out a session questionnaire after each design

session and a post experiment questionnaire after the final design session, counted the

number of behavioral and non-behavioral references in the communication sessions, and

measured the usage of components common to the design tools.

8.6.1 Session Questionnaire for Designers

After each communication session, we asked a designer to rate the:

• Usefulness of the design tool for exploring behavior

• Usefulness of the design tool for communicating behavior to the client

• Difficulty of building representations (design artifacts) using the design tool

We structured each rating response using a seven point Likert scale with the value of 1

being a highly negative rating, 7 being a highly positive rating, and 4 being a neutral

rating. For example, when a designer was asked to rate the usefulness of a design tool for

exploring behavior, the scale ranged from Not useful (1) to Very useful (7) with a value

of 4 being Neutral. We structured the rating responses for other questions in a similar

manner.

8.6.2 Session Questionnaire for Clients

After each communication session, we asked a client to:

• Critique the behavioral aspects of the design for three minutes

• Rate the usefulness of the design tool for understanding the behavior of the design
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8.6.3 Post Experiment Questionnaire for Designers

After the experiment, we asked a designer to rank the:

• Innovation of behavior in the designs she created

• Usefulness of the design tools for exploring behavior

• Usefulness of the design tools for communicating behavior to the client

We structured the ranking response for each item using a matrix where a designer marks

an ‘X’ in the most appropriate cell. In the matrix, a designer ranked the items from worst

(1) to best (3) and could rank two or more items the same. For example, when a designer

was asked to rank the usefulness of the design tools for exploring behavior, the designer

could rank each design tool as least useful (1), most useful (3), or in-between (2). We

structured the ranking responses for other questions in a similar manner.

We also asked a designer to rate the:

• Usefulness of running a design in DEMAIS for exploring behavior

• Usefulness of running a design in DEMAIS for communicating behavior to the client

Finally, we asked each designer to list what she believed would be the strengths and

weaknesses of using DEMAIS in the early design process.

8.6.4 Post Experiment Questionnaire for Clients

After the experiment, we asked a client to rank the:

• Innovation of behavior in the designs communicated to her

• Difficulty of understanding the behavior in the designs communicated to her

• Usefulness of each design tool for understanding behavior

We also asked a client to rate the:

• Usefulness of running a design in DEMAIS for understanding behavior

Finally, we asked each client to list anything specific about a design tool that helped or

hindered her understanding of a design.
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8.6.5 References in Communication Sessions

We wanted to know whether the representations created with a design tool influenced the

discussion of behavioral or non-behavioral aspects of a design during a communication

session. To gather evidence, we analyzed the recorded communication sessions and

counted the number of references a designer or client made to the behavioral and non-

behavioral aspects of the design.

8.6.6 Usage of Tool Components

We compared the usage of components common to each design tool and measured the

usage of components specific to DEMAIS. To measure the usage of components

common to each design tool, we inspected the design artifacts and counted the number of

storyboards, layers, temporal behaviors, and user interactions a designer created. For

pencil and paper, creating a layer meant that a designer used a piece of translucent paper

to show a content overlay and creating a temporal or interactive behavior meant that a

designer sketched a graphical mark, wrote a descriptive statement, or created a sequence

of storyboards depicting that behavior. For Authorware, creating a storyboard meant that

a designer created a target of a Framework icon (see [9] for a tutorial on Authorware).

Specifically for DEMAIS, we counted the number of distinct event and action operators

used, multi-views created, “runs” of a design, and designer requests that could not be

fulfilled in each design task. To collect the data, we inspected the design artifacts and

analyzed the recorded design sessions.

8.7 Design Artifacts

We were impressed by how diligent and creative the designers were in the design

sessions. In this section, we show the design artifacts created by a designer for each task

and tool combination. For each design, we briefly describe the overall idea and how a

user would interact with that design.
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Figure 8.4. The design created using Authorware for the first design task (learning about the
expedition members).
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Figure 8.5. The design created using DEMAIS for the first design task (learning about the
expedition members).
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Figure 8.6a. Part of the design created using pencil and paper for the first design task
(learning about the expedition members). The design is continued on the next page.
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Figure 8.6b. Remainder of the design created using pencil and paper for the first design task
(learning about the expedition members).
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8.7.1 Learning About the Expedition Members

Figures 8.4-6 show the designs created with each design tool for the first design task

(learning about the expedition members). Figure 8.4 shows the design created using

Authorware. In this design, the user learns about the expedition members by selecting an

unexplored wilderness object (in this case, a tree). If selected, the system replaces that

object with the picture of an expedition member, and after a short pause, the system

displays a new screen of content related to that member. The new screen of content has

an enlarged picture of the expedition member, a set of historical facts related to that

member, and a picture of an expert that a user can select to hear more information about

that member.

Figure 8.5 shows the design created using DEMAIS. In this design, the user learns about

the expedition members using a scrollable list of their images. When the user selects a

member’s image, the system displays a new screen of content related to that member. The

new screen of content has an enlarged picture of the expedition member, a page of

biographical information related to that member, and a picture of an expert that a user can

select to hear more information about that member.

Figures 8.6a-b show the design created using pencil and paper. In this design, a user

journeys along the expedition route and learns about the expedition members as well as

the events that affect them along the way. For each event, the user can receive detailed

information about it and hear what an expert had to say about the event and how the

event affected the expedition or the expedition members.
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Figure 8.7a. Part of the design created using Authorware for the second design task
(exploring interactions with native tribes). The design is continued on the next page.
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Figure 8.7b. Remainder of the design created using Authorware for the second design task
(exploring interactions with native tribes).
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Figure 8.8a. Part of the design created using DEMAIS for the second design task (exploring
interactions with native tribes). The design is continued on the next page.
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Figure 8.8b. Remainder of the design created using DEMAIS for the second design task
(exploring interactions with native tribes).
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Figure 8.9a. Part of the design created using pencil and paper for the second design task
(exploring interactions with native tribes). The design is continued on the next page.
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Figure 8.9b. Remainder of the design created using pencil and paper for the second design
task (exploring interactions with Native American tribes).
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8.7.2 Interacting with Native American tribes

Figures 8.7-9 show the designs created with each design tool for the second design task

(exploring interactions with the Native American tribes). Figure 8.7 shows the design

created with Authorware. In this design, the user selects the “Introduction” button to view

a video of Thomas Jefferson instructing the expedition. To learn about a tribe, the user

selects one of the tribe names from the map. When a user selects a tribe, the system

presents the user with three buttons where the selection of each button begins the

playback of a video describing a different aspect of the tribe. For example, after a user

selects the Mandan tribe, if the user selects the “Meet the corps” button, the system plays

a video telling the user about the Mandan’s first encounter with the expedition members.

Figure 8.8 shows the design created using DEMAIS. In this design, the user journeys

along the Missouri River and interacts with the tribes along the way. The journey starts

with a video of Thomas Jefferson instructing the expedition (user), and when finished,

the system displays the “continue journey” text in the upper left corner. When a user

selects the text, the system presents the user with a video providing an overview of the

first tribe, the Teton Sioux. When the video finishes, the system highlights the Teton

Sioux tribe name and displays the text “click to learn more” on the map. When a user

selects the text, the system displays a screen of content regarding the Teton Sioux tribe.

On this screen, when the user selects the “tell me more” text, the system plays another

video about the tribe. When the user selects the “continue journey” text, the system

navigates back to the interactive map and begins playing a video providing an overview

of the next tribe, the Mandan. For the Mandan, the temporal and interactive behavior

follows the same pattern as the previous tribe.

Figures 8.9a-b show the design created using pencil and paper. In this design, the user

journeys across the frontier and interacts with the Native American tribes along the way.

For each interaction with a tribe, the user can choose to query, fight, trade, or avoid the

tribe. The user maintains an inventory of items to use for trading or for maintaining the

health of the expedition members.
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Figure 8.10. The design created using Authorware for the third design task (testing the user’s
knowledge). The designer used Authorware’s knowledge builder to create a design template.
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Figure 8.11a. Part of the design created using DEMAIS for the third design task (testing the
user’s knowledge). The design is continued on the next page.
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Figure 8.11b. Remainder of the design created using DEMAIS for the third design task
(testing the user’s knowledge).
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Figure 8.12. The design created using pencil and paper for the third design task (testing the
user’s knowledge).
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8.7.3 Testing the User’s Knowledge

Figures 8.10-12 show the designs created with each design tool for the third design task

(testing the user’s knowledge). Figure 8.10 shows the design created using Authorware.

In this design, the designer chose to use Authorware’s knowledge builder to create a

template for the application. Unfortunately, the generated code was too complex and the

designer was unable to complete the design in the allotted time.

Figure 8.11 shows the design created using DEMAIS. In this design, the user tries to

complete a puzzle depicting the Lewis and Clark expedition. However, the user must win

the pieces to the puzzle by correctly matching the facts to the expedition members they

correspond to. At anytime, a user can switch between matching the facts and building the

puzzle.

Figure 8.12 shows the design created using pencil and paper. In this design, the user helps

the expedition party reach shore before a severe storm sinks their boat. The user must

correctly match a fact to the expedition member it corresponds to. If correct, the boat

moves closer to shore. If incorrect, the storm grows more severe and encroaches on the

boat. The user continues matching the facts to the expedition members until the boat

reaches shore or until the storm sinks the boat.

Overall, the design artifacts show how multimedia design is different from web site

design. Not only does a multimedia designer strive to create a coherent information

structure, but as the artifacts show, a multimedia designer also strives to incorporate

dynamic media, structure content in the temporal dimension, and create interaction

beyond link navigation. A multimedia designer strives to create innovative temporal and

interactive behavior that keeps a user engaged in the application’s content.

8.8 Results

Because we had only one designer and client pair for each task and tool combination, we

could not analyze the data for interactions between the task and tool. As a result, we

collapsed the data across design tasks and analyzed it as a single factor design with
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design tool as the factor. Because of the small sample size, we did not expect the design

tool used to have a statistically significant effect on the dependent variables, and thus,

were mainly looking for trends in the data. We only report values related to tests of

significance when the design tool used had a significant effect on a dependent variable. In

Tables 8.2-4, we show the data from the evaluation. In Tables 8.2-3, the row headings

that have a light shade represent rankings made on a scale from 1 (worst) to 3 (best)

while the other rows represent ratings made on a scale from 1 (highly negative) to 7

(highly positive). In the next sections, we discuss the data in greater detail.

Table 8.2: Data from the Designer Questionnaires

DEMAIS
Pencil and

Paper
Authorware

Tool ratings for exploring behavior 7, 6, 5 7, 6, 6 7, 3, 2

Tool ratings for communicating behavior 7, 7, 5 5, 5, 6 5, 4, 4

Tool rankings for exploring behavior 2, 3, 2 1, 3, 2 3, 1, 2

Tool rankings for communicating behavior 3, 3, 2 1, 3, 2 2, 1, 2

Tool rankings for innovation of behavior 3, 2, 2 2, 3, 3 1, 1, 1

Tool difficulty for creating representations of
behavior 3, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 4, 6, 5

Ratings of how useful running a design is for
exploring behavior (DEMAIS only) 7, 7, 6 - -

Ratings of how useful running a design is for
communicating behavior (DEMAIS only) 7, 7, 6 - -
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Table 8.3: Data from the Client Questionnaires

DEMAIS
Pencil and

Paper
Authorware

Tool ratings for understanding behavior 7, 6, 2 5, 2, 4 3, 5, 2

Tool rankings for understanding behavior 3, 3, 2 2, 2, 2 1, 1, 2

Tool rankings for innovation of behavior 3, 2, 2 2, 3, 3 1, 1, 1

Ratings of how useful running a design is for
understanding behavior (DEMAIS only) 7, 6, 5 - -

Table 8.4: Data from the Communication Sessions

DEMAIS
Pencil and

Paper
Authorware

Number of behavior references in the
communication sessions 7, 8, 9 4, 6, 7 6, 3, 3

Number of non-behavior references in the
communication sessions 7, 8, 8 9, 7, 11 7, 7, 4

8.8.1 Ratings for Exploring and Communicating Behavior

In Figure 8.13, we graph the designer and client ratings for how useful a design tool was

for exploring and communicating behavior and client ratings for how useful a design tool

was for understanding that behavior. Designers rated pencil and paper as the most useful

(u=6.3) and Authorware as the least useful (u=4.0) tool for exploring behavior while

DEMAIS was rated as a close second (u=6.0). Because our earlier design study indicated

that designers often struggle to explore behavioral design ideas sketched with pencil and

paper, we were somewhat surprised that it received the highest rating (although DEMAIS

received a similar positive rating). One reason may be that the experimental setup of the

evaluation did not stress the exploration of behavior enough. Because a designer

performed only a single iteration on a design, the exploration of behavior was limited. If

we had a designer perform a second iteration on a design, using the feedback from the

clients gained in the communication sessions as input, then the difference in ratings
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between pencil and paper and DEMAIS may have been more pronounced, possibly with

DEMAIS being rated higher.

Designers rated DEMAIS as the most useful (u=6.3) and Authorware as the least useful

(u=4.3) tool for communicating behavior to a client and this difference was significant

(alpha=.10, F(2,4)=4.26, p<.10). Similarly, clients rated DEMAIS as the most useful

(u=5) and Authorware as the least useful (u=3.3) tool for understanding that behavior.

Based on the results, the largest benefit of using DEMAIS in the early design process is

to help a designer communicate behavioral design ideas to another person and to help that

person understand those ideas.

Designers rated Authorware as the least useful tool for exploring and communicating

behavioral design ideas and clients rated Authorware as the least useful tool for

understanding those ideas. Although the designers had experience programming in

Authorware, each struggled to build a substantive prototype of her design ideas in thirty

minutes. The struggle resulted from a designer having to work within the complex

metaphor provided by the tool (which would be the same for any other high-fidelity

authoring tool), forcing the designer to spend too much time working with the tool itself

Figure 8.13. Designer ratings for how useful a design tool was for exploring and
communicating behavior and client ratings for how useful a design tool was for understanding
that behavior.
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and not enough time exploring her design ideas. If we allowed more time for the design

tasks, e.g., 2 hours, it would only serve to exacerbate this problem as the time and effort a

designer invests relative to the size and complexity of the design she creates would

increase. In sum, this result validates that a high-fidelity authoring tool such as

Authorware requires too much time and effort to prototype behavioral design ideas early

in the design process.

Due to the large investment required by Authorware, a designer generally had only a

single, low-functional screen of content available when communicating her design to a

client. One client described the use of Authorware as a “very expensive form of pencil

and paper,” meaning that the tool required a large effort to build what was effectively a

single screen of no- or low-functional content. As a result, designers rated Authorware as

the least useful tool for exploring and communicating behavioral design ideas and clients

rated Authorware as the least useful tool for understanding those behavioral ideas.

8.8.2 Rankings of Tools for ECB (Retrospective)

In Figure 8.14, we graph the designer rankings for how useful a design tool was for

exploring and communicating behavior and client rankings for how useful a design tool

Figure 8.14. Designer rankings for how useful a design tool was for exploring and
communicating behavior and client rankings for how useful a design tool was for
understanding that behavior.
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was for understanding that behavior. Recall that we asked the designers and clients to

rank the tools after all the design tasks were complete, i.e., in a retrospective manner.

Designers ranked DEMAIS as the most useful (u=2.3) and pencil and paper and

Authorware as the least useful (u=2.0) tools for exploring behavior. This result slightly

contradicts the trend in Figure 8.13 where designers rated pencil and paper as the most

useful tool for exploring behavior. The contradiction may be due to the fact that a

designer ranked the tools after using each of them, and thus, was able to make a more

informed comparison.

Designers ranked DEMAIS as the most useful (u=2.7) and Authorware as the least useful

(u=1.7) tool for communicating behavior. Similarly, clients ranked DEMAIS as the most

useful (u=2.7) and Authorware as the least useful (u=1.3) tool for understanding that

behavior and the difference between these two tools was significant (F(2,6)=6.0, p<.04).

Based on the results, when a designer communicates her behavioral design ideas to

another person using a low-fidelity, functional prototype, the other person better

understands those ideas.

8.8.3 Innovation of Behavior

In Figure 8.15, we graph the designer and client rankings of the innovation of behavior in

a design. Designers ranked the designs created with pencil and paper as the most

innovative (u=2.7) and ranked the designs created with Authorware as the least

innovative (u=1.0). Designers ranked the designs created with DEMAIS slightly lower

than pencil and paper (u=2.3). The design tool used had a main effect on a designer’s

ranking of behavior innovation (F(2,6)=10.5, p<.01) and this effect was due to the

differences between pencil and paper and Authorware and between DEMAIS and

Authorware.

Clients ranked the designs in the same pattern as the designers. The design tool used had

a main effect on a client’s ranking of behavior innovation (F(2,6)=8.0, p<.02) and this

effect was due to the differences between pencil and paper and Authorware and between

DEMAIS and Authorware.
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Designers and clients reliably perceived the behavior in the designs created with

Authorware as less innovative than the behavior in the designs created with DEMAIS or

pencil and paper. This result may have occurred because either the complexity of using

Authorware inhibited designers from representing their behavioral ideas or because

designers purposely simplified their behavioral ideas to ensure they could be represented

using the tool. Either way, the designs created with Authorware were less substantive

than the designs created with either pencil and paper or DEMAIS, and both designers and

clients perceived these less substantive designs as less innovative.

8.8.4 Difficulty of Building Representations

In Figure 8.16, we graph the designer ratings of how difficult it was to build a

representation (set of design artifacts) using the design tools. Designers rated pencil and

paper as the least difficult (u=2.0) and Authorware as the most difficult (u=5.0) tool for

building representations of behavioral design ideas and this difference was significant

(F(2,4)=9.57, p<.03). Designers rated DEMAIS as slightly more difficult (u=2.7) for

building representations than pencil and paper. Although DEMAIS was rated as more

Figure 8.15. Designer and client rankings of the innovation of behavior in a design as a
function of the design tool used to create that design.
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difficult to use than pencil and paper, we expected this result because DEMAIS requires a

designer to sketch behavior in a more structured manner than pencil and paper.

8.8.5 Analysis of Communication Sessions

In Figure 8.17, we graph the number of references to behavioral and non-behavioral

aspects of a design made in the communication sessions. When a designer and client

discussed a design created with DEMAIS, they discussed the behavioral aspects of that

design (u=8.0) more often than when they discussed a design created with pencil and

paper (u=5.7) or Authorware (u=4.0). The difference between DEMAIS and Authorware

was significant (F(2,6)=5.74, p<.04).

Figure 8.16. Designer ratings for how difficult it was to build a representation of a design using
each design tool.
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However, when a designer and client discussed a design created with pencil and paper,

they discussed the non-behavioral aspects of that design (u=9.0) more often than when

they discussed a design created with DEMAIS (u=7.7) or Authorware (u=6.0). Together,

the results indicate that when a designer and another person discuss a design using a low-

fidelity, functional prototype, the discussion gravitates towards the behavioral aspects of

the design, and when a designer and another person discuss a design using static artifacts,

the discussion gravitates towards the non-behavioral aspects of the design.

When a designer created a design using Authorware, she generally had only a single

screen of content with few (if any) interactions to demonstrate to the client. Thus, the

discussions of the designs created with Authorware had the fewest references to both the

behavioral and non-behavioral aspects of the designs.

Figure 8.17. The number of behavioral and non-behavioral references made in the
communication sessions as a function of the design tool used to communicate the design.
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8.8.6 Usefulness of a Working Example

In Figure 8.18, we graph the designer and client ratings of how useful a low-fidelity,

functional prototype (working example) is in the early stages of design. Designers rated a

working example as very useful for exploring (u=6.7) and communicating (u=6.7)

behavioral design ideas while clients rated a working example as very useful for

understanding (u=6.0) behavioral ideas in the early design process. The results validate

that a designer and client find low-fidelity, functional prototypes useful in the early

design process.

8.8.7 Usage of Tool Components

We measured the usage of tool components common to each design tool by inspecting

the design artifacts created with the tools and by analyzing the video recordings of the

design sessions. In Table 8.5, we summarize the usage of components common to at least

two of the design tools, while in Table 8.6, we summarize the usage of tool components

specific to DEMAIS. In the table, “---“ indicates the tool does not support the component.

Figure 8.18. Designer and client ratings for the usefulness of a working example early in the
design process. The two dashed bars indicate the designer ratings while the solid bar
indicates the client ratings.
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Table 8.5: Usage of Components Common to Each Tool

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Total
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#Storyboards 3 1 2 5 8 2 6 5 1 14 14 5

#Layers per
storyboard (avg) 4 8 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 1

#Temporal
behaviors 0 4 5 8 0 0 1 2 0 9 6 5

#Interactions 5 9 6 8 7 5 6 3 1 19 19 12

#Run mode 7 --- 3 6 --- 2 10 --- 0 23 -- 5

Table 8.5 shows that when designers used DEMAIS they created more storyboards and

interactions than when using Authorware and created the same number of storyboards

and interactions as when using pencil and paper. The table also shows that designers

explored more temporal behaviors when using DEMAIS than when using pencil and

paper or Authorware. In each design session, a designer utilized DEMAIS’s ability to run

a design between 6 and 10 times. Because each designer utilized it often and rated it

highly, we consider DEMAIS’s ability to run a design to be a success.

Table 8.6: Usage of Tool Components for DEMAIS

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Total

#Distinct Source
Events 2 3 3 5

#Distinct Actions 2 5 3 5

#Multi-views 1 2 1 4

#Unfulfilled
requests 2 2 1 5
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Table 8.6 shows that 5 of the 9 source events and 5 of the 11 actions available in

DEMAIS were used at least once in the designs. Using DEMAIS, the experimenter was

able to capture most of the temporal and interactive design ideas expressed by the

designers in the design sessions. DEMAIS enabled the experimenter to capture 28 of the

31 temporal and interactive design requests (2 of the 5 unfulfilled requests dealt with

non-behavioral issues) expressed in the design sessions, and only 5 requests went

unfilled. The unfulfilled requests involved:

• Sketching ink strokes in different colors to depict background elements such as grass,

trees, and rivers

• Capturing an entire storyboard as an image, then resizing and placing it on another

storyboard to represent a navigation button

• Sketching an animation of a river flowing

• Sketching an animation of footsteps being made across a sketched landscape

• Displaying a text variable with the ability to modify the contents of that variable

8.9 Analysis of the Strengths and Weaknesses of DEMAIS

The evaluation highlighted several strengths and weaknesses of DEMAIS. The strengths

of DEMAIS were:

• The storyboard model. The storyboard model matched how a designer verbally

described her design ideas in the design sessions. For example, in the design sessions,

designers used phrases such as “let’s create a new storyboard” and “when the user

clicks on this text, I want it [the system] to go to the previous storyboard.” Thus, the

storyboard model in DEMAIS helped the experimenter capture the designers’ ideas.

• The sketching interface. A designer seemed to view DEMAIS more as a sketching tool

and less as an authoring tool in the design sessions. For example, in the design

sessions, designers used phrases such as “let’s sketch some grass at the bottom of the

screen” and “let’s sketch the outline of a river on this storyboard.” As did the

storyboard model, the sketching interface in DEMAIS matched how a designer
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thought about and verbally described her design ideas, easing the experimenter’s task

of capturing those ideas using the tool.

• The behavior sketching model. Specifying behavior by sketching ink strokes between

recognized objects on a storyboard or multi-view matched how a designer expressed

her behavioral design ideas in the design sessions. For example, in the design sessions,

designers used phrases such as “when the video ends, I want this text to be displayed”

and “when this storyboard is displayed, I want the video to start right away.” Because

designers expressed their behavioral design ideas in this manner, it validated our

decision in DEMAIS to have a designer sketch an ink stroke between objects to

specify behavior.

• The visual sketching language. Using the visual sketching language in DEMAIS, the

experimenter captured about 90% of the designers’ behavioral design ideas in the

design sessions. Because the experimenter visually sketched behavior among

storyboard content while the designer described her behavioral design ideas, the

designer seemed to understand how the experimenter was “programming” her ideas

using the tool. One designer stated that DEMAIS was “very intuitive and that a person

could become quickly proficient in using the tool.”

• The support for layers. To ease editing of a storyboard, the experimenter separated

much of the content and behavior on the storyboard into multiple layers. When a

designer requested modifications to a storyboard’s content or behavior, the separation

of content and behavior into multiple layers proved valuable. By using multiple layers,

the experimenter could focus on editing a specific part of the storyboard and not worry

about accidentally modifying other parts of it.

• The ability to run a design. Towards the middle and latter stages of a design session, a

designer began requesting that the experimenter run the design in DEMAIS. In run

mode, a designer assessed the behavior of a design and used that assessment to guide

further exploration of the design.
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The weaknesses of DEMAIS were:

• The lack of a structural view of a design. DEMAIS does not enable a user to view the

structural relationships among the storyboards in a design. Two of the clients

mentioned that seeing only a single storyboard at a time made it difficult to understand

the “big picture” of the design. Although a designer can view up to six storyboards in

the multi-view editor, we designed the editor to enable a designer to specify and view

behavioral not structural relationships among the storyboards.

• The use of multiple representations of a storyboard. In DEMAIS, a storyboard has a

different representation (view) in the storyboard editor, multi-view editor, and content

manager. Because a storyboard has multiple representations, a designer may not

understand which operations, such as editing, the system allows under which view and

may find switching among the views cumbersome.

• The requirement to enter text via the keyboard. For text to be recognized by DEMAIS,

a designer must enter the text using a keyboard, which interrupts the natural flow of

the sketching process. In the future, we want to explore integrating real-time

handwriting recognition software into the tool.

8.10 Summary and Lessons Learned

To summarize the evaluation, we answer the key questions outlined in the introduction.

First, the design tool that a designer uses affects the exploration of behavioral design

ideas early in the design process. The results of the evaluation indicate that DEMAIS is

more useful for exploring behavioral design ideas than Authorware, but about the same as

pencil and paper. Because the complexity of Authorware hindered the exploration of the

design space, designers consistently rated and ranked Authorware as the least useful tool

for exploring behavioral design ideas. However, designers did not seem to prefer

DEMAIS over pencil and paper for exploring behavioral design ideas. Pencil and paper

provides the freedom and non-intrusiveness that many designers seem to prefer when

they are first thinking about a design [32]. One designer expressed that he liked pencil

and paper because “everything is possible with pencil and paper,” meaning that the tool
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does not unnecessarily restrict the behavior that he can represent. On the other hand,

DEMAIS enables a designer to run the design to gauge how the behavior in that design

will feel for an end user. As shown in Figure 8.18, the designers and clients expressed

that running a design is very useful in the early design process. In addition, one designer

stated that DEMAIS was “very intuitive and that a person could become quickly

proficient in using the tool.” Thus, a design tool that is storyboard- and sketch-based

helps a designer explore behavior behavioral ideas more than a high-fidelity authoring

tool in the early design process.

Second, the design tool that a designer uses affects the communication of behavioral

design ideas early in the design process. The results of the evaluation indicate that

DEMAIS was better than both pencil and paper and Authorware for communicating

behavioral design ideas. As shown in Figures 8.13-14, designers rated and ranked

DEMAIS as the most useful tool for communicating behavioral design ideas. Similarly,

clients rated and ranked DEMAIS as the most useful tool for understanding those

behavioral ideas. As shown in Figure 8.17, designers and clients discussed the most

behavioral aspects of a design in the communication sessions when that design was

communicated with a low-fidelity, functional prototype created with DEMAIS. One

client stated “although pencil and paper gave me the feel of the ‘big picture,’ I had no

idea how a user was going to interact with the system. DEMAIS gave a good feel for how

the system was going to behave.” Another client stated “DEMAIS helped me understand

the design because I could see the interaction working.” Overall, the evaluation indicates

that low-fidelity, functional prototypes enhance the communication of behavioral design

ideas early in the design process.

Third, the design tool that a designer uses affects the innovation of a design’s behavior

early in the design process. As shown in Figure 8.15, designers and clients reliably felt

that the designs created with Authorware were the least innovative of all the designs. The

complexity of Authorware caused the designers to either implement only a fraction of

their design ideas or scale down their design ideas so she could implement them using the

tool in the allotted time. Because the discussion of a design in a communication session
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rarely went outside the scope of what a designer had implemented, both the designers and

clients viewed the designs created with Authorware as the least innovative. This validates

that a high-fidelity authoring tool is a poor fit for the early design process.

Finally, as shown in Tables 8.5-6, DEMAIS enabled the experimenter to capture about

90% of the behavioral design ideas expressed by the designers in the design sessions.

This result validates our decision to use a storyboard model and layers and validates our

choice of event and action operators in DEMAIS. However, this result does not indicate

that a designer can use DEMAIS to sketch an infinite range of behavioral design ideas.

The range of behavior that a designer can sketch using DEMAIS is fairly limited when

compared to the range of behavior that a designer can define using Director or

Authorware. We believe DEMAIS was able to capture such a large percentage of the

designers’ behavioral design ideas because the designers expressed only the gist of their

behavioral ideas. In other words, in the early design process, a designer does not want to

create a high-fidelity prototype, rather, she just wants to capture enough of her behavioral

ideas to effectively communicate those ideas to herself or another person. Because

DEMAIS enabled the experimenter to capture the gist of a designer’s behavioral design

ideas, the tool was effective in facilitating the communication of those ideas.

From the evaluation, we learned several lessons about the application of DEMAIS to the

early multimedia design process and validated many of the lessons from our earlier

design study. Based on the evaluation results, we:

• Validated that a high-fidelity authoring tool such as Authorware is a poor fit for the

early multimedia design process. Each designer rated and ranked Authorware as the

least useful tool for exploring and communicating behavioral design ideas and each

client rated and ranked Authorware as the least useful tool for understanding those

behavioral ideas. Designers and clients rated the designs created with Authorware as

the least innovative and discussed the fewest number of behavioral issues when

discussing designs created with this tool. Using a high-fidelity authoring tool, a
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designer must invest too much time and effort to prototype behavioral design ideas

early in the design process, limiting her ability to create numerous alternative designs.

• Validated that a designer struggles to communicate behavioral design ideas using

pencil and paper sketches. Designers and clients rated and ranked the use of a low-

fidelity, functional prototype as a better mechanism for communicating behavioral

design ideas than pencil and paper sketches. As one client stated “although pencil and

paper gave me the feel of the ‘big picture,’ I had no idea how a user was going to

interact with the system.” Furthermore, when the designers and clients discussed

designs created using pencil and paper, their discussions gravitated towards the non-

behavioral aspects of the design rather than the behavioral aspects of the design.

• Validated that DEMAIS bridges the chasm between high-fidelity authoring tools and

pencil and paper sketches. Although a prototype created with an authoring tool

enables a designer to effectively assess behavioral design ideas, the designer must

invest too much time and effort to build the prototype. On other hand, although

sketching storyboards using pencil and paper requires low investment, a designer

cannot use the sketches to effectively assess behavioral design ideas. By enabling a

designer to quickly sketch low-fidelity, functional prototypes in the early design

process, DEMAIS bridges this chasm. To support our claim, designers rated and

ranked DEMAIS as the most useful tool for communicating behavioral design ideas

and clients rated and ranked DEMAIS as the most useful tool for understanding those

behavioral ideas. Designers and clients also discussed the most behavioral aspects of a

design when that design was communicated with a low-fidelity, functional prototype

created with DEMAIS.

• Learned that a multimedia designer explores only the gist of their behavioral design

ideas early in the design process. In a design session, a designer did not attempt to

implement fine-grained details of her behavioral design ideas. For example, in the

second design created with DEMAIS, shown in Figure 8.5, the designer did not

express that he wanted a fully functional scrollable list of images, he just wanted to

define one or two interactions involving that list that would demonstrate how an end
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user would interact with it. Thus, to be effective, an early multimedia design tool does

not need to capture fine-grained details of behavioral design ideas, it only needs to

capture the gist of those behavioral ideas. Of course, distinguishing between the gist

and a fine-grained detail of a behavioral design idea is an ongoing research challenge.

• Learned that an electronic sketching tool is not a replacement for pencil and paper in

the early design process. Clients felt that pencil and paper was the most useful tool for

understanding the structure of a design, i.e., the “big picture”. Using physical artifacts

such as pencil and paper sketches, a designer can juxtapose them in physical space to

represent the structure of a design. When a designer sketches early design ideas using

pencil and paper, the tool does not limit what he can sketch. As one designer stated

“everything is possible with pencil and paper.” Because paper does not interpret a

designer’s sketch, the designer can focus on the design and not on the tool. Thus, in

the future, we want to explore how a designer can better use DEMAIS to augment

physical tools such as pencil and paper.



Chapter 9

Discussion and Future Work

In this chapter, we discuss issues related to the design of DEMAIS, issues related to the

evaluation of the tool, and recommendations for how sketching toolkits can better support

future applications based on our experience building the tool. Afterwards, we discuss

directions for future work.

9.1 Sketching Behavior Without a Timeline Editor

Although DEMAIS supports the sketching of temporal behavior, the tool does not

support a timeline editor as is found, for example, in Maestro [25] and Director [55] (see

[9] for a case study on Director). Because interactive behavior is generally independent of

temporal behavior, a designer cannot use a timeline editor alone to specify interactive

behavior. For example, a designer cannot use a timeline editor to specify that a video

should begin playing after a user selects a button. Because a designer cannot know the

time at which a user will select the button, she cannot place the interaction at a specific

point on the timeline. However, a timeline editor requires a designer to know this time

and specify it at design time. Hence, DEMAIS does not support a timeline editor because

a timeline editor does not allow a designer to specify interactive behavior. At the same

time, we acknowledge that a designer may find a timeline view of a design valuable.

To support sketching of temporal behavior, DEMAIS provides a local timeline for each

storyboard (each storyboard has a timeline, but it is not editable) and allows each

dynamic media object to maintain its own timeline independent of the containing

storyboard’s timeline. A designer uses the storyboard timeline to specify absolute timer
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events that trigger actions on the content. Because each dynamic media object maintains

an independent timeline, a designer can easily sketch synchronization with other content

and interactions that affect the content’s playback. However, using DEMAIS, a designer

may have difficulty sketching some temporal behaviors. For example, using DEMAIS, a

designer can sketch a temporal behavior specifying that the system should display a text

object two seconds after a video ends, however, the designer’s interaction with DEMAIS

to specify this behavior is cumbersome. To specify this behavior in DEMAIS, a designer

must create one storyboard containing the video and a second storyboard that is a copy of

the first storyboard. On the second storyboard, the designer must enter the text and then

sketch a behavioral stroke from the storyboard’s start symbol to the text and assign an

absolute timer event of two seconds and a display action to the stroke. Then, the designer

must create a multi-view, add the two storyboards, and sketch a behavioral stroke from

the video on the first storyboard to anywhere on the second storyboard. To the behavioral

stroke, the designer must assign an end media event and a navigation action.

Although DEMAIS allows a designer to sketch this temporal behavior, she must create

two storyboards and one multi-view and sketch several behavioral strokes. We want to

enable a designer to sketch this behavior on a single storyboard using only one or two

behavioral strokes. Although we could extend each action operator to support a delay

value, if the system prompts a designer to enter a delay value for each action assigned,

the designer may become frustrated. We need to develop a mechanism that enables a

designer to sketch a richer set of temporal behaviors in DEMAIS.

9.2 Having Only One Bit for Three Sketching Modes

The stylus that comes with the WACOM PL400, which is representative of most styli,

has a single modifier button (or 1 bit) for selecting modes, however, DEMAIS supports

three sketching modes: ink, gesture and behavior mode. When a designer releases the

button, the system is in ink mode and when a designer presses the button, the system is in

gesture mode. But the stylus button does not provide a third value to support an explicit

behavior mode. To support a behavior mode in DEMAIS, we have a designer sketch
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behavior in ink mode and apply a set of rules to interpret when an ink stroke is a

behavioral stroke. As discussed in Chapter 4, when a designer sketches an ink stroke

connecting two recognized objects, the system interprets that stroke as a behavioral

stroke. If the system interprets the stroke incorrectly, a designer can change the

interpretation using a user interface control or gesture command. We considered having a

designer switch modes through a user interface control, but felt that this would impede

the natural flow of sketching. We also considered having a designer sketch behavior in

gesture mode, but felt that classifying a gesture stroke as a behavioral stroke would be

overly difficult and that the persistent nature of behavioral strokes is too asymmetric to

the transient nature of gestures.

In the future, we want to explore the use of styli that have two or more modifier buttons

enabling a designer to select more than two modes. Also, we want to explore the use of

speech input to disambiguate the meaning of a stroke, similar to [23], which may

eliminate the need for distinct modes in the tool altogether.

9.3 Evaluating the Learnability of DEMAIS

Although we evaluated the usability of DEMAIS and the impact of using DEMAIS

relative to other design tools, we did not directly evaluate the learnability of the tool.

Learnability of DEMAIS is the amount of time a designer needs to learn the components

of the tool and become proficient enough in using those components to sketch the

temporal and interactive behavior for a reasonably complex design. After evaluating the

usability of DEMAIS, we could have evaluated the learnability of the tool instead of

comparing it to other design tools. However, we believed that showing DEMAIS had a

positive impact on the early multimedia design process was more important than

assessing its learnability. If we could not show that DEMAIS has a positive impact on the

early design process, then the amount of time a designer needs to become proficient in

using the tool is moot (why would a designer want to use it?). However, because the

comparative evaluation did show that DEMAIS has a positive impact on the early design

process, we need to assess the learnability of the tool.
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To assess the learnability of DEMAIS, we could conduct an evaluation of the tool similar

to our usability evaluation: provide a user with an overview the tool, ask the user to

perform a set of familiarization tasks, and then ask the user to complete a design task.

However, unlike in the usability evaluation, we would use a free-form design task rather

than a prescribed task, forcing the user to learn and use the components of the tool

without assistance. To assess learnability, we could observe user interaction, gain

feedback from the user regarding the use of the tool components, and inspect the final

design artifacts. Although we did not directly assess its learnability, based on the two

evaluations we did perform, we estimate that a designer needs about 2-3 hours to become

proficient in using the tool. However, we do not know which components of the tool a

user finds the easiest or most difficult to learn or use.

We also want to evaluate the long-term learnability of DEMAIS and how using the tool

may impact the design culture of a company. As part of the evaluation, we could ask a

local multimedia design firm to install and use DEMAIS on multiple projects for several

months. Then, we could periodically survey, interview, or observe the designers using the

tool to measure its long-term learnability and impact.

9.4 Impact of Experimenter Operating DEMAIS in the Evaluation

Although we wanted the designers to operate DEMAIS themselves in the comparative

evaluation, they were unable to volunteer the additional time necessary to learn the tool.

Each designer was already volunteering about 3 hours of time for the evaluation, and to

become proficient in using DEMAIS, each designer would need to spend an additional 2-

3 hours learning the tool. Because the designers were unable to learn DEMAIS before the

evaluation, the experimenter operated DEMAIS for them during the design sessions.

Because the experimenter operated DEMAIS during the design sessions, it may have

slowed a designer’s pace of exploring design ideas and may have skewed a designer’s

responses on the questionnaire. To have a design idea captured in DEMAIS, a designer

first communicated her idea to the experimenter and then waited momentarily while the

experimenter sketched the idea. The additional communication overhead slowed the pace
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of the design process. If the designer operated DEMAIS herself, we believe the designs

would have been more substantive as the time lost in communicating the idea could have

been used to explore more design ideas.

On the questionnaire, when responding to questions about DEMAIS, we instructed the

designers to assume they knew DEMAIS as well as they knew Authorware. Their lack of

direct experience with DEMAIS, however, may have skewed their responses, although it

is not clear in which direction. In addition, because a designer expressed her design ideas

aloud in the DEMAIS sessions, as opposed to the other sessions in which she thought

quietly about her design ideas, a designer’s responses may also have been skewed, but

again, it is not clear in which direction. Also, because a designer expressed design ideas

aloud in the DEMAIS design sessions, she may have better prepared herself to effectively

communicate her design to the client in the communication sessions.

9.5 Impact of Sketching Behavior on Storyboard Content

When using an authoring tool such as HyperCard, Director, or Authorware, a designer

specifies temporal and interactive behavior in a script file or flowline, and once the

designer closes the containing window, it is not visible again until the designer opens that

window. In DEMAIS, a designer uses a visual sketching language to specify temporal

and interactive behavior. Thus, the sketched behavior is always visible while the designer

edits the design. Because a person can “see” the behavior in a design, we postulated that a

designer and client would discuss more behavior in the communication sessions when the

designer communicated the design using DEMAIS as opposed to the other tools.

However, neither the designers nor the clients mentioned the visibility of the behavioral

strokes in the questionnaires and we did not observe the visibility of behavioral strokes

influencing the discussion in the communication sessions. Because a designer generally

left the design in run mode when communicating it to the client, the client never saw the

behavioral strokes. In the future, we want to conduct an evaluation that measures whether

having the behavioral strokes visible on a storyboard or multi-view facilitates the

discussion of a design’s behavior.
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9.6 Recommendations for Improving Sketching Toolkits

To build a sketching toolkit, a developer must determine the appropriate set of

mechanisms, and at the appropriate level of abstraction, to offer an application program

such as DEMAIS. Based on our experience building DEMAIS, we believe sketching

toolkits such as SATIN [37] would better support future applications if they supported:

• Searching for strokes with respect to a layer policy, e.g., searching for strokes only in

the current layer, searching for strokes in all layers, or searching for strokes in a subset

of layers. In DEMAIS, we could have used this feature to better support the sketching

of behavior among content placed in different layers.

• Defining layer styles. A layer style could serve as the default rendering style for

graphical objects placed in that layer. In addition, a layer style could override the

default canvas style and a specific graphical object could override its containing

layer’s style.

• Mixing ink and widgets. By offering a canvas that supports both ink strokes and

widgets, a sketching toolkit could ease the programming effort required to include

audio, video and other widgets in a sketch. Instead of the application program, the

sketching toolkit would ensure that the ink strokes and widgets appear above or below

each other depending on the layer and order the designer inserted them.

• Defining how the application responds to an interaction involving a stroke. For

example, in response to a user clicking inside a rectangular stroke, an application

programmer could define whether that interaction means to select the stroke, display a

file browser, or both.

If we had access to a robust sketching toolkit offering the features just identified, our

effort to implement DEMAIS would have been greatly reduced. Thus, in the future, we

want to build robust sketching toolkits that better support applications such as DEMAIS.

9.7 Future Work

Based on our research involving DEMAIS, we see future research opportunities to:
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• Create a seamless transition from physical to computer-based tools

• Explore the use of a larger sketching device

• Explore mechanisms to reduce drawing mode errors

• Enable a designer to sketch animation

• Create more accurate stroke classifiers

• Support multi-hop behavioral strokes

• Expand the range of behavior a designer can sketch

• Export a design

9.7.1 Create a Seamless Transition from Physical to Computer-based Tools

From the comparative evaluation, we learned that DEMAIS does not replace pencil and

paper as a design tool; rather, we learned that DEMAIS complements pencil and paper as

a design tool. In the evaluation, pencil and paper was the best tool for communicating the

big picture of a design while DEMAIS was the best tool for communicating the

behavioral aspects of a design.

We want to enable a designer to sketch storyboards using physical tools such as pencil

and paper and then seamlessly transition to a computer-based tool such as DEMAIS to

sketch behavior among the storyboard content and then run the design. The research

challenge is to make the transition seamless, meaning that when a designer wants to run a

design, a computer-based tool already has a copy of the physical artifacts in place and the

designer does not have to re-create them from scratch, as is required today. In addition,

the electronic artifacts should be semantically equivalent to the physical artifacts, i.e., an

electronic artifact is a stroke by stroke copy of the corresponding physical artifact as

opposed to a pixel by pixel copy of the artifact.

With a seamless transition from physical to computer-based tools, a designer could use

physical tools to explore and communicate the big picture of a design and use a

computer-based tool such as DEMAIS to explore and communicate the behavioral
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aspects of the design. For example, consider the design sketched using pencil and paper

shown in Figures 8.6a-b. Using these sketches, a designer could explore and

communicate the big picture of the design, and when she wants to explore and

communicate the behavior of the design, she could move to DEMAIS, which presumably

already has these artifacts in place, quickly sketch her behavioral design ideas, and then

run the design. A computer-based tool may perform an initial analysis of the physical

artifacts to recognize rectangular or behavioral strokes.

9.7.2 Explore the Use of a Larger Sketching Device

To enable electronic sketching, we used a WACOM PL400 pen tablet system which has a

13.5 inch viewable display and sketching surface. Although the device was appropriate to

test the ideas in DEMAIS, we want to explore the use of a larger sketching device in the

future. An advantage of physical artifacts is that a designer can juxtapose several

storyboards on a desk or wall to see the structure of the entire design. Unfortunately, the

small display surface of the WACOM tablet does not enable a designer to juxtapose

multiple storyboards without zooming, making it difficult to see the overall structure of a

design. Although the tool could provide a zooming interface similar to DENIM, a

designer may still have trouble seeing the overall structure of a design as the storyboards

often become illegible due to scaling. In addition, a designer must repeatedly pan the

canvas to see the entire design, which may quickly become cumbersome. Thus, we want

to explore the use of a large sketching device enabling a designer to juxtapose multiple

storyboards without zooming. Also, we want to explore appropriate interaction

techniques and metaphors for the device.

9.7.3 Explore Mechanisms to Reduce Drawing Mode Errors

When a designer sketches a stroke, DEMAIS determines the type of the stroke based on

the current drawing mode. For example, when a designer sketches a stroke, the system

checks if the designer is currently pressing the modifier button on the stylus, and if so, the

system interprets the stroke as a gesture. Otherwise, the system interprets the stroke as an

ink stroke. Because DEMAIS requires a designer to select the desired drawing mode
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before sketching a stroke, he will inevitably sketch a type of stroke that is incompatible

with the current drawing mode. In the usability evaluation, we observed users making

numerous drawing mode errors, causing them to become confused and frustrated.

One approach that might help reduce drawing mode errors is to provide a designer with a

visual representation for each drawing mode. For example, we could provide a designer

with three different “pens,” each representing a different drawing mode. A designer could

use a pen with black ink to sketch content, a pen with red ink to sketch gestures, and a

pen with blue or green ink to sketch behavior. After developing this or a similar

mechanism, we would need to evaluate the mechanism to determine if it reliably reduces

drawing mode errors.

Another approach that might help reduce drawing mode errors is to collapse the three

drawing modes into a single ink mode and then use speech input to disambiguate the

meaning of a stroke. For example, a user could sketch a “v”-shaped ink stroke while

saying “paste the object here.” Based on the shape of the stroke and the speech phrase,

the system would interpret that stroke as a paste gesture rather than a “v”-shaped ink

stroke. The system could also use speech input to determine the default source event and

destination action for a behavioral stroke. For example, as a designer sketches an ink

stroke between a source and destination object, the designer could say “when the user

selects this button, this object will be highlighted.” In response, the system would assign

a single mouse click event and a highlight action to the behavioral stroke. Again, we

would need to evaluate the mechanism to determine if it reliably reduces drawing mode

errors.

9.7.4 Enable a Designer to Sketch Animation

We want to explore mechanisms enabling a designer to rapidly sketch 2D animations and

integrate those animations into a broader design. In the evaluations of DEMAIS,

designers expressed a need for sketching animation early in the design process as they

viewed animations as a vital part of many multimedia applications.
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To enable a designer to sketch animation, we could extend DEMAIS to enable a designer

to sketch how a stroke’s attributes such as location, size, speed, and rotation change over

time. Also, we could enable a designer to synchronize an action with a specific value of a

stroke’s attribute. For example, a designer could sketch an animation of footprints

walking across a map of the American West and synchronize the playback of an audio

clip every few steps.

To enable a designer to sketch how a group of strokes move over time, the system could

allow a designer to sketch a set of strokes, group the strokes, and then sketch a path

defining the position of those strokes over time. In addition, the system could use the

speed at which the designer sketches the path to control the rate of movement of the

strokes. To support spatial synchronization, the system could allow a designer to place

synchronization markers along the sketched path from which she could sketch behavioral

strokes to other content. When the designer runs the design, and the animation begins, the

system would invoke the specified action as the group of strokes reaches each spatial

synchronization marker.

9.7.5 Create More Accurate Stroke Classifiers

We want to develop ink stroke recognition algorithms that are less sensitive to size,

speed, rotation, and direction variations inherent in end user sketching. Current feature-

based recognition algorithms restrict the user to drawing gestures nearly identical to the

gestures used to train the classifier. As we learned in the usability evaluation, users are

unwittingly keen at drawing gestures dissimilar to how we trained the classifier.

Currently, the burden is on the gesture designer to anticipate the variations on the

standard gesture shapes that a user might draw and then train the gesture classifier to

recognize those shape variations. To alleviate this burden, we want to produce better

classification algorithms that are less sensitive to the size, speed, rotation, and direction

variations inherent in end user sketching.
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9.7.6 Support Multi-hop Behavioral Strokes

To define multiple actions for an event occurring on a content object, a designer must

sketch two behavioral strokes from the content object and assign the same source event,

but different actions, to each behavioral stroke. Although sketching multiple behavioral

strokes works, it may not adequately represent the action sequence a designer intends and

the designer may not understand the need for multiple strokes. We want to extend our

current mechanism for sketching behavior to support multi-hop behavioral strokes. Using

a multi-hop behavioral stroke, a designer could connect a set of content objects into a

sequence, where the designer assigns an action to each hop in the sequence. For example,

by sketching a multi-hop behavioral stroke, a designer could specify a behavior that

causes the system to begin playing a video and display a piece of text in response to a

user selecting a button. A multi-hop behavioral stroke visually captures the notion of an

action sequence and clearly indicates to the system and the designer the order that the

system should invoke the actions. To define a multi-hop behavioral stroke, a designer

could sketch the stroke as a single continuous stroke moving from object to object or in

separate strokes where each stroke ends with a “junction” from which the designer could

sketch another stroke.

9.7.7 Expand the Range of Behavior a Designer Can Sketch

We want to expand the range of behavior a designer can sketch using DEMAIS. One

approach is to expand the pre-defined set of source event and action operators provided in

the tool. Additional source events might include a right mouse click event, mouse enter

event, mouse exit event, and conditional event based on the value of a text object or

variable. Additional actions might include a zoom in action, zoom out action, set the

contents of a text object action and set the value of a variable action. Although expanding

the pre-defined range of operators would expand the range of behavior a designer could

sketch in DEMAIS, the set of operators would still be fixed and may not always meet the

needs of a designer. Thus, we want to extend DEMAIS to enable a designer to define her

own operators. For example, a designer could define a new source event that triggers

when an end user presses and holds the mouse button for a half second. A designer could
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build a new operator by composing lower-level events and actions, demonstrating the

behavior of the operator to the system, or coding the behavior of the operator using a

scripting language.

9.7.8 Export a Design

To facilitate the transition from a low- to higher-fidelity representation of a design, we

want to enable a designer to export a design created with DEMAIS into a format readable

by a higher-fidelity authoring tool such as GRiNS, Authorware, or Director. For example,

we could export a design created with DEMAIS to SMIL [87], the W3C recommended

format for web-based multimedia applications. SMIL is already supported by GRiNS and

may be supported by Authorware and Director through the development of Xtras (an Xtra

is a mechanism enabling third parties to extend Macromedia products). After sketching

several iterations of a design using DEMAIS, a designer will need to create a higher-

fidelity prototype or begin production on the final application. To help make this

transition fluid and to utilize the effort a designer has already invested, we want to enable

the designer to export the design into a format readable by a higher-fidelity tool.
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Appendix A - Design Survey

Statement of Purpose and Confidentiality
You are invited to participate in a research survey designed to gather information regarding the current use
of interactive multimedia design tools, methodologies, and notations. This survey is being conducted by:
Brian Bailey, current graduate student, and Joseph Konstan, Professor of Computer Science at the
University of Minnesota. The records of this survey will be kept private. In any sort of report we might
publish, we will not include any information that will make it possible to identify participants. Under no
circumstances will these surveys be viewed or loaned to others without your written consent. Thank you for
your participation.

1. What is your background? (check all that apply)

__Artist __Graphic Designer __Programmer __Video Production

__Project Lead/Producer __Other (please specify) __Other (please specify)

2. How many years of experience do you have working with interactive multimedia applications?

3. Which types of multimedia applications have you been involved with in the past? (check all that apply)

__Business Web Sites __Other (please specify)
__Children’s Education __Other (please specify)
__Entertainment/Games
__Instructional Training
__Multimedia Art
__Promotional/Marketing

4. In your experience, which design artifacts are produced in the early stages of interactive multimedia
design? Please number the items listed below according to the order in which they are produced in the
design process; if produced at the same time, use the same number. Only mark the ones that are actually
produced in your projects, and if there are others, please indicate and number them below.

__Textual Outline (script) __Information Hierarchy

__Program Flowchart __Storyboard

__Navigation Flowchart __Working Prototype

__Interaction Diagram __Voice Script

__Finite State Machine

Others (please describe and number below)

______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________
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5a). Of the design artifacts you numbered in Question 4 above, which do you consider most vital to the
successful design of an interactive multimedia project? Please respond by numbering the design artifacts
listed below according to how important they are to the design process (start with 1 being the most
important). If you consider one or more of them to be of equal importance, use the same number.

__Textual Outline (script) __Information Hierarchy

__Program Flowchart __Storyboard

__Navigation Flowchart __Working Prototype

__Interaction Diagram __Voice Script

__Finite State Machine

Others (please describe and number below)

______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________

5b). Can you briefly describe why you gave these rankings? In other words, why did you rank certain
artifacts as more important than others? What is it about these artifacts that makes them more important?
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6. For each of the design artifacts you numbered in Question 4, which software tools do you use to create
them? Please respond by writing the name of the tool used, or by simply placing an X where appropriate.

Pencil and
Paper

Graphic
Design Tool

Authoring
Tool

Word
Processor

Diagramming
Tool

Other
(specify)

Textual
Outline
(script)

Program
Flowchart

Navigation
Flowchart

Interaction
Diagram

Information
Hierarchy

Storyboard

Prototype

Voice Script

Finite State
Machine

Other
(specify)
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7. Assume the term behavior refers to how an interactive multimedia application changes over time or how
it reacts to user interaction. For example, “when the user clicks button X, jump to screen Y,” or “after 3
seconds, start the voice narration,” are behaviors. Of the design artifacts you numbered in Question 4
above, which do you use to describe the behavior of an interactive multimedia application to other
designers, programmers, or clients? In addition, how effective are these design artifact(s) in communicating
behavior? If no design artifact is used to describe application behavior, briefly explain why.

Artifact used to describe behavior: _________________________
Communication of behavior: __Excellent __Good __Fair __Not Good __Poor

Artifact used to describe behavior: _________________________
Communication of behavior: __Excellent __Good __Fair __Not Good __Poor

Artifact used to describe behavior: _________________________
Communication of behavior: __Excellent __Good __Fair __Not Good __Poor

If no artifact is used, briefly explain why here:

8. I would also appreciate it if you could send me copies of actual design artifacts created early in the
multimedia design process. I am especially interested in pencil and paper sketches, storyboards, interaction
diagrams or any other artifact that attempts to conceptualize the behavioral aspects of an interactive
multimedia application early in the design phase. All materials will be kept confidential unless you give
your written consent otherwise.

9. In the future, would it be ok for me to contact you in order to gather additional feedback? If so, please fill
in your preferred contact information below.

I appreciate your help in supporting my Ph.D. thesis work and look forward to hearing back from you.

Sincerely,

Brian Bailey
Department of Computer Science
4-192 EE/CS Building
200 Union Street SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Fax: 612-625-0572
Phone: 612-624-8372
Email: bailey@cs.umn.edu



Appendix B – Artifacts from Design Study

Artifact: Mind Map

Note: Due to agreements with certain designers, we are unable to include a mind map
artifact from the design study. However, based on our observations of mind maps in the
study, we created an example mind map artifact for Lewis and Clark’s interactions with
Native American tribes.
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Artifact: Information Hierarchy
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Artifact: Information Hierarchy
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Artifact: Content Map
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Artifact: Content Map
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Artifact: Navigation Chart
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Artifact: Flowchart
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Artifact: Storyboard
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Artifact: Storyboard
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Artifact: Storyboard
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Artifact: Script
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Artifact: Script



Appendix C – Usability Questionnaire

BACKGROUND

1. Do you have experience in multimedia or web site design? If so, please describe your area of
expertise and number of years of experience in that area.

2. Do you have experience with computer programming tools or languages such as HyperCard,
Authorware, Lingo, HTML, or Visual Basic? If so, please list the tools or languages and number
of years of experience with each of them.

3. How would you rate your level of experience with a stylus-based input device; e.g., a palm
pilot?

___ Expert user
___ Experienced user
___ Average user
___ Novice user
___ Never used a stylus-based input device before

USABILITY

4. How would you rate the execution speed (performance) of DEMAIS?

___ Excellent
___ Good
___ Adequate
___ Poor
___ Awful

5. While performing the design tasks, about what percentage of rectangles were recognized
correctly by the application the first time you drew them?

___ Almost all
___ More than half
___ About half
___ Less than half
___ Almost none
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6. Conversely, while performing the design tasks, about what percentage of ink strokes were
recognized incorrectly as rectangles (signified by them blinking twice when they were not
supposed to)?

___ 20% or greater
___ 16-20%
___ 11-15%
___ 6-10%
___0-5%

7. The visual language icons shown along the bottom of the main application screen enabled you
to assign different source events and destination actions on a behavioral ink stroke in the
storyboard or multi-view editor. Did you find the meanings represented by these visual language
icons to be:

___ Very easy to understand
___ Somewhat easy to understand
___ Understandable, but not easy
___ Somewhat difficult to understand
___ Very difficult to understand

8. When creating a new storyboard layer, the system provided a choice of three layer types
(content, annotation, and interaction). Did you find the concept of these layer types to be:

___ Very meaningful and useful
___ Somewhat meaningful and useful
___ Not sure of their meaning or usefulness
___ Somewhat meaningless or useless
___ Very meaningless or useless

9. In both design tasks, you used layers to incrementally sketch both content and behavior. Did
you find the concept of sketching with layers:

___ Very easy to understand
___ Somewhat easy to understand
___ Understandable, but not easy
___ Somewhat difficult to understand
___ Very difficult to understand

Can you recommend any improvements for sketching with layers or in providing layer types?
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10. Did you find any aspects of the application not covered in the previous questions to be
particularly difficult to use or understand? If so, please explain.

11. Did you find any aspects of the application not covered in the previous questions to be
particularly easy to use or understand? If so, please explain.

USEFULNESS

12. Imagine that you were asked to redo the same tasks using an authoring tool such as Director,
Authorware, or HyperCard. In comparison to these tools, how would you rate DEMAIS?

___ Significantly better
___ Somewhat better
___ About the same
___ Somewhat worse
___ Significantly worse
___ I have no experience with these other tools

If you have experience with these tools, can you briefly explain why you gave DEMAIS this
ranking?
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13. Imagine that you were asked to redo the same tasks using only pencil and paper (as best you
could). In comparison to pencil and paper, how would you rate DEMAIS?

___ Significantly better
___ Somewhat better
___ About the same
___ Somewhat worse
___ Significantly worse
___ I have no experience designing these types of applications

If you have design experience, can you briefly explain why you gave DEMAIS this ranking?

14. Assume that a commercial quality application similar to DEMAIS could be created. Do you
feel that this application could be a valuable design or brainstorming tool for a multimedia
designer?

What do you feel would be the strengths of this tool for a designer?

What do you feel would be the weaknesses of this tool for a designer?



Appendix D – Example Packet for a Designer

Order of Design Tools

For Design Task Use Tool Save Design to File

1 Authorware Task1.a5p

2 Pencil and Paper N/A

3 DEMAIS Task3.dms
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Design Task 1: Learn About the Corps of Discovery

Background
In 1803, President Thomas Jefferson commandeered an expedition to explore the western United
States. The expedition party, called The Corps of Discovery, consisted of two captains and ten
other core members.

Design Task
Design a section of an application that would enable a middle school student to interactively
explore and learn about the core members of the expedition, using the basic information structure
and content for four of those members to guide your design. Use your assigned design tool to
create a representation of your design idea so that you can effectively communicate your design
idea to the client. Assume that you have similar content for the other core members, as well as
any other content that you may desire. You are not required to use all of the content provided.

Design Goals
• Be creative in terms of user interaction and time-based information display in order to

impress the client when s/he visits you in 30 minutes
• Because the client will only meet with you for 3 minutes, use your assigned design tool to

build a representation that will help you clearly communicate your design idea
• Do not worry about cost or implementation hurdles related to your design, just be as creative

as possible☺

Information Structure and Content
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark were the two captains of the expedition, while
Sacagawea and York were two of the other core members. For each expedition member,
a picture of that member, a short voice over from an expert describing that member, key
descriptions (facts) taken from that voice over, and a picture of that expert have been
provided. Although not shown or provided, assume that each member has a one-page
biography that should also be available to the user.

Note: Due to the small page size of the dissertation, we show the information structure on
the next page. In the evaluation, we included the information structure on this page.
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Questionnaire – Design Task 1 (5 questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Which of the three design tools was used for this design task?

___ Pencil and Paper
___ Authorware
___ DEMAIS

2. How helpful was this design tool in helping you explore behavioral ideas for this design task?
Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful

3. How difficult was it to represent (externalize) your behavioral ideas using this design tool? In
the case of DEMAIS, where you received help, imagine that you are as proficient with this tool as
you are with the others. Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not difficult Neutral Very difficult

4. Although your design is far from complete, how confident are you that your behavioral ideas, if
implemented as is, would “work” (be effective) for an end user? Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not confident Neutral Very confident

5. While speaking with the “client,” how helpful was the representation you created with this
design tool in helping you communicate all (not just those represented) of your behavioral ideas
for this design task? Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful
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Design Task 2: Native American Interactions

Background
Along the Missouri River, the Corps of Discovery met and interacted with many native
American tribes, two of which were the Teton Sioux and Mandan. The Teton Sioux slept
in tepees, hunted buffalo, and fiercely guarded their territory. The Mandans lived in earth
lodges, farmed corn, and were amenable to trade with the United States.

Design Task
Design a section of an application that would enable a middle school student to interactively
explore and learn about the expedition’s interactions with the native American tribes, using the
initial information structure and content for two of those tribes to guide your design. Use your
assigned design tool to create a representation of your design idea so that you can effectively
communicate your design idea to the client. Assume that you have similar content for the other
tribes, as well as any other content that you may desire. You are not required to use all of the
content provided.

Design Goals
• Be creative in terms of user interaction and time-based information display in order to

impress the client when s/he visits you in 30 minutes
• Because the client will only meet with you for 3 minutes, use your assigned design tool to

build a representation that will help you clearly communicate your design idea
• Do not worry about cost or implementation hurdles related to your design, just be as creative

as possible☺

Information Structure and Content
To help guide your design, you have been provided with a:

• Video of Jefferson’s instructions to the Corps regarding their interactions with native tribes

• Video and related paragraph providing background information about the Teton Sioux and
Mandan

• Video and related paragraph describing the first meeting and a confrontation with the Teton
Sioux

• Video and related paragraph describing the first meeting and trade with the Mandan

• Map showing where along the Missouri River the expedition encountered the tribes

Note: Due to the small page size of the dissertation, we show the information structure on
the next page. In the evaluation, we included the information structure on this page.
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Questionnaire – Design Task 2 (5 questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Which of the three design tools was used for this design task?

___ Pencil and Paper
___ Authorware
___ DEMAIS

2. How helpful was this design tool in helping you explore behavioral ideas for this design task?
Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful

3. How difficult was it to represent (externalize) your behavioral ideas using this design tool? In
the case of DEMAIS, where you received help, imagine that you are as proficient with this tool as
you are with the others. Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not difficult Neutral Very difficult

4. Although your design is far from complete, how confident are you that your behavioral ideas, if
implemented as is, would “work” (be effective) for an end user? Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not confident Neutral Very confident

5. While speaking with the “client,” how helpful was the representation you created with this
design tool in helping you communicate all (not just those represented) of your behavioral ideas
for this design task? Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful
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Design Task 3: Knowledge Game

Background
For the first design task, you designed a section of content enabling a middle school student to
explore and learn about the different members of the expedition. For this design task, you will
design a game that tests a student’s knowledge regarding those members of the expedition.

Design Task
Design a game that tests a student’s knowledge about the four expedition members from the first
design task; Lewis, Clark, Sacagawea, and York. In the game, a user must try to correctly
associate a “fact” with the expedition member to whom it describes. The interaction style and any
timing restrictions related to making a match is completely up to you. Two facts for each of the
four expedition members have been provided. Whenever the user correctly associates a fact to an
expedition member, a short paragraph explaining that fact in greater detail should be presented.
However, because these paragraphs are not provided to you, just use placeholders in your design,
assuming that each paragraph consists of about 3-5 sentences.

As part of your game, please design a short set of narrated instructions (1–2 sentences) telling the
user how to play your game. Use your assigned design tool to create a representation of your
game so that your game idea can be effectively communicated to the client.

Design Goals
• Be creative in terms of user interaction and time-based information display in order to

impress the client when s/he visits you in 30 minutes
• Because the client will only meet with you for 3 minutes, use your assigned design tool to

build a representation that will help you clearly communicate your design idea
• Do not worry about cost or implementation hurdles related to your design, just be as creative

as possible☺

Facts About the Expedition Members

Meriwether Lewis – Lewis.jpg
• Committed suicide after the expedition was over
• Was the personal secretary of Thomas Jefferson

William Clark – Clark.jpg
• Served as Superintendent of Indian Affairs
• Served as the cartographer of the expedition

Sacagawea – Sacagawea.gif
• Directed expedition party at key topographic moments
• Symbolized that the expedition party was not a war party

York – York.jpg
• Curiosity to the native American tribes
• William Clark’s companion and slave
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Questionnaire – Design Task 3 (5 questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Which of the three design tools was used for this design task?

___ Pencil and Paper
___ Authorware
___ DEMAIS

2. How helpful was this design tool in helping you explore behavioral ideas for this design task?
Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful

3. How difficult was it to represent (externalize) your behavioral ideas using this design tool? In
the case of DEMAIS, where you received help, imagine that you are as proficient with this tool as
you are with the others. Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not difficult Neutral Very difficult

4. Although your design is far from complete, how confident are you that your behavioral ideas, if
implemented as is, would “work” (be effective) for an end user? Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not confident Neutral Very confident

5. While speaking with the “client,” how helpful was the representation you created with this
design tool in helping you communicate all (not just those represented) of your behavioral ideas
for this design task? Please circle your answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful
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Questionnaire – Post Experiment (7 questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Please rank the designs that you created according to how innovative you felt the behavioral
aspects of those designs were. Rank the designs by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cells of the
matrix. If you feel that two or more of the designs were equivalent, you may rank them the same.

Expedition
Members

Native American
Interactions Knowledge Game

Most innovative

Middle

Least innovative

2. Please rank the design tasks according to how difficult it was to create a design for them. Rank
the tasks by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cells of the matrix. If you feel that two or more of
the tasks were equivalent, you may rank them the same.

Expedition
Members

Native American
Interactions Knowledge Game

Most difficult

Middle

Least difficult

3. Please rank the design tools according to how helpful they were in helping you explore
behavioral ideas during the design tasks. Rank the tools by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cells
of the matrix. If you feel that two or more of the tools were equivalent, you may rank them the
same.

Pencil and Paper DEMAIS Authorware

Most helpful

Middle

Least helpful
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4. Please rank the design tools according to how helpful they were in helping you communicate
your behavioral ideas to the “clients.” Rank the tools by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cells of
the matrix. If you feel that two or more of the tools were equivalent, you may rank them the same.

Pencil and Paper DEMAIS Authorware

Most helpful

Middle

Least helpful

5. When creating a design with DEMAIS, how helpful was it to be able to periodically run
(operationalize) your design and interact with it?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful

6. When communicating a design with DEMAIS, how helpful was it to be able to run
(operationalize) your design enabling the client to directly interact with it and/or enabling you to
demonstrate it to them?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful

7(a) From your observations of DEMAIS, what do you think are the strengths of this tool?

(b) What do you think are the weaknesses of this tool?



Appendix E – Example Packet for a Client

Order of Designer Meetings

Design Session Meet With Meet For

1 K 3 minutes

2 J 3 minutes

3 G 3 minutes
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Questionnaire - Design Session 1 (2 Questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Please identify the design tool used in the communication session with the designer.

___ Authorware
___ DEMAIS
___ Pencil and Paper

2. Based on your understanding of the design communicated to you, please list the aspects that
you liked the most about that design. Also, please list the aspects that you liked the least about
that design or the aspects that you feel need improvement. Note: Please do not spend more than 3
minutes on this question.

3. While speaking with the “designer,” how helpful was the representation created with this
design tool in helping you understand the behavioral ideas for this design task? Please circle your
answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful
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Questionnaire - Design Session 2 (2 Questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Please identify the design tool used in the communication session with the designer.

___ Authorware
___ DEMAIS
___ Pencil and Paper

2. Based on your understanding of the design communicated to you, please list the aspects that
you liked the most about that design. Also, please list the aspects that you liked the least about
that design or the aspects that you feel need improvement. Note: Please do not spend more than 3
minutes on this question.

3. While speaking with the “designer,” how helpful was the representation created with this
design tool in helping you understand the behavioral ideas for this design task? Please circle your
answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful
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Questionnaire - Design Session 3 (2 Questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Please identify the design tool used in the communication session with the designer.

___ Authorware
___ DEMAIS
___ Pencil and Paper

2. Based on your understanding of the design communicated to you, please list the aspects that
you liked the most about that design. Also, please list the aspects that you liked the least about
that design or the aspects that you feel need improvement. Note: Please do not spend more than 3
minutes on this question.

3. While speaking with the “designer,” how helpful was the representation created with this
design tool in helping you understand the behavioral ideas for this design task? Please circle your
answer below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful
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Questionnaire – Post Experiment (6 questions)

Note: The term behavior collectively refers to both time-based display and user interaction.

1. Please rank the designs according to how innovative you felt the behavioral aspects of those
designs were. Rank the designs by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cells of the matrix. If you feel
that two or more of the designs were equivalent, you may rank them the same.

Expedition
Members

Native American
Interactions Knowledge Game

Most innovative

Middle

Least innovative

2. Please rank the designs communicated to you according to how well you understood the
behavioral aspects of those designs. Rank the designs by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cells of
the matrix. If you feel that two or more of the designs were equivalent, you may rank them the
same.

Expedition
Members

Native American
Interactions Knowledge Game

Most understood

Middle

Least understood

3. Please rank the designs communicated to you according to how difficult it was to understand
the behavioral aspects of those designs. Rank the designs by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate
cells of the matrix. If you feel that two or more of the designs were equivalent, you may rank
them the same.

Expedition
Members

Native American
Interactions Knowledge Game

Most difficult

Middle

Least difficult
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4. Please rank the design tools (meaning the representations created with them) according to how
helpful they were in helping you understand the behavioral aspects of the designs. Rank the tools
by placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate cells of the matrix. If you feel that two or more of the tools
were equivalent, you may rank them the same.

Pencil and Paper DEMAIS Authorware

Most helpful

Middle

Least helpful

5. When having a design communicated to you with DEMAIS, how helpful was it to be able to
directly interact with that design. In other words, how helpful was it to see the design in “run”
mode?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not helpful Neutral Very helpful

6. Was there anything specific about a particular design tool that helped or hindered your
understanding of a particular design? If so, please briefly explain below.


